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Abstract
MIGR~S-2 allows the production of microscopic group constants of the
ABN - type. The Karlsruhe nuclear data file KEDAK is llsed as the nu-
clear data basis. All group constants necessary for diffusion-, con-
sistent P1 -, and S -calculations, taking the anisotropy into account
n
up to P5 ' can be calculated.
A description of the code and the underlying theory is glven. An in-
put and an output description, a sample problem and the program lists
are provided.
Zusammenfassung:
MIGR~S-2 erlaubt die Bereitstellung von mikroskopischen Gruppenkon-
stanten vom ABN-Typ. Als Datenbasis wird die Karlsruher Kerndatenbib-
liothek KEDAK benutzt. Es können alle Gruppenkonstanten berechnet
werden, die für Diffusions-, konsistente P1- und anisotrope Sn-Rech-
nungen benötigt werden.
Der Code und die zugrundeliegende Theorie werden beschrieben.
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The code MIGROS-2 has been established to produce microscopic group
constants for arbitrar~ isotopes. MIGROS-2 allows the production Qf group
cross section sets of the ABN-type [1]. The Karlsruhe nuclear data file
KEDAK [' 2] is used as the nuclear data basis. The code has been further
developed from the code MIGROS [3], which has been used so far for the
production of the Karlsruhe 26-group cross section sets. The microscopic
group constants, which are calculated by MIGROS-2, can be used for the
production of macroscopic group cross sections for diffusion, consistent
P1- arid for S..... calculations, taking the anisotropy into account up to P .
n 5
They are:
- average group cross sections for infinite dilution (without resonance
self shielding) for all types of neutron reactions, from energy dependent
cross sections tabulated point by point;
- energy resonance self shielding factors and average group cross sections
for infinite dilution for capture, fission, elastic scattering and total
neutron reaction from resolved resonance parameters, from statistical
resonance parameters and from energy dependent cross sections, tabulated
point by point, in the resonance region;
- matrices of the elastic scattering up to the P5-approximation from angular
distributions;
- matrices of the zero'th moment of inelastic scattering from inelastic
exitation cross sections or by an evaporation'model;
- 1/v-average group values;
- fission spectra;
- cross sections for the thermal energy region (one energy group).
The code MIGROS-2 has a modular structure, which lS very flexible in its
need of storage.
A standard input lS provided internally for the production of a 26-group
cross section set with the same group structure as the ABN-set. The output
of the results is given in two forms; on paper and on an external unit.
The input of MIGROS-2 is very versatile. If the user does not use the standard
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input, he has to prove whether or not the input is physically meaningful
and the methods in the used modules are adequate. In the following a
short description of the task of MIGROS-2 is given.
The calculation of average group cross sections from pointwise data on
KEDAK.
Group averages for all types of cross sections that are available on
KEDAK are calculated. A trapezoidal rule for the integration is used.
As integration points the energy points on KEDAK are used. Besides the
average group cross-sections group values for the average cosine of the
elastic scattering, for the number of secondaries per fission, for a
and n are calculated.
The calculation of energy resonance self shielding factors and average
group cross sections from resolved resonance parameters and from
statistical parameters.
For capture, fission and elastic scattering flux weighted (w(E) ~ 0 (~)+O )
resonance self shielding factors and for elastic scattering and thet 0
total neutron reaction current weighted (w(E) ~ { (~) }2) self shielding
0t +0 o .factors dependent on temperature and on the background cross sectlon 0 0
and the average group cross sections are calculated from resonance parameters.
In the resolved resonance region Breit-Wigner single level parameters and
Doppler-broadened line shape functions are used. Interference between
potential and resonance scattering and the overlapping of resonances is taken
into account exactly.
In the unresolved resonance region an analytical model, based on average
resonance parameters and X2-distributions for the parameters, is used.
Interference between potential and resonance scattering is partly taken
into account. Overlapping of resonances is considered approximately.
The calculation of energy resonance self shielding factors from pointwise
dat a ,
The same types of self shielding factors that are calculated from resonance
parameters can also be calculated from pointwise data by a tropezoidal rule.
They can only be calculated for the temperature for which the cross sections
are tabulated .
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The calculation of the zero'th and higher moments of the elastic scattering
transfer elements.
There exist two approaches. In the first one average transfer elements
from one group into another or into the same group are calculated. The
average over the outscattering group may be weighted.
In the second approach, the outscattering group is subdivided into several
intervals. To describe the transfer from one group to another, for each
outscattering group the average values over the intervals are calculated.
In both cases an integration is done over the in-scattering groups.
Both approaches expect tabulated angular distributions. The angles must
be the same for all energies, at which the distributions are tabulated.
The two approaches use different interpolation and quadrature procedures.
In the first one the angular distributions are transformed from thecentre
of mass system to the laboratory system. The interpolations in the energy
and in the angle are done by polinomials of the order four. The integration
over the in-scattering group is performed as integration over the corres-
ponding angle interval in the laboratory system by a Simpson rule, the
integration over the outscattering group is performed by a trapezoidal rule.
In the second approach the interpolation for the angle in the centre of
mass system is done by a linear interpolation, the interpolation in energy
is performed logarithmic. The integration over the in-scattering groups is
transformed to an integration over the corresponding angle intervals in
the centre of mass system. Both integration, over the angle intervals and
over the outscattering groups is done by a Romberg procedure.
The calculation of the inelastic scattering matrix.
For the calculation of the inelastic scattering matrix ln the range of
discrete levels excitation cross sections are used. The total inelastic
scattering cross section and the excitation cross sections are inter-
polated linearly. All energy integrations are done by a trapezoidal rule.
At higher energies the Weißkopf evaporation model is used.
The calculation of the fission spectra.
Fission spectra are calculated by a Watt-formula. The fragment kinetic
energy per nucleon and the Watt fragment nuclear "tremperat.ure" are used ,
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Thermal cross sections.
One thermal group with a Maxwellian spectrum ~s assumed.
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1. The organization of MIGR~S-2
1.1 The logical structure of MIGR0S-2
The code MIGR~S-2 has a modular structure. It consists of a control
module and of several computational modules. In the control module
all the input information, except the nuclear data, is checked, the
order of processing is fixed and the information for the single
computational modules is prepared. A computational module is defined
as a logically complete, executable computer procedure, consisting
of several subroutines and functions. In a computational module a
specific type of group constants is calculated. The necessary nuclear
data are read from the Karlsruhe nuclear data library, KEDAK /1/, in
the computational modules. Also in these the group constants are
output on paper and on an external storage unit. The available
computational modules are given in table I.
The control is transferred from the control module to a compu-
tational module by a CALL-statement which calls the entry subroutine
of the module. It is not possible to transfer the control directly
from one module to another. A computational module can be called
by the control module several times.
All computational modules are written in F~RTRAN-IV. All arrays are
variably dimensioned, when they are influenced by input information.
The control module is written in FORTRAN-IV, except for the routine
DATAMAIN, which is written in ASSEMBLER.
Since the input of nuclear data and the output of the results is
performed in the computational modules, the only information that
must be transferred between the control module and the computational
modules is input information other than nuclear data and information
necessary for the control of the program. The transfer of data is
partly done by an unlabeled C~MM~N-arr~. However, most of the data
transfer is accomplished by the parameter lists in the entry
subroutines of the computational modules.
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MIGROS-2 is organized in an overlay structure, given in table 11.
1.2 The control module
The control module has three tasks:
- to read all input information exept the nuclear data,
- to provide a central data array and the unlabeled C~MM~N-
array,
- to control the order of computation of the computational
modules.
In the routines DATAMAIN und MAIN a central data array is provided,
whose length can be defined by the user in the IBM/OS control
language (see chapter 2).
In the subroutine INPUT, all input information exept the nuclear
data is read and checked. The central data array is prepared and
the computational modules are called.
The input information is stored and the working arrays for the
computational modules are provided in the central data array. It
consists of two sections. One is permanent and the same for all
computational modules. The other section depends on the particular
module being considered and is allocated only when the control is
actually transferred to the module. All information cf the central
data array is transferred by parameter lists in the entry sub-
routines of the computational modules. A description is given in
table 111.
Also there is an unlabeled C~MM~N-array, described in table IV.
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1.3 The organization of the central data array XL
The ASSEMBLER-routine DATAMAIN provides a central array named XL
for the subroutine MAIN. The length of XL is defined by the user
in the PARM.G-parameter of the EXEC-card in the IBM/OS control
language. The subroutine MAIN calls the subroutine EING t which
first prints an input description of the MIGR~S-system. Then all
the input for the first material is read and that necessary for
the variable dimensioning of the input arrays in the XL-array'is
retained t e.g' t the number of group boundaries t the number of
points of the weighting function t the number of computational
modules that shall be used etc. The input unit is "backspaced"
to the beginning and the subroutine INPUT is called. The starting
addresses of the input arrays in the XL-array are arguments of
INPUT. The index NFR indicates the beginning of the non-permanent
section of the XL-array and is also an argument of the subroutine
INPUT. All input arrays are filled with the information from the
input cards or the standard built-in data. The input is also
checked for consistency. Then the computational modules are called
in the order fixed by the input.
Before every call of a computational module the length of the non-
permanent section of the XL-array is checked to determine t if it
is long enough for the working arrays of the module. The length
of these working arrays are dependent on the input information and
in some cases t can finally be defined only in the computational
module itself. In this case an iterative procedure is used to
determine the proper length. As a first stept a minimum length of
the working array is assumed. If it turns out to be too small t
control is given back to the control module and the size of the
array is increased. When the required size of the working array
is so large that the XL-array is not long enough the computational
module in question is passed and a message to the user is given.
After all the required computational modules for one material have
been called t a RETURN-statement to the subroutine MAIN is given.




For reading KEDAK, the subroutine NDF is necessary. A description is
given in /3/.
In the case, that there are specified no weighting functions for the






E is the energy in L eVJ.
This weighting function is used for all group constants except the
first and higher Legendre moments for elastic scattering.
FUNCTI~N PHI1 (L,E)
PHI1 = 1./E * * L
RETURN
END
E a s the energy in [' eV]
L =1 + 1,1 = Legendre moment.
This weighting function is used for the first and higher Legendre









energy resonance self shielding factors
from resolved Breit-Wigner resonance
parameters
names of the subroutines Ientry subroutine
and functions
DOPW ~ EXPPX ~ FGEM ~ NDF ~ PHI ~ I FGEM







energy resonance self shielding factors
from statistical Breit-Wigner
parameters
energy resonance self shielding factors
from neutron cross sections given point
by point in energy
average group cross sections~ for
infinite dilution (without resonance
self shielding from point by point
data in the energy and average group
values ~~ n~ a~ v
DELTA~ DMIT~ D~PW~ EPSI~
EZZ~ FSTAT~ GAFM~ GAMG~
GAMN ~ NDF ~ PHASE ~ PHI ~ P~L ~
QUER ~ SIGC ~ SUCH ~ TAB
D~PW ~ FSTRUK ~ NDF ~ PHI










content names of the subroutines
and functions
entry subroutine'
5 chapter 6 I zero'th moment of the inelastic scat-
tering from discrete levels and from
an evaporation model
AKED, DNFAK, D~UB, EXD, NDF
PHI, SCAT, TRA, XKj{}N
SCAT
6 chapter 7 zero'th and higher moments of the
elastic scattering from angular
distributions
ADD, FLUMMI, GRUPIN, G, IN,
~RM, IP~LA, IP~LIN, LECAL,
LEGANS, LEGINT, LEGIST ,
LEGPj{}L, Lj{}j{}KO, Lj{}j{}K1, Lj{}j{}K2 1
L~j{}K3, MAKR~, MIXSGT, MUK~N 1
NDF, PHI, PHIL, PRINT, PUNK 1






7 chapter 12 fission spectra
8 chapter 11 1/V-average group values
9 I chapter 8 zero'th and higher moments of elastic
scattering for the "REMO"-correction
Dj{}PW, NDF, SPALT
Dj{}PW, EDV, PHI
AK~R, AMESH, ANINT, BCM,
EGRENZ, FXINT, HIDR, ICS~P,
INTEN, ISj{}FAL, IWIN, IWj{}
KEDDAT, LMI, MASSIN, NDF,
N~RM, PHI, PTL, REMj{}, REMP
SEARCH, SINT, SM0RN,




number of described content names of the subroutines entry subroutine
the module ~n and functions
10 chapter 10 group cross sections in the D~PW, NDF, THERM THERM
thermal group
control chapter 2 DATAMAIN, D~PW, EING,

















I I I I I I I I I I
FGEM FSTAT FSTRUK SUND SCAT FLUMMI SPALT EDV REM(I) THERM
WIRQ QUER AKED SUM KEDDAT
ST(I)SS TAB XK(I)N IP(I)LA BCM
PSIXI SIGC DEXD PUSUM ICS(I)P
EXPPX PHASE DNFAK I PTLWIRQU EZZ D(I)UB ZWIN
DMIT TRA MASSIN
DELTA INTEN
EPSI MIkGT MIk(l)N TkF(I) MARK(I) LE~AL GRtk>IN FXINTGAMN SM(I)RNGAMG ADD PRINT INFORM L(I)(I)KO LEGP(I)L IP(I)LIN SEARCH
GAFM PUNK L(I)(I)Kl LEGINT SPRAL REMP
P(I)L L(I)(I)K2 LEGIST TRAPEZ N(I)RM


















Structure of the central data array XL in the subroutine MAIN.
a) The permanent section
The symbols of the input description in chapter 2 are used.
length of
the subarray
type content of the
subarray
see card n of
the input
description






9, 5, 34, 33
9, 5, 34, 33

































NFE x JNSPEC Real 4




NA x NE Integer 4
NA x NE Integer 4
NA x NE Integer 4
NA x NE Integer 4
2 x NE Integer 4
is actually only stored
if module 9 is called
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Table III, corrt ,
b) The non-permanent section
Besides the permanent section a non-permanent section is defined,
when a computational module is actually called. This non-perma-
nent part exists only during the execution of a computational
module. The non-permanent section starts with the index NFR, de-
fined in the subroutine MAIN. The names of the auxiliary arrays
are the same as used in the formal parameters of the entry sub-
routines of the computational modules. All other symbols are the
same as in the input description of chapter 2.
b l ) Module 1
length of the type content of the subarray see card n of
subarray the input
description
MI x 7 Real 4 SUM, auxiliary array 13
NE x 3 Real 4 SUI/l, " " 5
max (300,r) Real 4 ER, " "
max (300,r) Integer 4 L, " "
max (300,r) Real 4 GJ, " "
max (300,r) Real 4 GAT, 11 "
max (300 ,r) Real 4 GAN , " "
max (300,r) Real 4 GAG, " "
max (300,r) Real 4 GAF, " "
5 x max (400,i) Real 4 STE, " "
r =number of resonances on the KEDAK-library for the isotope in
question
i = number of integration points for the integration of the effective
group cross section in one energy group.
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b2) Module 2
length of the type content of the subarray see card n of the
subarray input description
3 x 5 xMI Real 4 SE auxiliary array 13
3 x 5 xMI Real 4 SM " " 13
5 xMI Real 4 XEUGZ " " 13
b3) Module 3
length of the type content of the subarray see card n of the
subarray input description
NE x 4 Real 4 XINTE, auxiliary array 5
MI x NE x 5 Real 4 ZA, " " 13, 5
MI x NE x 4 Real 4 XN, " " 13, 5
MI x NE x 6 Real 4 SE, " " 13, 5
NE Real 4 XII, " " 5
MI x NE Real 4 ZB, " " 13, 5
NE Real 4 XI, " " 5
max (150o,i) Real 4 EMU, " " -
max (15oo,i) Real 4 XMU, " " -
3 x max (15oo,j) Real 4 SN, " " -
3 x max (150o,j) Real 4 EN, " " -
i =number of ~ -values on the KEDAK library for the isotope and energy
e
range in question.
j =maximum number of 0a-' 0e-' or 0f-values on the KEDAK library for
an isotope and energy range in question.
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b4) Module 4
length of the type content of the subarray see card n of the
subarray input description
NE Real 4 SGC, auxiliary array 5
NE Real 4 DUE, " 11 5
NE Real 4 XINTE, " " 5
NE Real 4 ZINT, " " 5
NE Real 4 XNEN, " " 5
NE Real 4 STREU, " " 5
max ( 1500,i) Real 4 SE, " " -
max (1500,i) Real 4 FSE, " " -
i = number of ~e-values or vf-values for one isotope on the KEDAK
library.
b5) Module 5
length of the type content of the subarray see card n of the
subarray input description
NE Real 8 WAHR, auxiliary array 5
NE Real 8 PRlDB, " " 5
NE Real 8 vw, " " 5
NE Real 8 QUER, " " 5
NE + 1 Real 8 E, 11 " 5
max (700,i) Real 8 ET, " " -
max (25 ,j ) Real 8 AE, " " -
NE Real 4 SU, " " 5
NE Real 4 QUlDT, " " 5
NE Integer 4 LBA, " " 5
NE Real 4 WEIN, 11 " 5
NE + 1 Real 4 AG, " " 5
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Ilength of the type content of the subarray see card n of the
subarray input description
max (700,i) Real 4 SGIT, auxiliary array -
max (25 ,j ) Integer 4 KMAX, " " -
max (400,j ,k) Real 4 SGIP, " " -
max (400,i) Real 4 WERT, " " -
~ = number of 0. -values for one isotope on the KEDAK-library.~n
j = number of exitation levels for one isotope on the KEDAK-library.
k = number of exitation cross sections for one isotope on KEDAK-
library.
b6) Module 6
length of the type content of the subarray see card n of the
subarray input descriptioll
max (i,400) Real 4 A, auxiliary array -
max (i,400) Real 4 B, " 11 -
max (i,400) Real 4 EA, " " -
max (i,400) Real 4 EB, " " -
max (i,400) Real 4 E, " " -
max (j,1000) Real 4 EN, " 11 -
max (j,looo) Real 4 SGN, " 11 -
max (j ,1000) Real 4 EC~, " " -
max (j ,1000) Real 4 SC~, 11 " -
max (j ,1000) Real 4 v, " " -
max (j,1000) Real 4 w, 11 " -
max (j,1000) Real 4 F, n 11 -
k Real 4 AR, " " -
k Real 4 FU, 11 " -
NE + 1 Real 4 ABN, " " 5
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length of the type content of the subarray see card n of the
subarray input description
NE+ 1 Integer 4 INT, auxiliary array 5
NE + 1 Real 4 GR, " " 5
NE + 1 Real 4 FEK{6E, " " 5
NE Real 4 R, " " 5
NE Real 4 RSP, " " 5
k x i Real 4 SGNC, " " -
1 x i Real 4 FEK{6, " " -
6 x 1 x NE Real 4 ELSIG, " " 5
2 x NE Real 4 ELT{6T, " " 5
max (m,3000) Real 4 ET, " " -
max (m,3000) Real 4 ST, " " -
i = 300 + maximum number of energy points for the reactor type SGNC
on the KEDAK-library for four neighbouring energy groups.
J =i + maximum number of energy points for the reaction types SGN
or MUEL or SGT on KEDAK in one energy group.
k = number of angle-mesh-points for the reaction type SGNC on KEDAK.
1 = maximum nuber of elements of the elastic scattering matrix for
one outscattering group.
m = maximum number of energy points for the reaction type SGT on
KEDAK in four neighbouring groups for a mixture of isotopes.
b7) Module 7
length of the type content of the subarray see card n of the
subarray input description
NE Real 4 X, auxiliary array 5
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b8) Module 8
length of the type content of the subarray see card n of the
subarray input description
NE Real 4 E, auxiliary array 5
NE Real 4 v, " " 5
NE Real 4 Y, " " 5
max (NFE, 10 x NE) Real 4 ES, " " 5
max (NFE, 10 x NE) Real 4 F, " " 5
b9) Module 9
length of the type content of the subarray see card n of the
subarray input description




This module uses only the permanent section of the XL-array.
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Table IV Structure of the unlabled C~~N-array
length of the type content of the subarray see card n of the
subarray input description
1 Real 8 MAT 1
1 Integer 4 ISTRUK 1
1 Integer 4 ISPA 3
1 Integer 4 unit number for print
output
1 Integer 4 external storage number
for the output of the
results
2 Integer 4 NR(2,J) , NR(3,J) 9
J is the index of the
module actually called
1 Integer 4 J, at the end of each 9





Neutron Cross Sections for Fast Reactor Materials
KFK 120, EANDC-E-35 u, 1966
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2. Input and output of MIGR~S-2
2.1 Description of the input
In the following input description the expression "card" is used for
the information that is read by one READ-statement. The input is
unformatted. The following rules must be observed: The information
of one "card" may actually be punched on several cards. Column one
of the first physical card must not be blank, for the following
physical cards belonging to the same READ-statement it must be blank.
The information of two words must be separated by at least one blank.
Alphanumeric information may consist of eight symbols or less. It
is represented in the form 'TEXT bbbb'. The blanks and apostrophes
are obligatory. For alphanumeric information consisting of five or
less symbols the following representation is also allowed: aTEXTa.
In this case no blanks are necessary. They are only necessary, if




name of the material in the
KEDAK-nomenclature /1/













= 1: fissile isotope
Comment: If card 2 and card 3 are not
defined, it is assumed that
the isotope is fissile, if the









number of group boundaries
group boundaries in (eV)
ENG(I) < ENG(I + 1)
There is no limitation for the
number of groups.
If "card 4" and "card 5" are
not defined, as standard input
the group boundaries of the
26-group ABN-set /2/ are used.
0.215, 0.465, 1.0, 2.15, 4.65,
10.0,21.5,46.5,100,215,465,
3341000, 2. 15. 10 , 4. 65 • 10 , 10 ,
445 52.15.10 ,4.65.10 , 10 ,2.10 ,
566 68.10 , 1.4.10,2.5.10 ,4.0.10 ,
6 76.5.10 , 10 •
Only the group boundaries of the








(EF(I), I = 1, N~)
3 constant
number of weighting functions
number of energy points
energy points for the macros-
copic weighting functions in (eV)
ordered with increasing energy
((F(I,J), I = 1, N~), J = 1, NSPEC)
Corresponding values of the
macroscopic weighting functions
Comment: The weighting functions need not
be normalized. The macroscopic
weighting function represents
the resonance free part of the
weighting, normally a collision
density L(E). $(E) is expected
(L =total cross section,
$(E) = neutron flux density)
The weighting functions (F(1,J),
I = 2, NSPEC) are only used in
the module 6.
The number of weighting functions
should be the same as the number
of moments of the elastic
scattering matrix. If only one
weighting function is given,
it will be used for all moments
of the elastic scattering matrix.
The number of energy points is





((NR(I ,J), I=1 ,3), J=1,NA)
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roust cover the whole energy
range, in which weighted group
constants shall be calculated.
If card 6 and card 7 are not
provided, the following standard
is used:
F(I,1) is given by the FUNCTIltlN PHI (E)
and (F(I,L), L=2, NLE + 1) by











See also card 27
4 constant
number of calls of any computa-
tional modules
NR(1,J) identification number
of the module to be




NR(2,J) number 01' the first
energy group,
NR(3,J) number 01' the last energy
group, for which the
module NR(1,J) is called.
The numbers 01' the energy groups
are fixed by the chosen group
boundaries in card 4 and card 5.
the groups are numerated from 1
to NE-1, starting with the group
01' the highest energy.
NR(2,J), NR(3,J) must be ordered
with increasing energy, e.g.
NR(2,J) ~ NR(3,J). The module
NR(1,J) is executed for all
groups from NR(2,J) to NR(3,J).
A module can be specified several
times. There is no limitation for
NA. In the case 01' scattering
matrices, NR(2,I) and NR(3,J)
are the outscattering groups.
The transfer elements for all
inscattering groups belonging
to an outscattering group are
calculated.
In the case when one 01' the modules 1 or 2 for the calculation 01'










. 0temperatures 1n K
If card 10 and card 11 are not
specified, the following
standards are used:
000300 K, 900 K, 2100 K for heavy
isotopes (ISTRUK = 1)
oOK for light and medium weight
isotopes, (ISTRUK =0).
There is no limitations for the
number of temperatures.
For the case when one of the modules 1, 2 or 3 for the calculation









number of background cross
sections °o
background cross sections 0
o
in (barn)
If card 12 and card 13 are not
specified, the following
standards are used: MI = 7,
233 4
a = 0 t 10, 10 , 10 , 10 , 10 ,
o 6
105, 10 barns
There is no limitation for the
number of 0o-values.
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number of cross section types
names of the cross section types.
The number of cross section types
is not limited. All cross sections
types available on the Karlsruhe
nuclear data file KEDAK /1/ can
be computed. For the names the
KEDAK-nomenclautre must be used.
If card 14 and card 15 are not
specified, the following standards
are used:
MUEL, NUE, SGA, SGF, SGI, SGN, SG2N.
In the case that SGA and SGF are
computed, always SGC = SGA - SGF
is computed too. SGC can also be
specified as cross section type
in the input, although it is no
KEDAK-type.














For the calculation of the cross
sections at the energy E
contribution from NRES resonances
above E and NRES resonances below
E are taken into account. If
card 16 and 17 are not specified,
a standard, NRES = 10, is used.
constant
allowed integration error
ERR~R corresponds to € in
chapter 4, formulas (4.18),
4.19). If card 18 and card 19
is not specified, a standard,
ERR~R = 0.05, is used.







parameter for the Weisskopf
evaporation model
XNUE corresponds to the para-
meter v in chapter 6. If card 20
and card 21 are not specified the
standard XNUE = 0.16 is used.
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parameter, which defines the
averaging procedure for the
transferelements. ISEL = 2:
The transferelements are the
group averaged transfer cross
sections normalized to the
group averaged total elastic
cross section.
ISEL = 1: The transferelements
are the group averaged, to the





NLA ist always set to zero by
the program.
NLE must be smaller or equal to
five. If NLE < 1, NLE is set to
one by the program.
























number of materials in a
composition
names of the materials
t ' 't' 1 -24a ornac denSl les x 0
card 24 and card 25 are only
necessary if the fine structure
of the weighting function for
a defined composition is to be
taken into account (see chapter 7)
c.onstant
MAZ(2)
= 0: all Legendre moments are
weighted with the macroscopic
weighting function of the
zero'th moment (see weighting
function in card 7, F(1,1)).
= 1: each Legendre moment is weighted
with it's own macroscopic
weighting function (see card 7,
F( I ,J) ) •
= 0: all Legendre moments are
weighted with the microscopic
weighting function of the
zero'th moment ~ 1/E(E), E(E):
- 2.11 -
macroscopic total neutron
cross section for a composition.
= 1: the microscopic weighting
function for the l_th Legendre
moment is ~ { 1/E }1+1
Comment: If card 26 and card 27 are not
specified, the following
standards are used:









maximum number of groups in
one "macro" group.
number of basic energypoints
used in that energy range in
a group, for which scattering
into neighbouring groups is
possible.
Number of basic energy points
used in that energy range in
a group, for which no out-
scattering into neighbouring
groups is possible.
If card 28 and card 29 are
not specified, the following
standards are used:
NS = 4, NK = 70, NR = 16
- 2.12 -








2NJM . h+ 1 lS t e number angles
for the integration.






number of energy points for
the integration.






ERR, NJM, NUJM correspond to
&, NJM, NUJM in appendix IV
constant
ISELR = 1: The transferelements from
subintervals of the out-
scattering group into other
groups are interval averaged
transfer cross sections,
normalized to the interval








=0: The transfer cross sections are
first normalized to the total
elastic cross sections. The
average of the outscattering
interval is performed afterwards.
lowest Legendre moment
highest Legendre moment
=0: The way of subdiving the groups,
given by card 5, shall be the
same for all groups. It is
assumed, that the groups are
subdivided into 14 fine groups
and the fine groups are sub-
divided into five intervals.
The subdivision is always
performed equidistant in
lethargy. The result of this
procedure are 70 intervals
per group.
If the intervals shall be
constructed in a different
way as for NCALL = 0, NCALL
is the number of calls of
module 9. This number must
be the same as specified in
card 9.
If NCALL > 0, the next card must be specified NCALL-times.
Card 34
NGRE number of subdividing procedures








number of the first energy
group subdivided by the I-th
procedure
number of the last energy
group subdivided by the I-th
procedure
number of fine groups per
group in the I-th procedure
number of intervals per
fine group in the I-th
procedure.
If card 32 and card 33 are not
specified, the following
standards are used:
ISELR = for ISTRUK = 0






In this case, card 34 must be
omitted. In the case that
card 32, card 33 and card 34
are specified, ist must be
noted, that N1(I) ~ N2(I) and
N1(I) > N1(I+1), N2(I) > N2(I+1).






This is the last card of the
input for one material. It
must not be omitted.
The cards 1 to 35 must be repeated for each material. The last card
of the input must be
aENDEa 18 constant





for the input with FREEF~.
Karlsruhe nuclear data library
KEDAK.
unit for the unformatted output
of the results.
is only necessary in the module 6
as working unit.
The necessary memory capacity must be specified by the user by the
PARM.G-parameter in the EXEC-card of the IBM-job control language.
The length of the PARM.G-array depends on the input information.
The memory capacity, necessary for the single modules, is given
in the following:
(The symbols of the input description are used).
Control module
2 x NTYP + 3 x NMAT + NFE x (NSPEC + 1) + NT + MI + 1 + 3 x NE +
4 x NA x (1 + NE)
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words. In the case, that one of these values are not specified by
the input, the standard must be used: NTYP = 6, NFE = 1, NSPEC = 1,
NT = 3, MI = 7, NMAT = 1.
The memory demand of that called computational module with the






Memory demand of the module
7 x MI + 3 x NE + 7 x max (300,
number of resonances on KEDAK)
+ 5 x max (400, maximum number of
energy points, necessary for the
integration over one energy group)-
words.
Comment: The number of integration
points can not be estimated at the
beginning of a calculation. If the
assumed 400 words are not sufficient,
the dimension of the corresponding
array is enlarged automatically by
the control module, provided that
the PARM.G-array is large enough.
If the PARM.G-array is not large
enough, the module is passed. In
thise case it is recommended to
duplicate the number of words for
the integration array in the
PARM.G-array.
35 x MI - words
6 x NE + 16 x MI x NE + 2 x max
(1500, number of MUEL-values on
KEDAK in the wanted energy range)
+ 6 x max (1500, number of SGA-
values, number of SGN-values,
number of SGF-values in KEDAK




6 x NE + 2 x max (1500, number of
SGN-values, number of SGF-values on
KEDAK in the wanted energy range)-
words
12 x NE + 3 x (NE + 1) + 3 x max
(700, number of SGI-values on KEDAK
above the threshold for inelastic
scattering) + 3 x max (25, number of
inelastic exitation levels) + max
(25 x 400, number of inelastic
exitation levels times the number
of the energy points for the exitation
cross section belonging to the first
level) + max (400, number of SGI-
values above the threshold for
inelastic scattering)-words.
5 x max (400, ISM) + 7 x max
(1000, ISD) + 4 x (NE + 1) + 4
x NE + max (400 x 21, ISM x IC0S)
+ max (400 x 2, ISM x NECU) + 6
x max (2, NECU) x NE + 2 x IC0S +
2 x max (4000, NTT)-words
ISM: 300 + maximum number of
energy points for the SGNC
on KEDAK within four
neighbouring energy groups.
ISD: IBM + maximum number of
SGN- or MUEL-values on
KEDAK within one energy
group.
IC0S: number of angle points for




NECU: maximum energy loss by elastic
scattering measured in energy
groups (= 2 for scattering
into the neighbouring group).
NTT: number of SGT-values for a
given composition in four
neighbouring energy groups.
NE-words
3 x NE + 2 x max (10 x NE, NFE)-words
39 + NM1 x lMAX + (3 + NUJM) + IC~S x
(2 + NIV) + NIV + lMAX + 2 x NJM +





number of energy points in
one energy group
maximum number of SGT- or
SGN-values on KEDAK in
one energy group.
NIV: number of energy points for






max (NDAT, 2 + lMAX x NFIN)
max (4, lMAX x NM1)
maxlmum energy loss by
elastic scattering measured
in energy groups (identical
with NECU in module 6).
identical to module 6
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The REGI~N-parameter on the JOB-card is given by the length of the
PARM.G-array in K-bytes + 170 K-bytes for the MIGR~S-programs and
the buffer.
2.2 Description of the output
Each computational module has an output of the results on paper.
In table V an explanation of the symbols is given.
Besides the printed output an unformatted output on unit 3 is
provided. The arrangement of this output is described in table VI.
In table VII a list of error messages and warnings is given. In this
list only those messages are given which are not self explaining.
Table V
Module 1




SIGMA G average group cross section f'or inf'inite dilution,
radiative capture
(4.6)
SIGMA N average group cross section f'or inf'inite dilution,
elastic scattering
(4.6)
SIGMA F average group cross section f'or inf'inite dilution,
f'ission
(4.6)
SIGM G + SIGMA N + SIGMA F





I I I .
I\)
0




f'lux weighted resonance J
self' shielding f'actors














Temperatures are given in °K, the group boundaries in eV, cross sections in barns.
Module 2
Symbol content defined by required
formula KEDAK-types
SIGMA G
average group cross sections radiative capture (5.37)
SIGMA N for infinite dilution elastic scattering (5.38)
SIGMA F fission (5.37 )
-
SIGMA.Nl identical with SIGMA N - IS0Tl
SIGMATl SIGMA G + SIGMA N + SIGMA F - IS0T2
'>
SIGMA 0 background cross section a (5.1) ST
0
.
FG radiative capture STGF
flux weighted resonance




current weighted resonance 1 elastic scattering 1 (5.8)FTl self shielding factors total 1..-









background cross section (J
o

































flux weighted resonance self
shielding factor for
identical to SIGMA. Nol
SIGMA. C + SIGMA. N + SIGMA. F
flux weighted resonance self
shielding factors~





















































average eosine of elastic scattering
















If group averages of other types of cross sections available on KEDAK are calculated, averages in
the sense of formula (3.1) are calculated. The names are the same as the names of the underlying
KEDAK-types. Cross sections are given in barns.
If SGN for the material Hbbbbb~1 is calculated, also a type STR is calculated, which corresponds
to formula (3.6).
Module 5
Symbol content defined by underlying
formula KEDAK-type
PRlllBSGI inelastic scattering probabilities, in the discrete (6.6), (6.7) SGI, IslllT2
region
inelastic scattering probabilities, in the continuous (6.15) SGI ,SGIZ ,ISOT2
range
In the first column the numbers of the outscattering groups are printed.
The numbers above the values of PRlllBSGI are the inscattering groups.
Module 6
Symbol content defined by underlying
formula KEDAK-type
SGNCO zero'th moment SGN,
SGNC1 st SGNC,1 moment
SGNC2 nd of elastic scattering matrix, MUEL,2 moment
SGNC3 th normalized to the total elastic SGT3 moment







Symbol content defined by required
formula KEDAK-types
CHI fission spectrum (12.2),(12.1) CHICR
Module 8
Symbol content defined by required
formula KEDAK-types
1/V 1/v-group averages in L sec/cm} (11.1) -
Module 9
Symbol content defined by required
formula KEDAK-types
SGT average total cross section (8.1) SGT
SGN average elastic scattering cross section (8.1) SGN
MUEL average eosine of elastic scattering (8.2) MUEL
FLUX average flux (weighting function) - -
SGNCn the n-th legendre moment for elastic scattering (8.3) SGN, SGNC
Cross sections are given in barns, the legendre moments are normalized to the total elastic







In this module the group constants for the thermal group are calculated. The same types










(The symbols of table V are used)
1- record: 0 , 'MIGR---- ,
2. record: , material name, • [0 ] number of then temperature 2n K,
energy group, lower group boundary in [eV J, upper
group boundary in [ eVJ
3. record: n SIGMA G, SIGMA N, SIGMA F, SIGMA N1, SIGMAT1
4. record: n , SIGMA 0, FG, FN, FF, FN1, FT1
for all SIGMA O-values
n is an Integer I x 4 and gives the number of 4-bytes words in the
record. The material names are 8-bytes alphanumerical words. All other
words are R x 4. The 8-bytes alphanumeric words are counted as two
words in n. These conventions are the same for all ohter modules.







o , ' FSTAT--- ,
n , material name, temperature in [" °KJ, number of the
energy group, lower group boundary in L eVJ, upper
group boundary in [" eVJ .
n , SIGMA G, SIGMA N, SIGMA F, SIGMAN1, SIGMAT1
n , SIGMA 0, FG, FN, FF, FN1, FT1






o , I FSTRK--- I
n , material name, number of the energy group, lower
group boundary in L eV 1, upper group boundary
in L eV ]
n , SIGMA A, SIGMA N, SIGMA N01, SIGMA N1, SIGMA T1
for non heavy isotopes (ISTRUK = 0)
n , SIGMA C, SIGMA N, SIGMA F, SIGMA N01, SIGMA N1,
SIGMA T1
for heavy isotopes (ISTRUK = 1)
4. record: n , SIOO, FA, FN, FN01, FN1, FT1
for non heavy isotopes (ISTRUK = 0)
n , SIOO, FC, FN, FF, FN01, FN1, FT1
for heavy isotopes (ISTRUK = 1)






o , I SGKE---- I
n , highest energy group (lowest number), lowest
energy group
n , material name, name of reaction type (8-byte,
alphanumeric)
n , group constant of the type defined by the 3r d
word in the 3. r d record, for all energy groups,
nd
specified by the 2 record. The values are
ordered with increasing energy and decreasing
group numbers.













n , material name, total number of outscattering groups
n , number of the outscattering group, elements of
the matrix PR~BSGI in the sense that the first
element describes scattering within the group,
then scattering into the neighbouring group etc.
repeated for all outscattering groups.
o , 'FLUM----'
n , material name, number of outscattering groups,
number of Legendre moments.
n , number of the outscattering groups, group
averaged total elastic cross section, group
averaged eosine for elastic scattering.
repeated for all outscattering groups.
n , number of the Legendre moment, number of the
outscattering group, matrix elements SGNCi
(i = number of the moment) arranged in the
sense that the first word describes scattering
within the group, the next one scattering
into the neighbouring group etc.
repeated for all outscattering groups (for a
certain Legendre moment)















n , material name, energy of the fission inducing
neutron in [" eV], number of the lowest energy
group, number of the highest energy group.
nd
n , CHI for all groups specified in the 2 record,
arranged with increasing energy.
o , 's 1/V---- ,
n , 1/V-values for all energy groups defined by the
group boundaries in the input, arranged with
increasing energy and decreasing group numbers.
o , ,REMqj---- ,
n , material name, total number of outscattering groups,
total number of Legendre moments.
n , number of the outscattering group, number of sub-
groups in the outscattering group, number of
intervals in one subgroup (the same for all sub-
groups in one outscattering group), SGT for all
intervals in one group (product of the number of
subgroups and the number of intervals in one sub-
group) arranged with increasing energy, SGN for
all intervals in one group, MUEL for all intervals
in one group, FLUX for all intervals in one group.
repeated for all outscattering groups.
n , number of the Legendre moment, number of the out-
scattering group, SGNCi (i = Legendre moment) for
all intervals in one group arranged in the sense
Module 10
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that first the elements describing scattering within
the group, then the elements describing scattering
into the neighbouring group etc. are stored.
repeated for all outscattering groups (for a fixed
Legendre moment)
repeated for all Legendre moments.
n , material name, name of the reaction type, number
of the thermal group.
... nd








Error messages and warnings
*xx WARNING 2.04
Comment: To get a correct overlapping correction, r/ lJ. should
be much smaller than one. Normally it is assumed,
that r /lJ. < 0.5 is small enough . See chapter 5,
formula (5.24).
xxx WARNING 2.05
Comment: For the calculation of the current weighted resonance
self shielding factors an approximation is used,
which in some cases is not valid for small ao-values.
In this cases, the self shielding factors are
not calculated and negative figures are printed.
See chapter 5, and Appendix 111, formula (25).
xxx WARNING 2.06
Comment: The reason for this warning might be the same as
in *xx WARNING 2.04. If not, the formalisme for
approximating the overlapping correction is
insuffieient.
The warning is given, when the denominator in
formula (5.14) becomes negative. If the resulting
sa in (5.14) is small against the contribution
r,g
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3. The calculation of average group cross sections from tabulated
neutron cross sections. Module 4.
3.1 The average group cross sections are defined by
J ~x(E) ep(E) dE
ko: ==_(9_) _
X/~ J epCE) dE
(9 )
k = isotope
x = neutron reaction (n,x)
g = energy group
(3.1)
~(E) is the neutron flux density. In the resonance region, normaly
a slowly varying collision density is used, so that formula (3.1)
defines the average group cross section for infinite dilution. The
average group cross sections for all types of neutron reactions are
calculated by formula (3.1), except:
- the average eosine of the elastic scattering
Jlfte ( E) kOe(E) cf> (E) dE
(9)
S kEre(t) epCE) se
(9 )







- the average a-value
J kOp(e) cP(E) JE
(J)
y = radiative capture




For which type of neutron reaction an average cross-section shall be
calculated can be choosen by input. There must be information available
on KEDAK-library.
Besides that, the following group average
J ffe(E) F(E) dE
('3 ) f.
J PO:.) cl E
(9 )
is calculated for hydrogen. This group average can be used for the
production of the elastic scattering matrix.
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3.2 The integration in the averages (3.1) to (3.4) are done by a
trapezoidal rule. As integration points the energy points at
which the nuclear data on the KEDAK-library are tabulated and
the group boundaries are used. The values of the cross sections
at the boundaries are calculated by linear interpolation or
extrapolation from the tables on KEDAK. The weighting function
is either interpolated linearly from tables or is given by a
function.
3.3 The following subroutines is necessary:
SUBROUTINE SUND (MM, ENG, NFE, HEFE, EFE, ITYP, ITNAM, SGC, DUE,
XINTE, ZINT, XNEN, STREU, LDIM, LDIMP, SE, FSE)
The following parameters are defined by the control program
MM : Number of energy group boundaries.
ENG : one-dimensional field containing the energy group
boundaries in [ eV] .
NFE : number of points of the neutron flux density .
= 0, if the function PHI(E) is used ,
HEFE :one-dimensional field containing the energy points of the
neutron flux density in [ eV ] .
EFE :one-dimensional field containing the neutron flux density.
ITYP :number of cross section types.
ITNAM :one-dimensional field containing the names of these
reaction types for which the average group cross sections
shall be calculated .
LDIM : dimension of the following fields SE and FSE which is
max (1500, number of ° (E)-values on KEDAK, number of
e
0f(E)-values on KEDAK in all regarded energy groups) .
- 3.4 -
The following parameters are work fields used by the subroutine SUND •
SGC, DUE, XINTE, ZINT, SNEN, STREU one-dimensional fields of the
length MM
SE, FSE one-dimensional fields of the
length LDIM .
The following parameter is calculated in the subroutine
LDIMP: o , if the length of the working fields dimensioned with
LDIM is sufficient.
n , number, by which LDIM should be increased.
- 4.1 -
4. The calculation of average group cross sections for infinite
dilution and of energy resonance self shielding factors from
resolved resonance parameters. Module 1.
4.1 Flux-weighted energy resonance self shielding factors are
calculated for capture t fission and elastic scattering.
They are defined as
k = isotope
x = neutron reaction (ntx)
g = energy group
T = temperature in °K




is the microscopic effective cross section.
The weighting function F(E) is the collision density and is
assumed to have no resonance structure in the NR-approximation.
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The average is defined as
<Y(E)/\ === _1_J ~(E)dE
t6 Ej ~E~
where ÖEg is the group width of group g .
The current-weighted resonance self shielding factors are calculated
for elastic scattering and for the total neutron reaction
where
(4.4)











1S independent of temperature, but in cases when only
are within an energy group, and the group boundary
. k 00
of an 1mportant resonance, C1 may be temperature
x,g
The averages of (4.3), (4.4) and (4.6) are calculated by numerical
integration. The microscopic cross sections C1 (E)* are calculated
x
from resonance parameters by a Breit-Wigner single level formula.
R
0)( (EI T) = I 0X ( E/ Er / T)
P'==1
r = resonance
R = number of resonances taken into account
Er = resonance energy
(4.8a)
for capture and fission,
* (the index for the isotope will be neglected)
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and for elastic scattering
Oe (E/ Er-; T) = dt (F=j Er ,T) - I 0x (E, Er; T) (4.8c)
x
x =capture, fission, where
L-/f/2
o = 'tff 7/'(E )'9' ~ (E~) . ( EE~)







rA = Doppler width
r = total width
2 I + 1g = 2(2i+1) I I = total spa.n, i = spin of the nucleus
R'
01 =~ - arctg R' • 1
*
for 1 = 0,1
R' =effective radius of the nucleus
~ = reduced neutron length
n = neutron widthIn
I' = fission or capture width
x
o =potential cross sectionp




1 + X '2..
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(4.15)
For resonances at negative resonance energies the formulas (4.9)









4.2 The method of integration for the averages in (4.2), (4.4)
and (4.6).
The expressions (4.2), (4.4) and (4.6) are calculated by numerical
integration. A trapezoidal rule is used. To keep the number of
integration points as small as possible, which lS necessary,
because the calculation of the function values is very time
consuming, the integration points are not taken equidistant. To
be sure that the resonances are not lost during the integration,
- 4.7 -
the resonance energies are chosen as integration points. Let X.
~
be the integration points and Y. the corresponding function values.
~
Then the integration algorithm can be described in the following
way:
Xo) = (E E (i=1, n-2), E)
n g+1' r,i g
Eg+1 lower group limit
E upper group limitg





1 1(X~ , 1 2 0 Xo )Second step: = X2' ... = (X1 ' X2'2 n
y 1 1 1= (Y1' ... Yn+1 )
a =1 (X1 X1) . (y1 +y1)2 2 1 1 2
b 1 (X1 - X1).(y1 + Y1)="2 2 1 1 2
-1




where E is a given error limit, must be satisfied.
If condition (4.18) is not fulfilled, the second step ~s repeated
until condition (4.18) is fulfilled, let's say, after repeating
the second step (1-1) times.
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iC- 1 r-1_~ ~~-1 1 + 2 _1-1 _1-1~ = (~ , ,~ , ... ~+1-1) =
2
Third step: a =t (~ - ~) . (Y~ + Y~)
The condition
must be satisfied • (4.19)
If the condition is fulfilled, the integral over the interval
[X;, x~ Ji s given as
and the algori thm is repeated in the interval [ ~, X;;+1 J starting
with the integration points
If condition (4.19) is not fulfilled, the integral in the interval[X;, x~] is calculated as
and the algorithm is repeated in the interval [~, X;;+1 J starting




The algorithm is repeated until the integration over the total energy





I., where N is the number of repetitions of the algorithm.
J.
4.3 For the calculation of energy resonance self shielding factors
and average group constants from resolved resonance parameters
the following subroutine are used:
FGEM (NS, SIGO, NE, ENG, NEF, ES, F, NT, TEMP, PR, NMR, NFST, SUM,
SUO, IRE, IREP, ER, L, GJ, GAT, GAN, GAG, GAF, ISTE, ISTEP, STE)
In this subroutine the input of the nuclear data from the Karlsruhe
nuclear data library KEDAK and the output of the f-factors and the
average cross sections is organized. Also the integration algorithm









number of a -values.
o
one-dimensional field containing the a -values
o
LbarnJ.
number of the group boundaries.
one-dimensional field containing the group
boundaries L eVJ .
number of energy points of the weighting spectrum.
one-dimensional field containing the energy pointsl
of the weighting spectrum L eVJ.
one-dimensional field containing the weighting.










one-dimensional field containing the temperatures
f:°KJ.
error limit E, as defined in (4.18).
R/2 as defined in (4.7).
length of working fields, should be longer than
the number of resonances for one isotope.
length of a working field for integration, should
be Ionger than the number of integration points
necessary for the integration of effective group
cross sections within one group.
SUM(NS,7), SUO (NE,3), ER (IRE), GJ (IRE), GAT (IRE), GAN (IRE),
GAG (IRE), GAF (IRE), STE (5, ISTE).




number of the first energy group, for which f-factors
can be calculated only from statistical resonance
parameters. This parameter is important only, if the
f-factors are calculated for an energy range,
covering both, the range of resolved and the range
of unresolved resonances.
0, if the length of the working fields dimensioned
with IRE is sufficient.
n number, by which IRE should be increased.
0, if the length of theworking field dimensioned
with ISTE is sufficient.
n number, by which ISTE should be increased.
Information is also transferred by the unlabeled COMMON. It is
described in chapter 1.
A description of the output is given in chapter 1.
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WIRQ (INR, E, SF, SG, ST, IRE, ER, GJ, GAN, GAT, GAF, L, GAG, T, A, R,
RLA)
In this subroutine the contribution of one resonance to the energy
dependent cross section at a given energy is calculated by a Breit-
Wigner single level formula.















number of the resonance (all resonances of an
isotope are numbered with increasing resonance
energies) .
energy, L eVJ .
one-dimensional field containing the resonance
energies for one isotope, [' eVJ.
must be greater or equal to the number of
resonances for one isotope.
one dimensional field containing the statistical
parameters g. for all resonances of one isotope.
J
one dimensional field containing the neutron
half widths for all resonances of one isotope, L eVJ.
one dimensional field containing the total half
widths for all resonances of one isotope, ['eVJ.
one dimensional field containing the fission
widths for all resonances of one isotope, [' eVJ.
one dimensional field containing the neutron
angular momentum for all resonances of one
isotope.
one dimensional field containing the capture
widths for all resonances of one isotope, L eV_7.
temperature in °K.
atomic weight.
radius of the nucleus,[lbarn~
reduced neutron wave length,[lbarn • ;e-~
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contribution to the fission cross section at the
energy E from the resonance with number INR, C barn J.
contribution to the capture cross sections at the
energy E from the resonance with number INF Cbarn].
contribution to the total resonance cross section
at the energy E from the resonance with number
INR, [barn J.
WIRQU (NR1, E, SIFG, SIGG, SIGT, NR, IRE, ER, GJ, GAN, GAT, GAF, L,
GAG, T, A, R, RLA, NMIN)
In this subroutine the sum of the contribution to the cross section
at the energy E from all resonances, that are taken into account,
is performed.










the number of the resonance belonging to the first
resonance energy that is greater than the higher
energy limit of the actual energy group.
All resonances of an isotope are numbered with
increasing resonance energies).
energy L eVJ.
maximurJ number of resonances for one isotope.
must be greater or equal to NR.
one-dimensional field containing the resonance
energies for one isotope.
one-dimensional field containing the statistical
parameters g. for all resonance of one isotope.
J
one-dimensional field containing the neutron half
widths for all resonance of one isotope L eVJ.
one-dimensional field containing the total half
widths for all resonances of one isotope. L eVJ .
one-dimensional field containing the fission









one-dimensional field containing the neutron angular
momentum for resonances of one isotope.
one dimensional field containing the capture
widths for all resonances of one isotope. [" eVJ.
temperature in °K.
atomic weight.
radius of the nucleus in[/barnj'
reduced neutron wave length , [/tarn . ;;;VJ
the number of resonances at higher and at lower
resonance energies than the energy E, that are
taken into ac count for the calculation of the
cross sections at the energy E.




fission cross section at the energy E, c-barn].
capture cross section at the energy E, C barn J.
total cross section at the energy E, LbarnJ.
STOSS (E1, E2, E3, F1, F2, F3, NFE, ES, F)
In this subroutine the macroscopic weighting function (collision
density) at the energies E1, E2, E3 is calculated either from an
energy point wise given weighting function by interpolation or
from a function PHI(E). As standard PHI(E) = 1/E is used.






number of energy points of the weighting spectrum.
If NFE = o,1)the standard PHI(E) = 1/E is used.
one-dimensional field containing the energy
points of the weighting spectrum ["eVJ.
one-dimensional field containing the weighting
spectrum.
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The following paramters are calculated in this subroutine:
F1, F2, F3 : weighting spectrum at the energies E1, E2, E3.
PSIXI (X, T, U, V) /1/, /2/.
In this subroutine the functions (4.11) and (4.12) are calculated.




is defined as {t}2, where a is given in (4.13).







/1/ H. Späth, INR-Arbeitsbericht, private Communication.
/2/ C. Chiarella, A. Reichel
On the Evaluation of Integrals Related to the ErrQr Function
Math. of Computation 22, 1968, p. 137 - 143.
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5. The calculation of average group cross sections for infinite
dilution and of energy resonance self shielding factors from
statistical resonance parameters. Module 2.
5.1 The flux weighted resonance self shielding factors are calcu-
lated for capture, fission and elastic scattering. They are
defined as
k
microscopic effective section(J = group crossx,g
k = isotope
x = neutron reaction (n,x)
g = energy group
T = temperatur 1.n °K
(J = background cross section 1.n barns.0
The following approximation 1.S used:
with
~ - W/C1X (106 , highest (J value ga.ven by theUO,vn r1X - 0
input)
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The microscopic effective group cross section may be represented
by
~. = lS a slowly vary1ng, resonance free flux density at
J
the energy E., normally approximated by a collision
J
density
ßE. = energy interval around E.
J J
a (E.) = lS the effective cross section in the energy interval
x,g J
ßE. around E. for the temperature T and the background
J J
cross section a •
o
The a (E.) are slowly varying with energy when calculated from
x,g J
statistical resonance parameters. The group average of (5.4) is
therefore performed in the following approximate way
where for the E. are choosen the upper and the lower group
J
boundary of group g, Eg and Eg+1, and {Eg + Eg+1)/2.
lS given by (5.3).
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o (E.) is composed of the contributions of all resonance series s.
x,g J
for capture and fission, and
So (E.) is the total resonance cross section, (c = capture,
r,g J
f = fission).
The current weighted resonance self shielding factors are calculated
for the total neutron reaction and for elastic scattering. They are
defined as :
k
kf (5 T) = 1 0;,,9 (00 / T)
1 X 0, -« (Q~C>O T)




The microscopic effective cross section for the neutron reaction (n,x)
in the energy group g may be written as :
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1~j is a slowly varying, resonance free current density, normaly
approximated by a collision density.
For (5.10) the same approximation for averaying as for (5.4) lS
used.
10 (E.) is composed of the contributions of the single resonancex,g J
series s.
The effective resonance cross section at the energy E. and the
J
series s is calculated by a modified theory~, first developed
by R. Froelich /1/, /2/.
for fission and capture
~ . Isee append1x
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and
for the total resonance cross section.
sr width for the neutron reaction (n,x) and the resonance
x
series s
sr total width for the resonance series s.
00
j( o ~J Lf'( &; X) dß, ) -0 Lf(t] X)+-ß X
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= :; - arctg "* . 1 for 1 = 0,1
R = effective radius of the nucleus
* = reduced neutron wave length
~ = average level distance for the resonance series s.
00
B =1 t: J .Sr. (T;,).sFp (Srr) ir;, iq
o
where SF (Sr) is the distribution of the neutron width of
n n
resonance series sand sFf(srf) is the distribution of the
fission width of the resonance series s.
the
average cross section of the neutron reaction
(n,x) for the series s







the average background cross section.




There must be noted that the expression (5.24) for the correction
is only correct for Doppler broadened resonances, so that
r/~ « 1. The formalism cannot be used for the natural line
shape of the resonances.
Y/2
Q(D)= 1 \cos[ i/Irx+ )J.D S/Yl 41rx?er;of))])(cos 47r'Jf-1)I (5.25)]) L v 2. D v j 2 D \'}J J
'Je;::; 1
with \I = 10.
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To calculate the current weighted effective cross sections for the
resonance series s, an approximation of H. Huschke* is used. That
means, that the current weighted effective cross section can be
calculated by the formulas (5.13) to (5.25), when <at> is replaced
by <at>/2. This also means, that sa ff is replaced by {sa ff-<sa >}/2.p,e p,e r
The average level distance ~ for the resonance series s at the
energy E is given by
oSD average level distance of resonance serles s for low
energies, E « EB•
EB binding energy of the last neutron in the compound nucleus
in MeV.
E energy ln MeV.
The statistical mean values of s~. (Sß, se) are normaly
calculated by numerical integration. For the distribution of the
neutron half widths Fn{r
n) and the fission half widths Ff{rf)2. . .X -dlstrlbutlon are used.
v degree of freedom
G here is the r-function
* see appendix 11
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In the case, where
the following approximations are used:
for x = capture, fission.





degree of freedom of the X2-distribution for the neutron half
width.
The sE are calculated by numerical integration, with the
x
X2-distributions defined in (5.21).
The average cross sections of the neutron reaction (n,x) for the







The s8 are calculated by numerical integration with the X2-
x
distributions defined in (5.21)
The average neutron half widths are calculated from the reduced
average neutron half widths
for 1 = 0,1.
The average group cross sections for infinite dilution are calculated
in the following way:
for capture and fission,
for elastic scattering, where ~. is the weighting function at
J
the group boundaries and in the middle of the group.
5.2 The numerical procedure in calculating the statistical averages.




where f(r) is a function t which depends onr t F(r) is a probability
distribution. F(r) is a X2- di s t r i but i on of the degree of freedom v.
The procedure of integration is the following. The whole range of
integration is divided into n intervals so that
nt 1JF(r)dr~ ~
r;
for all intervals i=1 ,n


















The integral (5.39) then is approximated by
M ~1 ~
fCr')=lf(r'·'X,.).j FCrj .n>; ~ I f (r·'Xi ) (5.44)
j -::=-1 n /==-1
I
This approximation reproduces r exactly
n VI
- 1\- _1\77
r=nL r'Yr - nL li
; ==1 ;::::1
Using equation (5.41) one gets
Vl r;.f/l fOOr~l Jr'.FU')dr'= rFcrjdr.
I:=:.1 r 0,
In the same way the statistical averages of the type
co ()O






5.3 For the calculation of energy resonance self shielding factors
and average group constants from statistical resonance
parameters the following subroutines are used:
FSTAT (MI, SIGO, J, ENG, NFE, REFE, EFE, MT, TEMP, SE, SM, XEUGZ)
In this subroutine the average group cross sections and the energy
resonance self shielding factors are calculated from statistical
parameters residing on the KEDAK-file. After the subroutine QUER
has calculated the microscopic average cross sections and the
effective microscopic cross sections at three energy points E
numerical integration is performed and the average group cross
sections and the self shielding factors are printed on paper and









number of values of the background cross section 00 .
one-dimensional field containing the background
cross sections Cbarns].
number of energy group limits.
one-dimensional field containing the energy group
limits in C eVJ .
number of points of the collision density;
° or 1, if the function PHI(E) = l/E is used.
one-dimensional field containing the energy points
of the co.LLie i on densi ty in L eVJ .
one-dimensional field containing the flux density
for all energy points in REFE .





one-dimensional field containing the temperatures
in LOK].
three-dimensional field which is calculated in
the subroutine QUER .
three-dimensional field which is calculated ~n
the subroutine QUER .
two-dimensional field containing the resonance
self shielding factors for all 0 -values .
o
The first index indicates the reaction type
1: capture, flux-weighted
2: elastic scattering, flux-weighted
3: fission, flux-weighted
4: elastic scattering, current-weighted
5: total, current-weighted
A description of the C~MM~N and of the output is given in chapters 1
and 2.
QUER (E, TT, N, SE, SM, XNYN, FXNY, DEL, RQU, CHI, DN, EBI, XA, XL,
GN, GG, NEY, EY, GFA, GI, IT, MI, SIGO)
In this subroutine the effective microscopic cross sections for the
resonance series s at the energy E as defined by equation (5.13)
and (5.14) are calculated. Also the effective microscopic cross
sections at the energy E including the contributions of all
resonance series s as defined by the equations (5.6), (5.11) and





energy r n L eV], at which the effective cross
section should be calculated
temperature in [oK ] .
n-th energy point within an energy group at which
the microscopic effective cross sections are
















one-dimensional field containing the v , the degree
n
of freedom of the X2- di s t r i but i ons for the neutron
width, for all resonance series s (s < 10)
one-dimensional field containing the v f ' the degree
of freedom of the X2- di s t r i but i on for the fission
width, for all resonance series.
(4k/A) 106 , k = Boltzmann constant in L eV/oK],
A = mass number.
2R ["barn J, R = radius of the nucleus.
2-dimensional field, containing the X. as defined1.
in equation (5.42) for second degrees of freedom
f 2... ( 1 4)or the X -d1.str1.but1.on n = 25, v = ,2, 3, •
one-dimensional field containing the average
level distance at low energies oSD for all
resonance series s (s ~ 10) L meV] .
binding energy of the last neutron in the compound
nucleus L eVJ
22'
A = E'1I- L eV barn Jo .
one-dimensional field containing the quantum
numbers 1 for the angular momentum in all
resonance series.
one-dimensional field containing the average
-0 3
reduced neutron widths r . 10 for all resonance
n
. -r o . [V 1/2 Jser i es, an en .
one-dimensional field containing the average
capture widths for all resonance series in Z-meV~.
number of energy points, for which the fission
widths are tabulated on the KEDAK-library.
one-dimensional field containing the energy
points, for which the fission widths are read
from the nuclear data library L eVJ; maximum
number of points is 100.
two dimensional field containing the average
fission widths at the energies EY for all
resonance series in L meVJ j
first parameter for the seriesj






one-dimensional field containing the statistical
2J+1
number of values of the background cross
section 0 •
o
one-dimensional field containing the values of
the background cross sections.
The following parameters are calculated in the subroutine
three-dimensional field containing the mlcros-
COplC effective cross section in [barn],
first index for energy I
second index for the reaction type.
1: capture, see formula (5.6)
2: elastic scattering, see formula (5.7)
3: fission, see formula (5.6)
4: elastic scattering, see formula (5.11)




third index for the background cross section 0
0,
three-dimensional field containing the micros-
copic average cross sections in ~barnJI
first index for energy,
second index for the reaction type as for SE)
third index for the background cross section
(not significant, because the average cross
section does not depend on 0 ).
o
EZZ (E, NS, EZG, EZC, EZF, DRSG, DRFS, CHI, XNYN, FXNYN, GN, RQU,
XL, XA, GG, NEY, EY, GF)
In this subroutine the statistical mean values, defined by equation
(5.32) and (5.34), are calculated.













energy L eV ].
number of the resonance serles to be calculated.
two-dimensional field containing the Xi as
defined in equation (5.42) for several degrees
of freedom for the X2-distribution (n = 25,
v=1,2,3,4).
one-dimensional field containing the v , the
2. . .ndegree of freedom of the X -dlstrlbutlon for
the neutron half width, for all resonance
series s (s < 10)
- .
one-dimensional field containing the vf' the
degree of freedom of the x2- di s t r i but i on for
the fission width, for all resonances.
one-dimensional field containing the average
reduced neutron widths o. 103 for all
n
resonance series. rO in [1eV J,
n
2 r] .R L barn ,R = radlus of the nucleus.
one-dimensional field containing the quantum
numbers i for the angular momentum for all
resonance series.
/\.2 = E'1I 2 L eV barnJ.
o
one-dimensional field containing the average
capture widths for all resonance series L meV J.
one-dimensional field containing the energy points,
for which the fission widths are read from the
nuclear data library [eV J; maximum number of
points is 100.
two-dimensional field containing the average
fission widths at the energies EY for all
resonance series in L meV ]J
first index for the series ,
second index for the energy points.
The following parameters are calculated ln the subroutine:
EZG
EZC
defined by equation (5.32), for capture.
defined by equation (5.31).
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EZF defined by equation (5.32), for fission.
DRSG defined by equation ( 5.34) , for capture.
DRFS defined by equation ( 5.34) , for fission.
TAB(XT, XK, LG, DSJ, XABCJ, DJK)
In this subroutine the J(ß,e)-function and the derivatives ~~ and
aJae are calculated.




e = ~ , rand /1 in L eV], (5. 17) .
k, where k is defined by ß = 2k'10- 5, ß is defined
by (5.22).





negative, if XABCJ, DJK and DSJ are calculated




J(ß,e)-function as defined by (5.15).
aJ(ß,e)
ae
aJ(ß,e) , with ß = 2k ' 10- 5.
ak
SUCH (E, NSU, EY)
This 1S an auxiliary subroutine
Besides the subroutines the following functions are necessary:
DMIT (E, NS, DN, EBI)
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In this function the average level distance at the energy E is






energy in L eVJ .
number of the resonance series
one-dimensional-field containing the oSD for all
resonance series s L meV J.
binding energy EB of the last neutron in the
compound nucleus [" eVL,
sD at the energy E for the resonance series NS
in LmeV].
GAMN (E, NS, GN, RQU, XL, XA)
In this function the average neutron width at the energy E lS








energy in [' eVJ .
number of the resonance series.
one-dimensional field containing the reduced
average neutron half widths o~ for all
n
resonance series in L"meV J.
R2 in ["barn J, R = radius of the nucleus
one-dimensional field containing the quantum
numbers for the angular momentum for all
resonance series.
r.: 2 · E in tbarn J, 7\ is the neutron wave length.
:f', the average neutron half width at the energy E
n
for the resonance series NS [' meV J .
GAMG (E, NS, GG)






energy in L eVJ.
number of the resonance series.
one-dimensional field containing the average
capture half widths for all resonance series
in LmeVJ.
average capture half widths at the energy E for
the resonance series NS in L meV J .
GAFM (E, NS, NEY, EY, GF)
In this subroutine the average fission half width at the energy E






POL (X, X1, FX1)
energy L eVJ.
number of the resonance series.
one-dimensional field, containing the energies,
at which the average fission widths are
tabulated [eV J .
one-dimensional field, containing the tabulated
average fission widths in L meV J .
average fission width at the energy E for the
resonance series NS in L meV]




argument, for whi~h an arbitrary function should
be interpolated .
one-dimensional field, containing two arguments
of the function.
one-dimensional field, containing the values of
the function at the arguments X1.
value of the function at X.
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EPSI (E, T, NS, DN, EBI, DEL)








energy in L eV L,
temperature in [oK J.
number of resonance series.
one-dimensional field containing the oSD for all
resonance series s L meV J.
binding energy EB of the last neutron ln the
compound nucleus L eVJ.
(4k/A). 106 , k = Boltzmann constant an r eVlOK ] ,
A =mass number
DELTA (E, T, NS, DEL)





energy a.n L eVJ.
temperature in LOK]
I
number of resonance series.
~k • 106 ; k = Bo1tzmann constant r.n LeV/oK],
A = mass number ,
PHASE (E, NS, XA, RQU, XL)
RIn this function cos 201 is calculated, where 01 =R/k - arctg *.1.




energy in L eVJ.






= E'k [eV'barn J,
one-dimensional field containing the quantum
numbers 1 for the angular momentum in all
resonance series ,
SIGC(E, NS, XA, GI, DN, EBI, GN, RQU, XL)
In this function the average capture cross section at the energy E










energy r n [eV J.
number of resonance series.
2 2 L- ]Ao = E·* eV'barn,
one-dimensional field containing the statistical
2J+1parameter 2(21+1) for all resonance series.
one-dimensional field containing the average
oslevel distance at low energles D for all
resonance series in L meV] •
binding energy of the last neutron in the compound
nucleus in L eV J
one-dimensional field containing the average
i d r O 1 3reduced neutron Wl ths • 0 for all resonance
- 1/ n
series, r o in [eV 2 J.
2 n
R in [barn], R = effective r ad i us of the
nucleus.
one-dimensional field containing the quantum





Theorie der Dopplerkoeffizienten schneller Reaktoren unter
Berücksichtigung der gegenseitigen Abschirmung der Resonanzen.
KFK 367 (1965)
/2/ H. Huschke
Gruppenkonstanten für dampf- und natriumgekühlte Reaktoren in
einer 26-Gruppendarstellung.
KFK 770, p 2-7, (1968)
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6. The calculation of the matrices of the average zeroth moments
of inelastic scattering. Module 5.
6.1 Description of the inelastic scattering process
Capture of a neutron with incident energy E' by a nucleus of atomic
mass A leads to the formation of a compound nucleus A + 1 with
excitation energy AE = EB + E' where EB is the binding energy of
the neutron in the compound nucleus. The compound nucleus decays
then by emission of a neutron to an excited level of the residual
nucleus, and the transition to the ground state occurs by y-emission.
~--- ~---
--- ""- - - ~~ - --;:.. ~~
ground state A
ground state A ... 1
The excitation levels of the residual nucleus are either discrete
ones or are belonging to the so-called continuum. The levels in
the continuum cannot be resolved experimentally and concerning
their position one can make statements only from statistical
theory. In the discrete region the energies of the excitation
levels are well-known from experiment.
The general expression for the probability of inelastic scattering
out of any energy group g to any group h for an isotope k is given
by Yiftah, Okrent, Moldauer /3/ in the following form:
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Egf dE' k0 i (E I ) \p (E ') P (E1-E )




Here is E' the incident neutron energy and E the energy of the
scattered neutron. ~(E') represents the energy dependent neutron
flux. P (E' + E) indicates the transition probability of the
inelastically scattered neutrons. For its determination one has
to distinguish between the range of resolved excitation levels
of the residual nucleus and the so-called continuum range in
which the levels of the residual nucleus are undistinguishable.
~~1~1_~~~~~_g~~~E~_~i~~_~i~~~~~~_~~~i~~~i~~_1~Y~1~_f~~_i~~1~~~i~
~~~~~~~i~g
For given incident neutron energles E' in group g and outgoing
neutron energies E in group h inelastic scattering can occur
only to those excitation levels for which E = E' - E.
J
where E. is the energy of the jth level.
J
The transition probability therefore is a 8-function which has
the value one, if the above condition is fulfilled and zero, if
not. Thus we have
k 0 . (E I) P ( E1- E )
I
N E·




where N is the number of excitation levels of the isotope considered,
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P. the probability of the transition to the jth level of the
J .
residual nucleus and o~J the inelastic excitation cross section
1
of the jth level. With this special form of the transition -
probability the double integration in equation (6.1) can be
reduced to a single one over the energy group h to which the
scattering occurs.






With the transformation E + E. + EI it folIows:
J
Eh+E j
1; f dEI ko~j (EI) tp (EI) X (E g + t s EI s Eg )
J
Eh+,·E j (6.4)
By the distribution function X it was taken into account that
the incident neutron energy EI should be contained in a
26-group g. On the other hand it must be of course
Eh 1 + E. < EI < Eh + E.
+ J - - J
because of the integration over this range. The integration
therefore has to be extended only over the interval L E , E J
u 0
with the following definition
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Instead of the neutron flux the collision density F(E') =
~t(EI) ~(E') was taken as weighting spectrum since outside the
resonance region ~t(E') can be considered as constant and then
F(E') ~ ~(EI) (see also /5/). The formula (6.4) then becomes
the form:
Egf F (EI) dEI
Eg +1
(6.6)
The matrix elements o. h are normalized in the computer programl,g+
SCAT (described under section 6.2.1) to the total inelastic






J 0i (E') F (EI) dE'
(g)




The total inelastic scattering cross sections and the inelastic
excitation cross sections are taken from the Karlsruhe Neutron
Nuclear Data File KEDAK /6/.
§~l~g_~~~~~_g~~~E~_~i~b_~~~~~~~~~~_~~~i~~~i~~_~~~~~~_f~~_i~~~~~~i~
~~~~~~~i~g
If the incident neutron energy is high enough, to excite energy
levels in the "continuum region" of the residual nucleus A, the
level densities are calculated using the formula of Weisskopf.
Let U be the excitation energy of the nucleus of mass A and C
and v free parameters, then according to Weisskopf the level
densi ty w(U) is
w(U) :: C exp(tVvAU ) (6.8)
The probability of inelastic scattering of a neutron from incident
energy EI to final energy E is given by the statistical model as
Pi (E'-E) ::NE exp (-E le(E'))
where N is a normalization constant and 0 is the "nuclear tempera-










For our special formula (6.8) this results 1n
e IEII JfE" [MeV],~ {
EI in MeV
-1
v in MeV (6.11)
The free parameter v is an input quantity for the program.
Szwarcbaum et al. /2/ recommend v =0.16 MeV- 1 for all nuclei,
whereas in the YOM-cross-section-set /3/ v = 0.0961 MeV- 1
had been used. The figure 1 shows the influence of the parameter v
on the spectrum of the inelastically scattered neutrons. As an
example the inelastic scattering cf neutrons with an incident
energy E' = 8.5 MeV on U 238 was taken, using v = 0.16, v = 0.0961
and v = 0.06. Figure 2 shows the spectra for neutrons inelastically
scattered by U 238 using v = 0.16 and for E' = 10.5 MeV, E' = 8.5 MeV
and E' = 6.5 MeV. With (6.8) and (6.11) inserted into (6.1) the
cross section for inelastic scattering of a neutron on material
k from group g to group h is given by












In (6.12) the integration over the final energy group, which can
be done analytically, has already been carried out.
The integration over EI can be carried out numerically only. As
the original program was written for the IBM 7074 computer and
we had only a limited region of computer storage for the
inelastic scattering routine, the following approximation, the
same as in /2/ and /3/ was used. For the nuclear temperature
0(EI) the value averaged by F(EI) over the energy-group g lS
taken. With this the integration over EI in (6.12) can be carried
out easily with the result
(6.13)
k 00 k-
= O. P. h' NI,g I,g-
the normalization constant N is obtained by the relation.
k 00







so that finally the probability for inelastic scattering of a








Different from Szwarcbaum et al. 121 and from the ABN-set 141 we
calculate the transition probabilities kp. h for all groups h,1,g+
which can be reached from group g until down to thermal energies.
For groups of small energy however, the quantities Eh+1/Gg and
EhiG are very small compared to one (G is around 0.5 MeV forg g
U 238 and neutron incident energy E' = 8.5 MeV). When calculating
the expression (6.13) on the computer two almost equal quantities
have to be substracted, which results in numerical inaccuracies.
As a consequence i.e. the values of kp. h were not monotonically1,g+
descending for h > 20 in the energy-structure of the 26-group-ABN-
set 141 and sometimes even became negative. As a direct double
precision calculation on the IBM 360165 did not completely
eliminate the inaccuracies, we programmed a double precision
function, that calculates
00 n ....
r ~ =exp(x)-1 = F(x)
1 n.n=







W1' t h th' '1 d 1 f k 1lS numer1ca proce ure va ues or p, h are ca culated,1,g+
that are monotonically descending for h ~ 20.
§~l~~_~~~~~_g~~~E~~_~~~~~_~~~_~~~i~~~!~~_!~Y~!~_~f_~~~_~~~i~~~!
~~~~~~~_~~~_E~~~~l_~~~~~Y~~_~~~_E~~~!l_~~~~~~~Y~~~
For nearly all materials the last neutron incident energy, which can
be treated with the discrete level method, lies within a 26 group,
so that two different methods for calculation of the P, h have1,g+
to be used in the same group. The results for the lower and upper
dpart of the group are linked together as follows. Let öE be theg
energy range of group g, where the discrete level method is used,
c
and öE the energy range, where the statistical model is used.g
Then for group g the transition probability for inelastic
scattering is calculated according to the formula
(6.17)
In (6.17) dgkp~,g+h lS the transition probability to group h of
neutrons, whose incident energies lie in the range of resolved
excitation levels of the residual nucleus within group g, that
means
k d
dg P i,g-h ::
and correspondingly
k peC . h ::9 I,g-
JdEI kai (EI) F(EI)
(g)
f dE,fd E kOi (E!-E) F(EI)
A E~ (h)




In the program kp~ hand kpc are both normalized in thel,g+ i,g~h
following manner
so that










A special subroutine for the calculation of (n, 2n) transition
probabilities is being developped. So far the inelastic scattering
transition probabilities are used for (n, 2n) reactions too.
6.2 Description of the computer program
The computer program for the calculation of the inelastic scattering
matrices called SCAT is a subroutine of the managing program. It
consists of the following subprograms:
A K E D, T R A, X K 0 N
Furthermore it uses the computer programs for retrieval of
KEDAK-dataNDFOPN, NDFLOC, NDFNXT. The function of the above
computer-programs is outlined below.
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6.2.1 S C A T
SCAT (NX, EG, XNUE, NFE, EF, FI, NE 27, WAHR, PROB, ~i, QUER, E,
NET, ET, NAE, AE, SU, QUOT, LBA, WEIN, AG, NETP, SGIT, NAEP, KMAX,
ISG, ISGP, SGIP, IHE, IWP, WERT).











number of energy group boundaries
NX + 1
energy group boundaries in eV
= 0 in the case the weighting spectrum lS given by
a function
= constant equal to the number of points at which
the weighting spectrum is given in this case
energy points of the weighting spectrum
values of the weighting spectrum
dimension corresponding to the number of points
of the inelastic scattering cross section on
KEDAK for energies up to E (NAB + 1)
dimension corresponding to the number of
inelastic excitation levels
dimension corresponding to the maximum of the
number of KEDAK energy points for the different
inelastic excitation levels
dimension corresponding to the number of KEDAK
energy points in the "discrete" region(up to
E (NAB + 1)
Only working fields are the following quantities:
NETP, NAEP, ISGP, IWP, SGIT (NET), LBA(NX), VW(NX), QUER(NX), PROB(NX),
AG(NX), E(NX) and a group of parameters delivered by the subroutine
AKED:
ET(NET), SGIP (NAE, ISG), JMAT, KMAX (NAE) , AE (NAE), SU (NX), QUOT (NX),
WERT (IWE)
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Quantities calculated in SCAT are
WAHR(NX) =WEIN(NX) : normalized probabilities for inelastic scattering
out of an energy group g into a group h.
The functions of the program SCAT are:
Calculation of the scattering matrices and organisation of the output
for one material. This is done by the following successive steps:
1. Determination of the integration limits E ,E for a given j, g, h.
u 0
2. linear interpolation of k(J~j (E I) and F(E' ) at Eu' Eo1
3. calculation of the integral over E
u'







4. return to 1. and next j by keeping the g and h; summation over
all j excitation levels for a given g, h, and division by
J F(E') dEI (calculated in AKED)
(g)
5. return to 1. and next h by keeping g; calculation of





6. return to 1. and next g and so on until g becomes the energy
group, where the excitation levels are partly resolved and
partly unresolved. Then instead of 6. the subroutine XKON
is called and 5. is calculated only for the part of group
g in which the excitation levels are resolved (see section
6.1.3).
6.2.2 AKED
The subroutine AKED is called in SCAT with the following argu-
ments AKED (E, ET, SGIP, JMAT, KMAX, LMAX, SV, QVOT, HERT, AE,
EMAX, EMIN, IA, NAB, NFE, EF, FI, NE, NX, NET, NETF, NETP, SGIT,
NAE, NAEF, NAEP, ISG, ISGF, ISGP, Ivffi, IWF, IWP).
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number of boundaries of the energy groups not
necessarily including the thermal energy group
number of energy group boundaries including
the thermal energy group
= NX + 1 in the case the energy groups defined
externally do not contain a thermal energy
group (0.001 eV - 0.025 eV);NX in the case
they do contain the thermal energy group
energy group boundaries
=0 in the case the weighting spectrum lS given by
a function
= constant equal to the number of points at which
the weighting spectrum is given in this case
energy points of the weighting spectrum
values of the weighting spectrum
dimension corresponding to the number of points
of the inelastic scattering cross section on
KEDAK for energies up to E (NAB + 1)
dimension corresponding to the number of
inelastic excitation levels
dimension corresponding to the maximum of the
number of KEDAK energy points for the different
inelastic excitation levels
dimension corresponding to the number of KEDAK
energy points in the "discrete" region (up to
E (NAB + 1))
working fields in AKED are the following:
SGIT (NET), FELD (6), KFEL (6), NFEL (6), NEFT, NETP, NAEF, NAEP,
ISGF, ISGP, IWP, IWF.
















two dimensional field filled by the inelastic
excitation cross sections for a level NAE
number of inelastic excitation levels for the
material considered
number of energy points for the inelastic
excitation cross sections of the different
levels.
one dimensional field giving the integral of
the cOllision density f F(E) dE about a
( g)
particular energy group g
one dimensional field giving the value of the
integral fkoi (E')F(E')dE '
(9 )
SU
one dimensional field glvlng the value of the
weighting function at the KEDAK energies
one dimensional field indicating the energies
of the excitation levels
upper energy limit of the "discrete" region
last KEDAK energy at which k cr . is still equal
l
to zero
number of the energy group in which EMIN is
lying, i.e. lowest energy group out of which
inelastic scattering is possible
number of the energy group in which EMAX is
lying, i.e. where the excitation levels are
to be considered to be partly resolved and
partly unresolved.
AKED has the following functions:
1. reading of cr.(E') and the corresponding energy values EI
l
E'
reading of cr.J(EI) and the corresponding energy values EI
l
above the treshold of the (n, n l ) process
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2. linear interpolation of F(EI) at the KEDAK energy points
3. linear interpolation of F(EI) (by calling TRA) and a.(EI)J.
at the energy boundaries of a gJ.ven group structure
F(EI) dEI and J F(E') a.(EI) dEI
(g) J.
4. Integration of J
(g)
by using the trapezoidal rule
5. calculation of J F(EI) a.(EI) dEli J F(EI) dEI
(g) J. (g)
and return to 3, and next g until the last g is reached J..e. the
energy group NAB where the excitation levels are partly resolved
and partly unresolved.
This subroutine has the following arguments:
TRA (EFI, FIS, NFE, EF, FI). The parameters which have to be defined
before the subroutine call are:




= constant equal to the number of points at which
the weighting spectrum is given in this case.
energy points of the weighting spectrum
values of theweighting spectrum
The two other parameters are determined in TRA.
EFI
FIS
energy at which the weighting function J.S cal-
culated
value of the weighting function at EFI.
The weighting spectrum J.S either given by a function (NFE = 0)
and is then available over CALL FUNCTION PHI(E) or is given
pointwise.
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6.2.4 The subroutine XKON
-------------------------
XKON (NZG, NUGR, DI, EMAX, W, A, NE, ENG, NF, E, F, XNUE, NX)











group number of that energy group, in which
inelastic scattering occurs partiallyon
unresolved excitation levels of the residual
nucleus
number of energy group g, from which the
neutron starts before the process of inelastic
scattering.
1 , , knorma lzatlon factor, that corresponds to cg
in formula (6.19).
DI is different from o. only for NUGR = NZG.
highest energy of incident neutron, for which
inelastic scattering occurs on resolved levels
of the residual nucleus.
mass number of the residual nucleus.
one dimensional array, which contains the
limits of the energy groups. (NE - 1) =
number energy groups.
If NF is equal to 1, the weighting function for
the averaging of the nuclear temperature is
submitted by a function subprogram. Otherwise
NF means the number of energy points, E(NF),
at which the value of the weighting function,
F(NF), is submitted by input.
energies and corresponding values of the weighting
function, submitted by input. If NF is eq~al to 1,
E and F are not used by XKON.
dimension of the vector field for the transition
probabilities for inelastic scattering.
W(NX)
quantities, calculated by XKON
double precision vector field, which by XKON is
filled with Pi, g+h (see formula (6.15)) for a
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group g corresponding to NUGR and all down-
scattering groups h with equal or lower
energy than g.
For
the numerical methods, using the function EXD(X) are applied as
described above. The function EXD(X) called in XKON performs a
00 n
double precision calculation of S ~ = exp(X) - 1. The function
1 n :n=
DNFAK(N) called in EXD(X) supplies the double precision values
of N!
The program SCAT has an output on tape in the framework of the
MIGROS - output and an output on listing. The output on listing
has the following form:
1. line: SUBROUTINE SCAT
2. line:
2 Materialname Number of energy groups out of which inelastic
scattering occurs
3. and eventually further lines





Pi, g+h + 1
g + 2
Pi, g+h + 2
g + 3
Pi, g+h + 3
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7. Microscopic l~ultigroup Scattering Matrices for Elastic Neutron
*Scattering in a Pl-Approximation, 1 < 5 . Module 6.
7.1 Definition of the guantities calculated ln this module
Given the KEDAK data
o(E) = microscopic cross section for elastic neutron
scattering at energy E (KEDAK type SGN),
w(E, ~ )
o
= angular distribution in the c.m.-system for




E =energy of the incoming neutron,
~o = scattering eosine in the c.m.-system,
(KEDAK type SGNC) ,
~(E ) = mean scattering eosine for elastic neutron
scattering at energy E in the laboratory system
(KEDAK type MUEL),
= total microscopic neutron reaction cross section
at energy E (KEDAK type SGT),
with the group boundaries E 1 > E2 > •• > EG -means- fg
and given a prescription for the approximation of the weighting functions
~l(E), 1 = 0, 1, .. ,5, this module calculates as final results three




3 ~ -1,'2,3, "", G,
* A detailed report (ref.1) of the code FLUMMI which is an extended
version of this MIGR0S 2 module will be published as a KFK-report
(in German). Further references will be found there.
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the normalized matrixelements for seattering from group h into group g
and the mean seattering eosine in the g-th group
(7.2)
In (7.2) the quantity wl(E~g) lS defined as
v{ ( E... 3) " JJE' "c (E ,c')
g
where
Q'1t"' \V ( t t 1--'-0) Pl (JA.)
d F '~ t { E'/cl.
Here ~ (E,E') is the scattering eOS1ne for seattering from energy E
o
to energy EI in the laboratory system:
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A = atomic weight of the scattering nucleus in neutr~n mass units,
PI (~o) is the l-th Legendre polynomial, a = (~~~)
Further w(E,~ ) is the angular distribution for elastic neutron
o
scattering in the laboratory system, related to w(E,U ) through
o
where




'1 (h + J/J.: - -1 + A~ )
A
For computation the righthand side of the defining equation (7.4),
which involves a double integration as it stands, can easily be
sirnplified.
In the case of isotropy in the c.rn.-system we have
""0 (E,E')
,,~, Z'A Jd 1'.
.",
( fA-o + ,j,....: -;f +At) z P
_I t ~ ({h)





to (E, ES_A )
·n: JJ~.
po (E, E:~ )
( }-'- • .j. .j f-l;-tf.j. A~ )2
-,;JA~ ~ iI + A~
A
~ -1
"f E 'I, Ej Je{ tl. ..... <t E> E,
;f E ~ E~ /\+ -1 (1,..,1>\ E~> E.~" ( E, E3) :::: ;..t-lo(€,t~) - F < E~/d.. "r),E~>E (7.9)if t ~ < _
e-:
- ~ lf E '" E~
"Here E lS the lower limit of the considered energy region (In LECAL
E= ABN (IM + 1)). With (7.4) scattering to energies below Eis
avoided, in particular: there is not scattering out of the lowest
group.
In the case of anisotropy in the c.m.-system we have
"(-F)~o !;-, -j-A
"', (E -'S) " 21T j clf'. \viE,fA') PJ(~')
Po(E,E~)
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7.2 Integration, energy- and eosine-mesh, interpolation, and weighting
The multigroup constants to be determined according to (7.1) and
(7.2) are integrals over weighting functions and cross sections
g~ven at discrete energies with a varying density 01' these energy
points. In the energy integrals we have as weighting functions
the Legendre moments ~l(E) 01' the angle- and energy-dependent
flux density ~(E,~), approximated by the product 01' a slowly
varying maero-spectrum and a possibly rapidly varying miero-
spectrum. In angular integrations the Legendre polynomials
Pl(~) appear as weighting functions.
The numerical technique applied for integration ~s a follows:
- integrals are approximated by finite sums;
angular integration is performed with Simpson's rule s~nce
the eosine mesh caneasily be spaced uniformly;
- energy integration is performed with the trapezoidal rule
beeause 01' the varying density 01' the discrete cross section
energies and the need for a fine mesh in the outgroup
scattering region (defined below);
- the number 01' discrete points is chosen so that the program cal-
culates cases which can be treated analytically with a maximum
absolute error 01' 4'10-4 in the normalized scattering matrix
elements.
Interpolation 01' the SGN, MUEL, and SGT is linear; energy and
angle interpolation 01' the SGNC is performed using polynomials
01' degree four,
The angular integrals are those in equ. (7.8) and (7.10). Sinee
the Legendre polynomial PI ( u0) has 1 zeros in L -1, +1], the
integrals change sign , and there is partial cancellation.
The effeet 01' eancellation increases with 1, but this can be over-
come by a eosine mesh with a number 01' meshpoints increasing with 1.
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For the computation of the integral fn (7.10) - unisotropy in
the c.m.-system - the following table gives the number NST(L) of the













The integration according to (7.10) is performed by LEGANS. The




with ~ (~ ) according to (7.7) need be calculated only once for all
o 0
groups in the region of isotropie scattering in the c.m.-system. So
we can afford to determine B1(W) at NST(5) = 321 w-points in
L -1, +1 ]. The integration is done analytically, using different
forms and approximations of the above integral for A = 1, 1 < A ~ 30,
A > 90, A = atomic weight of the scattering nucleus (see ref. 1).
The calculation of the wl(E~g) according to (7.8) is performed by
LEGIST, by interpolating in the table of the Bl(w) determined by
LEGINT.
The energy integral that requires the finest energy mesh is
f ~ E l> (E) Vl
e
( E-)s) q:,e ( E)
h
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The wl(E+g) are of a form qualitatively shown in the following
figure for 1 = 5:
--I-----l.----4--f---+----IL--'---------o----I-----I--J----\-~> E
E~.A IrX.,
The intervall [E , E /a] from which scattering to energiesg g
E < E is possible is called outgroup scattering region; ifg
E /a < E l' the intervall [E ja, E 1 J, from which scatteringg g- g g-
occurs only to energies E > E , is called ingroup scatteringg
E
-ß:lIn E = ~u < 0.7g g 'VComparisons with analytical cases show that for
reglon.
In the outgroup scattering region, wl(E+g) may change its slgn
several times. To describe this behavior properly we need a
sufficiently fine energy mesh (independent of a). In the
ingroup scattering region there is only a weak dependence on
energy so that a coarse mesh will do.
NK = number of discrete energies in the outgroup scattering
region, uniformly spaced in lethargy
= 70,
NR = number of discrete energles ln the ingroup scattering
region, uniformly spaced in lethargy
= 16
lS an appropriate choice; other values can be specified by input.
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NR should be large enough to quarantee a sufficiently accurate
pointwise representation of the makro-weighting' spectrum if there
are only a few discrete SGN-energies.
The whole group is an outgroup scattering region if E /a > E 1;g - g-
in this case NK discrete energies are assigned to the group.
These NK + NR discrete energies per group are called basic points;
they are determined in PUNK. Together with the discrete SGNC-energies
found on KEDAK they form the coarse mesh corresponding to which
the "i (E+ g) are calculated in LECAL.
In GRUPIN the coarse mesh and the discrete SGN-energies are joined
by means of PUSUM to form the fine mesh. Linear interpolation of
the wl(E+g) and the o(E) to the discrete energy points of the fine
mesh yields a pointwise representation of the 0l(E+g) = o(E)'wl(E+g)
which contains on one hand the information available from KEDAK
(without smoothing by interpolation), and on the other hand the
oszillatory behavior of the 0l(E+g) in the outgroup scattering
region.
The weighting function ~l(E) is approximated by the product of a
macro- and a micro-spectrum. In the following table the twelve
possible forms of approximation of ~l(E) are listed.
Macro-spectrum Micro-spectrum MAZ( 1) MAZ(2) NSPEC
1/E 0 0 0
1/E 1/Et(E) 0 0 0




1/El+ 1 1/ Et (E) 0 0
1/El+ 1 1/(E
t(E))1+1 0
F (E) 1 0 0
0
F (E) 1/E t (E) 0 00
F (E) 1/(Et(E))1+1 00
Fl(E) 1 0 1+1
Fl(E) 1/Et(E) 0 1+1
Fl(E) 1/(E (E))1+1 1+1t
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MAZ(1), MAZ(2) and NSPEC are input parameters controlling the weighting
of the higher moments. The fine-structure mixture from which Lt is
determined, and macro-pointspectra are input quantities.
Now the integral (7.12) is determined in the following way:
Let E1 < E2 < ••• < EI KK be the discrete energies of the fine mesh
in group h, where E1, EI KK are the lower and upper boundary of
group h. He put
{ ( E) ::: C; ( E) , 'Nt ( E-) g) , m ( E)
- m(E) denotes the macro-spectrum; then (7.12) reads
I d.E fCE) 'jCt.)
h
where g(E) denotes the micro-spectrum. After determination of m(E.), i =
1.








\ - 9~ L fi'AiE
Ei +1
where f~ = 0.5 (F(E.) + feE. 1)) and Ö~E = f dE g(E). The Ö~E are
1. 1. 1.+ 1. 1.
E.
called weighted intervall lengths (see GRUPIfl, SPRAL, TRAPEZ). If
fine-structure weighting is not taken into account, Ö~E reduces
1.
to öE = E. - E. and (7.13) is the usual trapezoid sumo In the
1.+1 1. (
case of fine-structure weighting JdE g(E) is evaluated with the
trapezoidal rule.
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7.3 The routines of this module: purpose and a description of the


























interpolation with polynomials of degree 4
joining of point sets
construction of a macro-group structure
calculation of the total macroscopic cross
section for fine-structure weighting
transformation of angular distributions
printing of additional information: groups,
macro-groups, distributions of SGNC and
SGN, group lethargy widths, group integrals
of the zeroth moment of the weighting
spectrum, number of discrete SGN- and SGT-
energies per macro-group, number of fine-
mesh energy points per macro-group
generation of a basic energy mesh
reading of KEDAK
reading of IS0T1 (atomic weight) using NDF
reading of SGN, MUEL, SGT using NDF
reading of SGNC using NDF
reading of SGNC-energies using NDF
control of the calculation of the wl(E+g)
according to (7.8) and (7.10)
calculation of pointwise Legendre polynomials
calculation of Legendre integrale according
to (7. 11 )
G(N, X, Y) = (~ - yN)/(X - y)
calculation of partial Legendre coefficients
according to (7.8)
calculation of partial Legendre coefficients
according to (7.10)









presentation of the moment-dependent total
weighting spectrum as described in chapter 7.2
PHI(E) = 1/E
PHIL(L,E) = 1/EL
final determination of group constants
according to (7.1), (7.2), (7.3)
printing and reserving of final results
In the following a description of the argument lists and the commons
of the subroutines is given. Under the heading "Arguments" those
quantities are found which must be defined before computation will
start. Under the heading "Results" those quantities are listed
which are calculated by the routine. For a detailed description of
the routines themselves see ref. 1.
SUBRyjUTINE FLUMMI (A, B, EA, EB, E, EN, SGN, ECyj, SCyj, V, W, F, AR,
FU, ABN, INT, GR, FEKyjE, EG, R, RSP, ESP, SPEK,
SGNC, FEKyj, ELSIG, ELTyjT, ET, ST, MAT, DAT, NLA,
NLE, ISEL, NMAX, NX, NE27, NSPEK, LSPEK, MAZ,
NTK, KT, NTTT, NTTP, ICyjS, ICyjSP, NECU, NECUP,
ISM, ISMP, IS~, IS~P, ISCyj, ISCyjP, ISEC, ISECP,
KIM, NS, NK, NR)
Cyjt~yjN STyjFF, ISTRUK, ISPA, NyjUT, KPR, IM, IL, KL
Purpose: - Construction of macro-groups by means of
MAKRyj;
- calculation of unnormalized scattering
matrices for each macro-group by means of
LECAL and GRUPIN,
- calculation of normalized scattering matrices
etc. by means of MUKyjN,
- printing and reserving of results with PRINT
Arguments:
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NX = number of energy group boundaries (input or
standard)
(EG(1), 1=1, NX) = energy group boundaries
(increasing) (input or standard)
NE27 = NX + 1
Comment: the group boundaries will be modified
and rearranged in the following manner:
ABN(1) = EG(NX - 1+1), I = 1,2, .•• ,NX,
{: -3 NEGR NE27, ABN(NEGR)=10-310 =if ABN(NX) -3 NEGR NX10 =
-3 ERR0R 6.810
NGR = NEGR-1




NGR = number of
NEGR = number of
(ABN(1),1=1,NEGR) = (decreasing)
NMAX
1L,1M = indices of the first and last energy
group for which scattering matrices
etc. shall be calculated (input)
= highest Legendre order which can be
treated (NMAX = 5 in this version)
NLA = first Legendre moment to be calculated
(input or standard, but finally NLA = 0
always)
NLE = last Legendre moment to be calculated
(input or standard)
NSPEK = macro-weighting spectrum control
parameter (NSPEK = 1: spectrum from
FUNCT10N PH1L; we have KSPE = KSPEK = 0
in GRUP1N; NSPEK > 1: NSPEK = number of
discrete energies of the macro-weighting
spectrum; we have KSPE = 1 and
KSPEK = NSPEK in GRUP1N)
LSPEK = number of values of the macro-weighting
spectrum if NSPEK > 1, LSPEK = 1
otherwise
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(ESP(1),1=1,NSPEK) = discrete energies of the
macro-weighting spectrum if NSPEC > 1,
no meaning otherwise (input)
(SPEK(1),1=1,LSPEK) = values of the macro-
weighting spectrum (the first NSPEK
values for the o. moment, the second
NSPEK values for the 1. moment etc.
if MAZ(1) = 1, the first NSPEK values
- there will be no more in this case -
for all moments if MAZ(1) = 0) (input)
NTK = micro-weighting spectrum pointer
(NTK = 1: the fine-structure mixture
from which the micro-weighting
spectrum is to be calculated is
given in the arrays MAT and DAT;
NTK = 0: no fine-structure weighting)
KT = number of different nuclei in the
fine-structure mixture (input)
(MAT(1),1=1,KT) = nuclei in KEDAK notation
in the fine-structure mixture (input)
(DAT(1),1=1,KT) = densities in particles per
• 1 -24 ..
ccm t~mes 0 of the nucle~ ~n the
fine-structure mixture (input)
NTTT = estimated number of discrete energies
of the micro-spectrum
(MAZ(1),1=1,2) = control parameters concerning







= estimated number of energy meshpoints
of the coarse mesh per macro-group
= estimated number of energy meshpoints
of the fine mesh per macro-group
= number of angular meshpoints of the
angular distributions (SGNC) on KEDAK
= scattering width











= Max (ISD, ISM'NECU)
= maximum number of energy groups per
macro-group (input or standard)
= number of basic points in the out-
group scattering region per group
(input or standard)
= number of basic points in the ingroup
scattering region per group (input
or standard)
= nucleus in KEDAK notation for which
scattering matrices etc. shall be
calculated
= printed-output unit (usually N0ur=6)
= unit on which the final results are
stored
= pointer for additional output (input
or standard)
= MIGR0S counting index
Auxiliary arrays:
Results:
A(ISM), B(ISM), EA(ISM), EB(ISM), E(ISM),
EN (ISD), SGN( ISD), EC0( ISD), SC0( ISD) ,
V(ISD), W(ISD), F(ISD), AR(IC0S), FU(IC0S),
ABN(NE27), INT(NE27), GR(NE27), FEK0E(NE27),
R(NX), RSP(NX), SGNC(IC0S, ISM), FEK0(ISM,
NECU), ELSIG(6, NECU, NX), ELT0T(2, NX),
ET(NTTT), ST(NTTT)
NTTP = increment of NTTT if NTTT is found
to be for small during execution
IC0SP = increment of IC0S if IC0S is found








= downward extension in groups of the
energy region to be calculated in
order to treat outscattering in
the low energy groups correctly




Summation of real numbers different in sign
and magnitude with minimization of rounding
errors
M = number of summands
(A(1),1=1,M) = summands
M
S = L A(1)
1=1





continuous and diffentiable interpolation
with polynomials of degree four (for details
see ref. 1)
M = number of given points
(A(1),1=1,M) = given abszissae
(B(1),1=1,M) = given ordinates
N = number of the given new abszissae
(X(1),1=1,N) = given new abszissae
with X(1) = A(1), X(N) = A(M), X(1-1) < X(I),
I = 2, N
T(M)
(Y(1),I=1,N) = new ordinates corresponding
with the given new abszissae
SUBR~UT1NE PUSUM (KA, A, KE, E, B)
Purpose:
Arguments:
Joining of point sets
KA = number of elements in the array A
(A(I),1=1,KA) = first point set (increasing)
KE = number of elements in the array E




KE = number of different points in A and E
(E(I),I=1,KE) = different points in A and
the given E (increasing)
SUBR~UTINE MAKR~ (ALFA, IS~, IL, IM, NGR, ABN, ISD, ISM, ISDP, NS,
NK, NECU, NUEB, V, W, LST, INTT, INT, NEGR, ISEL)
C~MM~N ST~FF, ISTRUK, ISPA, N~UT
Purpose:
Arguments:
A macro-group is defined as an energy region
consisting of one group or several groups
adjoining in pairs. MAKR~ subdivides the
given energy region (ABN(IM +1), ABN(IL))
into macro-groups meeting the following
conditions:
each macro-group contains
a) as many groups as possible
b) NS groups at most
c) ISD - ISM SGN-meshpoints at most
d) either groups with only isotropie out-
scattering in the c.m.-system or groups
with only anisotropie outscattering in
the c.m.-system
ALFA=((A-1)/(A+1))2 where A is the atomic






= indices of the first and last group
for which scattering matrices shall
be calculated
= index of the first group with only
isotropie outscattering in the
c.m.-system
= scattering width
= maximum number of groups per macro-
group
= number of basic points in the out-





NGR = number of energy groups
NEGR = number of energy group boundaries
(ABN(1),1=1,NEGR) = energy group boundaries
NECU = maximum scattering width
1SM = maximum number of basic points plus
discrete SGNC-energies per macro-
group
= 1SM plus maximum number of discrete
SGN-energies per macro-group
= nucleus in KEDAK notation for which
scattering matrices etc. shall be
calculated
N0UT = printed-output unit
1SEL = pointer for additional output
V(1SD), W(1SD), LST(2, NGR)
1NTT = number of macro-group boundaries
(1NT(1),1=1,1NTT) = macro-group boundaries
given by group indices
1SDP = increment of 1SD if 1SD is found
to be too small during execution
comment: the determined macro-groups are
as follows:
1. macro-group: [ABN(1NT(2)+1), ABN(1N( 1)) ]
1-th macro-group: [ABN(1NT(1+1)+1), ABN(1NT(1)+1 J
I = 2,3, •••• ,1NTT-1
SUBR0UT1NE M1XSGT (KT, MAT, DAT, NTT, NTP, NT, ET, ST, EA, EE)
C0MM0N ST0FF, 1STRUK, 1SPA, N0UT
Purpose: Calculation of the total macroscopic cross
section of a given mixture according to
I(T
It(E) '" Scl! ()t.r(E)
1='1
.. . . 1 -24
where d1 = denslty ln nuclel per ccm tlmes 0
of the 1-th nucleus in the mixture and crt I =,
total microscopic cross section of the 1-th
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nucleus in the mixture; KT see below. E stands
for the joint set of discrete energies for
which for at least one nucleus in the mixture
a 0t is found on KEDAK.
Arguments: KT = number of different nuclei ln the
mixture
(MAT(I),I=1,KT) = nuclei in the mixture
(DAT(I),I=1,KT) = densities (DAT(I) = dI)
EA, EE = lower and upper boundary of the
energy intervall in which Lt
shall be calculated
NTT = estimated number of discrete energles
of the mixture in the intervall
LEA, EE].
N~UT = printed-output unit
Results: NT = number of discrete energies of the
mixture in the intervall [EA, EE]
(ET(I),I=1,NT) = discrete energies in ('EA, EE]
(ST(I),I=1,NT) = total macroscopic cross
sections of the mixture corresponding
to the ET(I)
NTP = increment of NTT if NTTT is found to
be too small during execution
SUBR~UTINE ADD (K, NTT, NTP, NT, ET, ST, NU, D, E, S, EV, SV, EH,
SI-'i', EA, EE)
Purpose: Determination of PK,NU+ 1(1"1 ;ST, ST) from
PK,NU(F!ßT, ST) (definition of P1,J(FIF:T, ST)
see below)
Arguments: K = index of the nucleus which shall be
added to the hitherto calculated
mixture of the first K-1 nuclei
NTResults:
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EA, EA, NTT see MIXSGT
NT = number of the hitherto determined
discrete energies of the mixture
= number of ET(J) in PK,NU (E/ET, ST)
(ET(I),I=1,NT) = hitherto determined discrete
energies
(ST(I),I=1,NT) = hitherto determined total
cross sections
NU = index of the highest energy up to
which the K-th nucleus has been
taken into account
D = density of the K-th nucleus
E, EV = energy points of the polynomial to
be added
S, sv = microscopic total cross sections at
E and EV
EW = ET(NU) before the last mOdification
SW = ST(NU) before the last modification
= number of discrete energies of the
mixture up to E
(ET(I),I=1,NT) = discrete energiesup to E
(ST(I),I=1,NT) = total macroscopic cross
sections up to E
NU = index of the highest energy up to
which the K-th nucleus has been
taken into ac count
NTP see MIXSGT
Definition of P(EJET, ST) and P1,J(EtET, ST):
Be






E < ET(1) or E > ET(NT)
E = ET(J)
ST(J) - ST(J-1) (E-ET(J-1))
ET(J) - ET(J-1)
if ET(J-1) < E < ET(J)
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provided ET(1) < ET(2) < ••• < ET(NT).
Be now
1-1
PI,J(E)ET,ST) = I PK NT (E)ET,ST)K=1 'K
+ P(EtETI(1), ETI(2),
STI ( 1), STI (2 ) ,
, ETI(J);
, STI (J))
where the ETI(K) are the discrete 0t-energies of the I-th nucleus
and the STI(K) are the corresponding macroscopic cross sections.




Transformation of angular distributions for
elastic neutron scattering from the c.m.-
system into the laboratory system according
to equ , (7 .7 )
IC = number of uniformly spaced cosine
meshpoints of the angular distributions
in the c.m.-system
NE = number of angular distributions
undergoing transformation
ISM = maximum number of angular distributions
((S(I,J),I=1,IC),J=1,NE) = angular distributions
in the c.m.-system
(A(I),I=1,IC) = uniformly spaced cosine mesh-
points of the angular distributions
in the c.m.-system with A(1) = -1,
A(IC) = 1
AL = ALFA (see MAKR~)
(A(I),I=1,IC) = cosine meshpoints in the
laboratory system
((S(I,J),I=1,IC),J=1,NE) = angular distributions
in the laboratory system
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SUBR~UTINE INF~RM (ALFA, NEGR, ABN, R, RSP, IL, IM, INTT, INT, NST,
NSTIS, IR, ISTT, K, NTK, NTT, N~UT)
Purpose:
Arguments:
Printing of additional information if ISEL < 0
ALFA, NEGR, ABN, IL, IM, INTT, INT, N~UT see
MAKR~
(R(I),I=1,NEGR-1) = group lethargy widths
(RSP(I),I=1,NEGR-1) = group integrals over the
total weighting spectrum of zeroth
order
(NST(I),I=1,6), NSTIS see LECAL
IR = macro-group index
ISTT = number of energy meshpoints ln the
fine-mesh in the IR-th macro-group
K = number of discrete SGN-energies in
the IR-th macro-group.
NTK = pointer for micro-weighting
NTT = number of discrete energies of the
micro-weighting spectrum in the
IR-th macro-group if NTK +0
SUBR~UTINE PUNK (NGR, NEGR, ABN, NA, NE, NEN, ALFA, NK, NR, ISM,
ISMP, ISN, E)
Purpose: Generation of a basic energy mesh uniformly
spaced in lethargy
Arguments: NGR = number of energy









= number of angular distributions in
the considered macro-group
= (1 ~ ~) 2, A == atomic weight of the




NK = number of basic points in outgroup
scattering region
NR = maximum number of basic points in
ingroup scattering region
1SM = maximum number of basic points plus
discrete SGNC-energies per macro-
group
= calculated number of basic points
in the macro-group defined through
NA, NE
(E(1),1=1,1SN) = calculated basic points in
this macro-group
1SMP = increment of 1SM if 1SM is too
small
SUBR!i5UTINE L!i5!i5KO (XMAT, MASSE, C!i5M, *)





Reading the atomic weight from KEDAK and
relating it to the neutron mass as mass unit,
calculation of the mass number and of the
mean scattering eosine in the laboratory
system for isotropie scattering in the
corno-system
ST!i5FF = nucleus in KEDAK notation
XMAT = atomic weight of the nucleus in
ST!i5FF in neutron mass units
MASSE = mass number
C!i5M 2= 3 0XMAT
L!i5!i5KO calls the Entry NDFL!i5C of the KEDAK
routine NDF
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SUBR~UTINE L~~K1 (ISD, K, E, SGN, E~, EE, NT)





Reading of SGN, MUEL and SGT from KEDAK
ST~FF = nucleus in KEDAK notation for which
data shall be read from KEDAK
ISD = maximum number of data which may
be read with a single call
E~, EE = lower and upper boundary of the
energy region for which data shall
be read
NT = data-type pointer (NT = 1: SGN are
read; NT = 2: MUEL are read; NT = 3:
SGT are read)
N~UT = printed-output unit
K = number of data (SGN, MUEL or SGT)
in [E~, EE].
(E(I),I=1,K) = discrete energies at which data
a gJ.ven
(SGN(I),I=1,K) = data read from KEDAK (SGN,
MUEL or SGT)
The conditions E(1) = E~ and E(K) = EE are met
by linear interpolation or constant extra-
polation. L~~K1 calls the Entries NDFL~C
and NDFNXT of the KEDAK routine NDF.
SUBR~UTINE L~~K2 (NEN, EA, IC~S, IC~SP, ISM, AR, SGNC)
C~MM~N ST~FF, ISTRUK, ISPA, N~UT
Purpose: Reading of SGNC from KEDAK
Arguments: ST~FF
NEN
= nucleus in KEDAK notation
= number of discrete energies at




(EA(I),I=1,NEN) = diserete energies for whieh
SGNC shall be read (they have been
read before with L~~K3)
IC~S = maximum number of SGNC eosine meshpoints
ISM = maximum number of diserete SGNC-energies
N~UT = printed-output unit
IC~SP = if IC~S is too small
= 0 otherwise
(AR(I),I=1,IC~S) = SGNC eosine meshpoints from
~DM
((SGNC(I,J),I=1,IC~S),J=1,NEN) = SGNC from KEDAK
eorresponding to the eosine mesh AR
and the energy mesh EA
The eosine mesh must be the same for all
energ~es.
L~~K2 ealls the Entries NDFL~C and NDFNXT
of the KEDAK routine NDF.
SUBR~UTINE L~~K3 (NE, EA, IS~, NGR, ABN, ISM, ISMP, LST, NEGR, ISEL)







Reading from KEDAK the entire SGNC-energy-
mesh for one nueleus
ST~FF, ISM, N~UT see L~~K2
NGR, NEGR, ABN see MAKR~
= pointer for additional output
= estimated inerement of ISM if there
are more than ISM angular distributions
on ~DAK for the eonsidered nueleus
= number of angular distributions on
KEDAK for the nueleus in question
(EA(I),I=1,NE) = SGNC-energy mesh on ~DAK for
the eonsidered nueleus
(LST(I),I=1,NGR) where LST(I) = number of
energies EA(N) with ABN(I+1)
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.:s EA(N) < ABN(I)
Islll see MAKRlll
Remark: LllllllK3 calls the Entry NDFLlllc of the KEDAK
routine NDF
SUBRlllUTINE LECAL (MASSE, XMAT, ALFA, ISlllT, LEG, NLE, NANF, NEND,
NUEB, IL, IM, NEGR, ABN, Icllls, AR, ISN, E, SGNC,
NST, NSTIS, ISM, ISD, NECU, ITA, NF, GR, FEKlllE,
FU, EW, A, H, V, W, F, FEKlll)
Purpose: Control of the calculation of the wl(E~g)
according to equations (7.8) and (7.10)
Arguments: MASSE = atomic mass number of the scattering
nucleus
= atomic weight of the scattering nucleus




IslllT = anisotropy pointer
(IslllT=1: the considered macro-group
is within the energy region of anisotropie
scattering ln the c.m.-system, IslllT = 0
otherwise)
(LEG(I),I=1,6) = sequence of calculated moments
NLE = upper Legendre index (input)
NANF, MEND = indices of the first and the last
group in the macro-group for which
scattering matrices etc. shall be
calculated
NUEB = scattering width
IL, IM = indices of the first and the last
group for which scattering matrices
etc. shall be calculated
NEGR = number of energy group boundaries




IC~S = number of eosine meshpoints of the
SGNC on KEDAK
(AR(I),I=1,IC~S) = eosine meshpoints of the
SGNC on KEDAK
ISM = number of basie points plus diserete
SGNC-energies in the maero-group
to be ealeulated
(E(I),I=1,ISN) = basie points plus diserete
SGNC-energies in the maero-group
to be ealeulated (eoarse mesh)
((SGNC(I,J),I=1,IC~S),J=1,ISN) = angular
distributions in the laboratory
system
(NST(I),I=1,6) =moment-dependent number of
uniformly spaeed eosine meshpoints
for ~ -integration when IS~T = 1
o
NSTIS = moment-independent number of uniformly
spaeed eosine meshpoints for ~ -
o
integration when IS~T = 0
ISM =maximum number of basie points and
diserete SGNC-energies per maero-group
ISD = ISM plus maximum number of diserete
SGN-energies per maero-group
NECU = maximum seattering width
ITA = pointer for the ealeulation of
Legendre integrals by means of
LEGINT
(ITA = 0: Legendre integrals are ealeulated,
ITA = 1: Legendre integrals have already
been ealeulated)
NF = unit on whieh the wl(E~g) are stored
temporarily
GR(NEGR), FEK~E(NEGR), FU(IC~S), EW(ISM), A(ISD),
H(ISD), V(ISD), W(ISD), F(ISD), FEK~(ISM, NECU)
"i(E~g) on unit NF
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SUBR~UTINE LEGP~L (NST, A, N, NSTIS)





Caleulation of pointwise Legendre polynomials
= number of uniformly spaeed eosine
meshpoints
N = order up to whieh Legendre polynomials
shall be ealeulated
NSTIS = number of uniformly spaeed eosine
meshpoints if IS~T = 0 (here:
maximum length of A)
(A(I),I=1,NST) = uniformly spaeed eosine
meshpoints
(X(I),I=1,NST) = uniformly spaeed eosine
meshpoints
(F(L,I),I=1,NST),L=1,N+1) = Legendre polynomials
pointwise
F(L,I) = PL_1(A(I))
D = spaeing of the A(I):
D = A(I) - A(I-1), I = 2, NST
SUBR~UTINE LEGINT (N, NAK, XMAT, ITA)
C~MM~N /INTEG/ H, GRAL, D
Purpose: Caleulation of Legendre integrals
NArguments: = upper Legendre index (is ignored;
the Bn(w) are always determined
for n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
NAK = number of eosine meshpoints
XMAT = atomie weight in neutron mass units
Results:
Remarks:
FUNCTI~N G(N, X, y)
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(H(I),I=1,NAK) = uniformly spaeed eosine mesh-
points, H(1) = -1, H(NAK) = 1
D = spaelng of the H(I)
(GRAL(L,I),L=1,6),I=1,NAK) where GRAL(L,I)
= 2' BL_ 1(H ( I ) )
ITA = pointer (ITA = 1 after ealeulation)
For A = 1, 1 < A ~ 30, A > 30 the above
integral is treated numerieally in different
ways. For details see ref. 1.
~ _ yN
G(N, X, y) ==---"-
X - y
is determined aeeording to
~ _ yN N-1 (N).:..:.....--~=D +
X _ Y 1
where
D = X - y
N-2D ( N) N-3 2y + 2 D Y + ••• + ( N ) yN-1N-1
SUBR~UTINE LEGIST (L, NST, IA, IB, NEGR, GR, E)
C~MM~N /INTEG/ X, GRAL, D
Purpose: Caleulation of partial Legendre eoeffieients
when seattering is isotropie in the e.m.-
system aeeording to equ. (7.8)-multiplieation
with 2TI is performed in LECAL:
C,R(I)
t (I) ::: .i. Jcl ~ cl ~o p ( )411 0 I L--1 fotoCI\.,.....
GR(I+")
using the previously in LEGINT determined
integrals
X(I)





L = Legendre degree plus 1
NST = number of uniformly spaeed eosine mesh-
points
(X(I),I=1,NST) = eosine mesh from LEGINT
D = spaeing of the X(I)
((GRAL(L,I),L=1,6),I=1,NST) see above
NEGR = length of array E
IA, IB = boundary indices within whieh the
E(I) shall be determined
(GR(I),I=IA,IB) = eosine integration
boundaries
(E(I),I=IA,IB-1) = partial Legendre
eoeffieients (see above)




SUBR~UTINE LEGANS (L, NST, F, IA, IB, NEGR, GR, E, P~LY, A)
C~MM~N /INTEG/ X, P~L, D
Purpose:
Arguments:
Caleulation of partial Legendre eoeffieients
when seattering is anisotropie in the e.m.-
system aeeording to equ. (7.1o)-multiplieation
with 2TI is performed in LECAL:
c.~ (I)
'(T) = f cl", "'(t,~J PL-.(".l
~R.(J: ... A)
L, NST, D, NEGR, IA, IB, GR see LEGIST
(X(I),I=1,NST) = eosine mesh from LEGP~L
(F(I),I=1,NST) = pointwise angular distri-
bution eorresponding with the X(I)
((P~L(L,I),L=1,6),I=1,NST)= Legendre polyno-
mials pointwise from LEGP~L eorres-





(E(I),I=IA,IB-1) = partial Legendre coefficients
(s. above)




SUBR~UTINE GRUPIN (MASSE, XMAT, ALFA, C~M, IS~T, PM, LEG, NLE, NANF,
NEND, NUEB, IL, IM, NGR, NEGR, ABN, ISN, EH, K, H,
F, M, G, EN, NTT, ET, ST, MAZ, KSPE, KSPEK, ESP,
SPEK, NSPEK, LSPEK, ISM, ISD, NECU, ISC~, ISEC,
NF, E, EW, GR, WA, U, V, W, ISTT, RSP, ELSIG)
Purpose:
Arguments:
Weighted energy integration according to (7.2)
MASSE, XMAT, ALFA, IS~T, LEG, NLE, NANF, NEND,
NUEB, IL, IM, NEGR, ABN, ISN, ISM, ISD, NECU,
NF see LECAL
C~M = mean scattering eosine when scattering
is isotropie in the c.m.-system
= 2/(3·XMAT)
PM = fraction of MUEL in the corrected
first moment
NGR = number of energy groups
(EH(I),I=1,ISN) = basic points plus discrete
SGNC-energies in the macro-group to
be calculated
K = number of SGN
(H(I),I=1,K) = discrete SGN-energies
(F(I),I=1,K) = SGN corresponding with the H(I)
M = number of MUEL
(G(I),I=1,M) = discrete MUEL-energies
(EN(I),I=1,M) = MUEL corresponding with the G(I)
NTT = micro-weighting spectrum control para-
meter (NTT = 1: no micro-weighting;
NTT> 1: micro-weighting with








spectrum if NTT > 1
(MAZ(I),I=1,2) = control parameters for the
weighting of higher moments (input)
KSPE = pointer for macro-weighting
(KSPE = 0: weighting with
FUNCTI~N PHI if MAZ(l) = 0, with
FUNCTI~N PHI and FUNCTI~N PHIL
if MAZ( 1) = 1;
KSPE = 1: weighting with point-
spectrum in ESP and SPEK according
to MAZ(l)
= number of discrete energies of the
macro-weighting spectrum if
KSPE = 1, = 0 otherwise
= Max (1, KSPEK)
= number of values of the macro-
weighting spectrum if KSPE = 1
= 1 otherwise
(ESP(I),I=l,KSPEK) = macro-spectrum discrete
energies if KSPE = 1; no meaning
otherwise
(SPEK(I),I=l,LSPEK) = macro-spectrum values
if KSPE = 1; no meaning otherwise
ISC~ = dimension of WA (see below and
FLUMMI)
ISEC = dimension of U (see below and
FLUMMI)
E(ISD), EW(ISM), GR(NEGR), WA(ISC~), U(ISEC),
V( ISD), W( ISD) .
Results: ISTT = number of energy meshpoints ln the
fine-mesh consisting of the basic
points (from PUNK), the discrete
SGNC-energies, the discrete SGN-
and MUEL-energies
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(RSP(I),I=1,NGR) = energy group integrals of
the zeroth order weighting spectrum
(ELSIG(L,I,NN),NN=IL,IM),I=1,NUEB),L=1,NLE+1)
where with 11 = NN + 1-1
NN+IIELSIG(L,I,NN) = 0L-1










M = number of given points
(A(I),B(I),I=1,M) = given points
N = number of given new abszissae
(X(I),I=1,N) = given new abszissae
where X(1) = A(1), X(N) = A(M)
HR(M)
(Y(I),I=1,N) = new ordinates corresponding
with the XCI)
SUBR~UTINE TRAPEZ (M, E, F, G, W, H, L)
if L = 0
Purpose: Trapezoidal integration according to
1 M
W= - L (F(I)+F(I-1))·E(I-1)
2 1=2
M
W ~ ~ L (F(I)·G(I)+F(I-1)·G(I-1))·E(I-1)






M = number of meshpoints
(E(I),I=1,M-1) = weighted intervall lengths
(F(I),I=1,M) = function to be integrated
(G(I),I=1,M) = weighting function
L = pointer for weighting (L = 0: constant
weighting function; L =1: weighting
function not constant in G)
H(M)
W(see above)
FUNCTI~N PHI(E) = 1/E
FUNCTI~N PHIL(L,E) = 1/EL
SUBR~UTINE MUK~N (ELSIG, ELT~T, NLE, NECU, NUEB, IL, IM, NGR)
Purpose: Determination of oNN S~N+II and ~NN









N+II/,...NN , L =




NLEArguments: = Legendre degree up to which scattering
rnatrices are calculated
NUEB = scattering width
IL, IM = first and last calculated energy group
(((ELSIG(L,I,NN),NN=IL,IM),I=1,NUEB),L=1,NLE+1)
where (see GRUPIN)
ELSIG(L I NN) = NN+NN+I-1
, , °L-1
NGR = number of energy groups (for dimensioning)






NN+NN+I-1ELSIG(L,I,NN) = SL-1 (see above)
((ELT~T(I,NN),NN=IL,IM),I=1,2)where
NNELT~T( 1,NN) = (1
ELT~T(2,NN)
(see above)
Remark: Comparisons with cases which can be treated
analytically (see ref. 1: FLUMMI tests) show
. NN+NN+I-1that the matr1xelements SL-1 are calcu-
lated here with a maximum absolute error
-4zs % 4·10
Thus quantities smaller than 10-5 in absolut
value are ignored and set equal to zero.
SUBR~UTINE PRINT (ELSIG, ELT~T, NLA, NLE, NECU, NUEB, ISEL, NGR, KSPEK,
MAZ, NTK, KIM)
C~MM~N ST~FF, ISTRUK, ISPA, N~UT, KPR, NEND, NANF
Purpose:
Arguments:
Printing and reserving of final results
ELSIG, ELT~T see MUK~N results
NLE, NECU, NUEB, NGR see MUK~N
NLA = first Legendre moment to be calculated
(NLA = 0 always)
NANF, NEND = indices of the first and last
group for which scattering matrices
have been calculated
ST~FF = nucleus for which scattering matrices
have been calculated
MAZ, NTK, KIM see FLUMMI
KSPEK corresponds to KSPE 1n GRUPIN
ISEL = pointer for additional output
N~UT = printed-output unit




/1/ H.W.Wiese: FLUMMI - Ein F~RTRAN-IV-Programmzur Berechnung von
Multigruppenkonstanten aus KEDAK-Daten für höhere Transport-
näherungen der Neutronentransportgleichung
(to be published as a KFK-report (in German))
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8. Calculation of the fine interval elastic scattering transfer matrices
up to P5 approximation and other quantities required for the
REMO-correction. Module 9.
8.1 Basic formulae and notations
a) The fine interval system
The I-th group of the basic broad group system is divided into
NFG(I) fine-groups, equidistant in lethargy. Any of these fine
groups is divided into NFI(I) fine intervals, equidistant in
lethargy. The fine interval width is denoted by 6E o
b) The fine-interval averaged cross-sections are defined by:
JJE: 6' CE) F (E)
<O)=_L1E _JdEJ.CE)
6.1:=:
The REMO correction procedure requires the total at and the
elastic scattering cross-sections a and the averaged eosine
e
which is defined by
(8.1)
(8.2)
c) The elastic scattering transfer probability matrices are defined
by
JdE f5e (E)~ (E:--7h) F(E)






where Pl(t) are the Legendre polynomials.
A is the mass of the seatterer, and
0[= (A-1 ) 2-
\ A+1
The seattering angle in the eenter-of-mass system
;Uc=1- (A+1)~(1_~))
ZA s
and that in the labor system,
A-1 I~
Z Y-e;
f~J= the angular distribution of the elastie seattering in the
center of mass system. It should be normalized i.e.
-+1
; Jclf'c J' (fU~1
-1(t (tc) :: 1, for isotropie case )
It is praetieal to transform the integral (8.4) into
)lh




Let the energy E fall into the group g. The neutron transfer may occur
into the groups g, g+l, ••• g+k, where Ek > a E > Ek+l• As there is an
unambigous relation between the scattering angle ~ and energy loss,
c
a division of the angle interval - 1 < ~ < 1 corresponds to the
- c-
acceptor groups, i.e.
- 1 - ~k+1 < ~k ••• < ~1 < 1
Thus the neutrons scattered with angle > ~ > ~1 remain in the
group g, and those with the angle ~j ~ ~ > ~j+1 will fall into the
group g+j.
According to our experience, the calculation and the physical
interpretation are the simplest when the integration is performed
over the center-of-mass scattering angle.
8.2 Method of calculation
According to the formulae (8.1), (8.2), (8.3) and (8.5) the ma~n task
is to perform numerical integrations.
For (8.1) and (8.2) a simple trapezoidal rule is used with the mesh
points given by the nuclear data file KEDAK. At the end of the
integration interval the cross-sections are interpolated.
For the integral (8.3) and (8.5) the Romberg integration method
(see app.III) is used. The alternating sign of the Legendre poly-
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nomial Pl and the "ill-behaviour" of the t(tC) at some energy values
require special consideration which are described in app. IV.
Before the integral (8.3) is performed, the fine interval 6E is to
be divided into subintervals with the following mesh-points:
i All energy points for which elastic scattering cross-section are
given in the nuclear data file should be a mesh point.
ii If an energy value Ek/a falls into the fine interval, this also
should be a mesh point. The Romberg integration procedure is
performed for each subinterval.
8.3 The removal of the inconsistency between the average COS1ne
calculated from the angular distribution and the average eosine
available on KEDAK.
There are two types of the above inconsistency~
a) The angular distribution of the scattered neutrons for the energy
range in question are not given, but the retrieved average eosine
~ret is different from 2/3A. In this case a linear anisotropy
is assumed i.e. the following center of mass angular distribution
is used
(8.7)
b) The nuclear data file gives center of mass angular distributions
for the energy range in question, but the calculated average
eosine differs from the retrieved one. This difference can be
attributed to the uncertainties in the evaluated angular
distribution as well as to the uncertainties in their interpolation.
Consequently there exist only ad hoc methods for the removal of
this inconsistency. We have applied the following simple treatment.
Let the Legendre expansion of the seattering probability in the
labor system be.
00
~ Cv)=?~+1 'bs,1 .J1J,P) I 40 ~ 41=)!Cm J (8.8)
/=0
~ang lS the labor average eosine ealeulated from the given
mass angular distribution. The above seattering probability is
eorreeted with the retrieved average eosine i.e.
(8.8' )
and the eorreetion to a transfer matrix element is
)Jh
LJ 1rJE-.h )-l(I-el7anJ)fd,p ~0} E: (P)
JAh·11
where Wh'~h+1) is the angle interval in the labor atory system belonging
to the scattering from E into the group H.
8.4 Strategy of the extrapolation
It is often the ease that for a eross-seetion or angular distribution
the energy interval given in the KEDAK file does not eover the
energy range of the group system. In this ease an extrapolation is
neeessary. As the differenee between the last energy point and
the end of the group energy range is generally not too large,
additional energy point coineiding with the end of the group
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is taken, with the cross-section value ( or angular distribution
equal with the next one. (i.e. the extrapolation is horizontal)
8.5 The description of the program REMO and of the related subroutines
The subroutine REMO is called by the statement
CALL REMO (NG, ENG, NSP, F, E, ERR, NLA, NLE, NGRE, NFG, NFI, NJM, NUJM,
ISEL, IWORK, WORK, L)
The number of energy boundaries
The energygroup boundaries /eV/
The number of energy points for the neutron spectrum
The neutron spectrum
Energy points for the neutron spectrum
The error limit for the Romberg integration
















The number of groups to be calculated
The number of finegroups
The number of fine-intervals per fine-group.
The maxlmum number of mesh points for angle
integration is 2xxNJM+l
The maximum number of mesh points for energy
integration is 2*xNUJM+l
= 1:the formula (8.3) will be computed
o:the formula to be obtained from (8.3),when
cr (E) = 1,will be computed.
s
IWORK(I),WORK(I),I=l,L Work-field
L The length of the work-field.
In the subroutine system related to REMO the dynamical programming
method is used, i.e. any dimensioned variable, the dimension of
which depends on the task option is dimensioned with variable length.
All of such variables are placed in the work field (WORK and IWORK)
respectively) to be passed by the main control program. This field
is generally transfered from one subroutine to the other and it
contains a great deal of information to be passed. The first 34 words
of WORK contain mainly the control information. (see Table VIII)
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The function of the main subroutine REMO is the following:
To settle the control information contained in the Table VIII, and to
determine the length of WORK.
To call the subroutine KEDLEC (see below) in order to retrieve the
angular distributions in the energy region to be calculated.
REMO calls the subr-out.i.ne
REMP (ENG, NFG, NFI, F, E, WORK, IWORK, 18) +
18 is the lowest energy group for which angular distributions are
given.
The function of REMP: to organ1ze the calculation by group.
It calls the following s~broutines: KEDDAT, 8INT, I80FAL, ZWIN, NORM
The subroutine underlying the retrieval of KEDAK data has four entries.
a) KEDDAT (NAMIZ, NAMTYP, NW, NWl, FNW, NDAT, FA, FF, EP, EM, ~, x , x )
NAMIZ 18-bytesl name of the material





FA( I) ,I=L ,NDAT
FF(I) ,1=1 ,NDAT
EP.,EM
if there is a further name the sequential number of
the required namecombination, otherwise without
mearri ng ,
if there is a further name then the number of
retrieved name combination, otherwise without
meaning.
if there is a further name then its value, otherwise
without meaning.
the number of retrieved data pairs.
argument values.
function values.
upper and lower energy boundary feV7,for which the
cross-section values are to be retrieved.
If the material and the type are not found then follow RETURN1 and
RETURN2 respectively.
+ If the parameters of the subroutines are not described by the same
symbols as in the program lists, symbols described before or in the
input description are used.
SINT caleulates <Ot>
SINT calculates <0 > and <~ >
s s
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b) DATNUM (NAMIZ, NAMTYP, NDAT, NW, EP, EM, *, *, *)
This entry is used when only NDAT is to be determined
e) KEDLEC (NAMIZ, NAMTYP, NWl, EA, IAE, EPW, EMW, FA, FF, FAW, FFW, EP,
EM, -*, .*, *)
This entry is used to retrieve angular distributions in the energy
interval [EPW, EMW][eV]
In this ease EP, EM are not energy but eosine of the scattering
angle.
EA( I) ,1=1 ,NWl the number of energy points.
IEA(I) ,I=l,NWl the number of angle points per angular distribution.
FAW(I),I=l,NWlxNDAT the angle points of angular distributions.
FFW(I),I=l,NWlxNDAT the angular distributions in one field,
one by one )
d) NIVNUM (NAMIZ, NAMTYP, NWl, EPW, EMW, EFR, se , .*, *)
EFR is the energy for the first angular distribution. This entry
is used for the determination of NWl, and EFR.
SUBROUTINE SINT (ENG(I), NFG(I), NFI(I), F, E, WORK, N, M)
SINT ealeulates the group averaged total and elastic seattering cross
seetions and average eosine in the group I.
M = IWORK( 7)
For N = IWORK(5)
For N = -IWORK(5)
Called by REMP.
SUBROUTINE NORM (J2, Jl, SGNC, WORK)
NORM normalizes the angular distribution from the J2-th up to the
Jl-th one.
Called by REMP.
SUBROUTINE ISOFAL (ENG(I), NFG(I), NFI(I), F, E, WORK)
ISOFAL divides the group I into fine intervah and organises the




SUBROUTINE WAHRS (EP, EM, lMAX, WORK{N), ENG{l), NMl, NUJM, F, E, TE,
WORK, PER)
N = lWORK (22)
NMl = NLE+l
EP, EM are the higher and the lower boundary of the energy interval
to be calculated [eVJ.
WAHRS divides the interval[EP,EM]further according to the principles
given in 8.2.
Called by lSOFAL
SUBROUTINE LMI (EP, EM, E1, E2, SGl, SG2, AMUl, AMU2, lMAXl, ENG{l),
TE, NMl, NUJ, NUJM, F, E, WORK, PER (lMAX+2), lMAX,PL)
SGl, SG2, AMUl, AMU2, EI, E2 elastic scattering cross sections,
retrieved average eosine and the related energy points [e~l
lMAXl The maximum group change by a scattering in the interval[EP, EM}
Called by WAHRS.
FUNCTlON ANlNT (BU, BL, K, SG, XL, AZ, lCOS, WORK, T, NJM)
ANlNT calculates the integral ( 8.5) and the correspondence of nota-




XL ~ llc J lCOS number of mesh pointsSG ~j'(llc)
2
= (llret - 3A)
Called by NORM, LMl.
SUBROUTINE AMESH(BU, BL, Z, L2, NX, K)
AMESH prepares the division of angle interval[BU, BL]according to the
roots of Legendre polynomial of order K.( see appendix IV)




SUBROUTINE HIDR (BU~ BL~ K~ A~ *)
In the ease of hydrogen the integral (8.5 ) ean analytieally be ealeulated.
This is done by HIDR.
A =result of the ealeulation
Called by ANINT.
FUNCTION WINK (XL~ SG~ KJ~ ICOS~ AZ~ XA)
WINK determines jr(~)crs by means of linear interpolation from the
point-wise angular distribution /XA + ~/
Called by ANINT.
FUNCTION FXINT (EP~ EM~ SGN~ ES~ F~ E~ NSP~ NDAT)
EP







FUNCTION BCM (EI~ EO~ WORK)
BCM gives the eosine of seattering angle in the center of mass system.
EI the energy of neutrons before seattering.
EO the energy of neutron after seattering.
Called by LMI .
FUNCTION ICSOP (E~ ENG)
ICSOP gives the group number for energy E .
Called by REMO~ LMI~ FXINT~ MASSIN,
FUNCTION (ANG~ XA~ A~ XM)
ANG gives the eosine of seattering angle in labor system.
XA eosine of seattering angle in center of mass system,
A atomie mass ,
XM= (A+1)2 /2A .
Called by ANINT.
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FUNCTION PTL (N, X)
PTL gives the value PN(X)
Called by ANINT.
SUBROUTINE ZWIN (K, EP, EM, ES, J2, Jl)
ES(I),I=l,k energy mesh-points in [eV].
ZWIN gives the values J2, Jl. These have the meaning: ES(J2), ••
ES(Jl) COver the energy interval EP, EM.
Called by REMP, LMI, FXINT, WAHRS,
SUBROUTINE MASSIN (WORK, ENG)
MASSIN calculates the mass dependent quantities and places them in the
corresponding words of WORK /see Table 1./
Called by REMO.
SUBROUTINE INTEN (E, SG, SGNC, EA, ICOS)
INTEN interpolates the angular distribution in energy.
E is the energy for which the angular distribution is to be interpolated.
Called by LMI.
SUBROUTINE SMORN (PI, N, M1, IMAX, WORK)
SMORN normalizes the calculated elastic transfer matrixes in order
to get the transfer probabilities (8.3.)
PI(NMl, IMAX) the elastic transfer matrix.
Called by ISOFAL .
SUBROUTINE SEARCH (NFG, NFI, WORK, IWORK, I)
SEARCH organizes the output of <at>' <a >, <~ > for the group.
s s
Called by REMO.
SUBROUTINE SUCHM (NFG, NFI, IWORK, WORK, MOM, I, ENG)




FUNCTION IWO (N, IWORK)
IWO gives the value IWORK(N).
SUBROUTINE IWIN (L, N, IWORK)
IWIN performs the statement IWORK(L) = N.
In the future program is intended to generalize to the inelastie ease.
The subroutines INRE, IMPE, EGRENZ serve for this purpose. For elastie
seattering ealeulation these have no any influenee.
SUBROUTINE AKOR (BU, BL, L, A)
It ealeulates the integral in ( 8.9 ) for average eosine eorreetion.
BU and BL are the e. of mass seattering angles eorresponding to






























































Energy mesh points for angular distribution
Angle mesh points
Angular distributions
The number of just calculated group
Elastic scattering or total cross-section
Retrieved average eosine




Field for the storage of results
Buffer-field for output
Maximum group change+1
Control number of the anisotropy
2**NJ+1 number of mesh points to be
required for angular integration
Number of cross section points
Number of energy points for angular
distribution




31 log ((A+1 )2)A-1
32 Q = -0.1
33 Address of T/1/







9. The calculation of average group cross sectionsfor infinite dilution
and of energy resonance self shielding factors from energy point
wise data in the resonance region. Module 3.
9.1 The flux weighted energy resonance self shielding factors are
calculated for capture, fission, elastic scattering
k = isotope
x = neutron reaction (n,x)
(n,e)= elastic scattering, (n,f)=fission,
(n,c)= total absorption - fission.
g = energy group
00 = back ground cross section in barns.
is the microscopic effective cross section.
F(E) collision density
0t(E) is the microscopic total cross section.





rOe.)<e} ~ (00 _~ 00)
with
~ (E) = average eosine for elastic scattering
e
The current weighted resonance self shielding factors are calculated
for elastic scattering and for the total neutron cross section.
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with
The average group cross sections for infinite dilution are defined:
or




k k- )Oe (E) ;JAe (E). F ( E)
<F(E))
F(E) is a slowly varying weighting-function, normaly a collision
density.
9.2 The microscopic cross sections are taken from energy point wise
data on the KEDAK-library. The integrations are done by a
trapezoidal rule. As integration points the energy points of
the KEDAK-tables for 0t(E) and the group boundaries are used.
In the averages (9.8) and (9.11) the energy points of the
tables for 0e(E) and ve(E) are used. If they are tabulated at
different energies, they are linearly interpolated.
The weighting function is either interpolated from tables or
calculated by a function.
9.3 The calculations are performed in the subroutine
FSTRUK (MI, SIGO, NE, ENG, NFE, REFE, EFE, XINTE, ZA, XN, SE, XII,
ZB, XI, MDIM, MDIMP, EMU, XMU, NER, NERP, SN, EN)







number of ° -values.o
one-dimensional field containing the ° -values
o
[barn].
number of group boundaries.
one-dimensional field containing the group
boundaries [eV J .
number of energy points of the weighting spectrum.
one-dimensional field containing the energy points






one-dimensional field containing the weighting
function at the energy points of field REFE.
length of working fields, should be larger
than the number of V-values on KEDAK within
e
one energy group.
length of working fields, should be larger than
the maximum number of values for 0a' oe' 0f on
KEDAK within one energy group.
XINTE (NE,4), ZA (MI, NE, 5), XN (NI, NE, 4), SE (MI, NE, 6), XII (NE),
ZB (MI, NE), XI (NE), EMU (MDIM), XMU (MDIM) , SN (NER, 3), EN (NER, 3),
The following parameters are calculated in the subroutine:
MDIMP 0, if MDIM is large enough ,
n, number, by which MDIM should be increased.
NERP 0, if NER is large enough .
n, number, by which NER should be increased.
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10. The calculation of group constants ~n the thermal group.Module 10.
10.1 There is assumed, that the thermal energy range ~s covered by one
energy group. For the cross sections except the elastic scattering
cross section a 1/v-law, and for the weighting function a Maxwell




x = neutron reaction (n,x) except (n,n) process
th = thermal
The thermal group cross sections are calculated by formula (10.1.) for
all types x of neutron reactions. Furthermore the following group con-
stants are calculated
- the average elastic scattering cross section
( 10. 2 . )
- the average cos~ne of the elastic scattering
( 10. 3 . )
- the average number of secondary neutrons per fission
( 10. 4. )
- the average a - value
y = radiative capture
f = fission
- 10.2. -




The following subroutine ~s necessary
( 10.6.)
THERM (NE, NTY, TYP)
The following parameters are defined by the control program.
NE number of energy group limits.
NTY number of cross section types.
TYP (NTY) : one-dimensional field containing the cross section types.
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11. The calculation of the average 1/v values.
Module8 .





11.2 The numerical integration is performed by the following formula:
(;)~ - (11.2)
l index for the integration points




n number of integration points ln group g •
.,
c constant = 7,229286 .10-7
If the weighting function is glven pointwise, as integration points
the energy points of the weighting function are used. Therefore the
user must take care of the number of energy points.
If the weighting function is given in an analytic form, ten integration
points per groups, equidistant in energy, are used.
In the thermal group the 1/v value at 0,0253 is taken.
11.3 The following subroutine lS used:
EDV (MM,A, NEF, XS, G, E, V, Y, NES, ES, F)
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The following parameters must be defined:
MM number of group boundaries
A(MM) group boundaries a,n [e'O.
NEF number of energy points of the weighting function.
XS(NEF): energy points of the weighting function in [eV]
G(NEF) weighting function at the energy points XS (NEF)
NES max ( 10 x number of groups boundaries, number of energy
points of the weighting function )
E ( MM ), V( MM ), Y( MM ), ES( NES ), F( NES )
one-dimensional working fields.
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12. The calculation of the fission spectrum. Module 7.
12.1 For the calculation of fission spectra the Watt formula is used.
E energy in MeV.
Ef fragment kinetic energy per nucleon in MeV.
T Watt f'r agmerrt nuclear "temperature" in MeV.
The fission spectrum in energy group g is defined as
E upper group limit in MeV,g
Eg+1 lower group limit in MeV.
Using formula (12.1) one gets
(12.2)
11,1- z.~ J~" [e><p(-X~J exr (- X;)- eJ(p(-;h~")
+ exp (-}/) I-1 (erf (X;J-f1) - e,..f (x3) (12.3)
+ etf ( 1;1J-f-1)~ e~f (»: I
x~=Ii" -jf!,f' j X - ~E'i+11 I!Efi/-f1 - ---=r - VT
'U. = 1/E~ 'I .Ift ' 1/ = VE~+/f' t- I (Efl
0,. T v· T ) J~f1 T V-r-
X 2




12.2 The following subroutine is necessary:
SUBROUTINE SPALT (NE, ENG, X)
The following parameters are defined by the control program.
NE number of energy group limits,
ENG(NE) one-dimensional field containing the energy group limits
inle V].
The following parameter is defined by the subroutine SPALT,
X(NE) one-dimensional field containing the fission spectrum.
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Appendix I
A modified verSlon of the formalism of Froelich /1/, /2/, for the calcu-
lation of energy resonance self shielding factors in the range of "sta-
~tistical resonances" ..
To take into account overlapping of resonances of the same serles, Froelich
makes the following assumption /2/, (formula 2.41a):
This condition lS not fulfilled in the case of strong overlapping, if the
s
resonances are higher than the background cross section cr ff' Thereforep.e
a weaker condition will be used, namely
SOPI epf + \Oc) +:~c·:r >> 1:~c'~r - <s()c )
r4=-r--
Expression 2.40 ln /2/ can be modified to
Using condition (2), expanding the second term of the denominator of (3)
and neglecting quadratic terms ln
, one gets






{w SLY12s c: T.,l
v--Uoc.
( 4)
The first and the third term of (4) are the same as ln expression (2.42)
in /2/, when sap. ef f is replaeed by <at>'
To ealeulate the overlapping effeet, the assumption is made:
s s
<a »> a • ~t r oe r
This eondition eorresponds to the eondition (2.50) and (2.51) in /2/.
With this eondition, for the third term of (4) one gets the identieally same
result as for the seeond term of (2.42) in /2/.
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From condition (5), the following approximation for the denominator of the
second term of (4) can be deduced:
[<at> s}2 CL <Ot) {<ff. > Sff .s~1;ooc + t'lf - {~o()c.f2- . t +,., Oe 't J
Then for the second term of (4) one gets
(8)
Now the first and the second term of (4) can be combined to
and for this, one gets in the same manner as for the first term of (2.42)
in /4/ the following expression.
} Sr; .J (Sß/e)Sn .~ ZdL ( 10)
sß' .where now lS glven by
( 11)
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So for the effective microscopic cross section one gets the modified
result
( 12 )
for capture and fission, and
( 13 )
for the total resonance cross section.
All symbols have the same meaning as in /2/, formula (2.68), except
5ß = <eh> instead of
SÜov
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An approximate calculation of current weighted resonance self shielding factors
from statistical resonance parameters.
1. Introduction
For the calculation of resonance self shielding factors from statistical
resonance parameters a formalism /3/, first developed by R. Froelich in
his paper on Doppler theory /2/, was used in the first version of MI GROS ,
which did not allow the calculation of current weighted self shielding
factors. An approximation is proposed, which allows to use the modified
formal~sm for flux weighted self shielding factors of Froelich, given in
Appendix I, also for current weighted self shielding factors.
The flux weighted f-factor for the neutrons reaction (n,x) in the energy






The ßEj are energy intervals ~n the group g, ~j ~s a weighting function,
constant over ßE ..
J




Dt (E) + fJo
~s the effective cross section ~n the energy interval ßE around E for
the neutron reaction (n,x) for the resonance isotope.
<:fiE) ) 1- LlS oiE
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c>. (E) microscopic cross section of the resonance isotope for the
X neutron reaction (n,~
~(E) microscopic total cross section of the resonance isotope.
(Ja total back ground cross section per resonance atom.
r: (E)= <0x CE) ))<,~
is the average cross section ln ~E around E. The relation
(4 )DCX> (E)= L/m OX,g(f)Xt~ Oo-? oo 0
means that for infinite dilution of the resonance isotope the effec-
tive cross section is the same as the average cross section. The
interval ~E is assumed to be so large that many resonances are ln it.
There is no problem in calculating the average cross section
from statistical resonance parameters I 21, 131, I 41. However, it is
not so easy to calculate the effective cross section because of the
overlapping of the resonances. The effective cross section
is composed of the contributions of the single resonances series s
0x,"J (E) = I sOX'3 (E) for capture and fission
S
~ (E) - \" Sg.r (1::-) -t f);! for the total cross section
U t' $} -L UCt<g U p
5
SÜet~ (e) is the total resonance cross section of series s
(c = compound, not capture)
(6)
SOX(E)
+ LS/Oc(E) rOp +- fJoS':::j:s
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SOe (f.) is the resonance part of the total cross section of series s,
~ potential cross sectionV p




at the resonances of series s, the effective cross section of
series s can be approximated by
(8 )
This approximation is correct up to quadratic terms of expres-
sion (7).
Introducing





or in a slightly different form
S s
0x,<;J(E)= Op,eff'·---------
This microscopic cross section of the series s is composed of
the contributions of all resonances r of this series in the
interval öE (if öE contains enough resonances, contributions
from outside may be neglected).
( 11 )
Replacing the sum of all resonances by the statistical average
times the average number of resonances in the interval ÖE, the modified
formalism of Froelich, given in appendix I, approximates expression (11)
by
- 11.5 -
for x = fission, capture
for the total resonance cross section.
~ width for the neutron reaction (n,X)
f' total width
J( ßJ}) J-function 151
r
e=F
L1 Doppler width 15 I
cr~ scattering phase shift
ß== (Ot)
fJoc
Cl. total resonance cross section in the peak of the
Oe
resonance
]) average level distance
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~ (In) distribution of neutron width
Ff (ff) distribution of fission width00 '2.E=Z-j exPt-2.~2 ~'Jl(D) JD
j(,2([)) distribution for level distance.
<5~X) - ii '12, 9 -[~;r;J
(sf5c >= ::' ,,{'3 ' sr;., ,cos2 cSl
<Ot) ==: S Op,ePf + <sOc)
1 neutron wave length
9 statistical parameter
fhe second term in the numerator and the third term in the denominator
in (13), (14) are correction terms for overlapping of the resonances.
They vanish for separated resonances.
The approximation of R. Froelich for the expresslon (12) lS only
valid, if the condition
sOp,eff +(50,;) + sq,r- (E) » r&;'- tQ)
1"'* r'
lS fulfilled ln the range of the resonance r.
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2. The extension of the formalism of Froelich to current weighted
resonance self shielding factors.
The current weighted total f-factor may be written as
\' A-, •• 0' (S.).Ll E·~ LfJ 1 t,tJ cl dd ( 16)
lS the effective current weighted cross section in the energy
interval ßE around E for the total neutron reaction of the
resonance isotope.
The effective total cross section may be composed of several
resonance series s





The numerator of (19) can also be written as
Neglecting quadratic terms of
I {S/Oe (E) - <SIOe(E) ~
S'.::t:s
in the second bracket, using condition (7) and expression (9),
one gets
Because the resonances, which belong to different series, are not
correlated, the second term may be written as
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The second term is identically zero.
The same can be done for the denominator of (19), so that one gets
( 20)
To calculate the current weighted effective cross section (20),
one can use the formalism of Froelich described in chapter I, if
the following condition is fulfilled:
SDc(E)-<SO/EJ) « I <S/~ (E) + O-p+ 00
5'
The numerator of (20) may be written as
Using condition (21) and neglecting quadratic terms ln
one gets
-II.10-
For the denominator of (20), one gets
Therefore, under condition (21) the current weighted effective
cross section can be approximated by a flux weighted effective
cross section of the form (11)
and
Now the formalism of Froelich can be used yielding the result




3. Limits of the approximation
The limits of this approximation are given by condition (21)
s
and ~e modified condition (15), when Op,eff as replaced by




+ Uc (E) ) > 15 t5:/(E)- <sOc>
-Y-~'t




. S6""*"negat l ve 7>. eff
more sensible than
Equation (24) can also be written as
necessary, because (22a) is not defined for
. For strong overlapping, condition (23) is
condition (15).
In the energy range of "statistical resonances" condition (21)
cannot be proved. To get some information on the influence of
condition (21) on the approximation (22), some calculations in
the region of resolved resonance parameters can be done. The
flux weighted and the current weighted effective cross sections
(10) and (20) may be calculated for a certain energy interval
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exactly. In the resolved resonance region it is not necessary to
distinguish the single resonance series. Then one gets for the
total resonance cross section in the energy group g
o (ff~) = ------
c/9 0 ( 26a)
(26b)
6;eFf = 0.5"· { Op,err - <Oe. (E) ) ] (26d)
Do:X- ~ f);'eff - 0]' = 0. S- t°0 -( 0;,+<Q(e)))) (26e)
The averages< >are performed over the energy group g.
For the corresponding resonance self shielding factors one gets






neglecting the macroscopic weighting.
In fig. 1 and fig. 2 the relative errors of the approximated
effective resonance cross section and the approximated total
resonance self shielding factor for U 235 in the energy range
from 50 eV to 100 eV for several temperatures are plotted.
As can be seen from these figures, the errors of the total
resonance self shielding factors are smaller than those of
the effective resonance cross sections because of the contri-
bution of the potential cross section. The lowest 00 -value,
for which the approximation can be used is given by condition
(24). The average resonance cross section for this example is
(6;. (E)) = 49,9 barns; the potential cross section isOp= 10,3
barns. So the lowest possible background cross section is
= 39,6 barns. This rest~iction of the approximation to Bo-values
greater than 50 barns is unimportant, because the 00 -values
that correspond to the concentration of U 235 1n reactors are
in the range of several hundred barns. From fig. 1 one can see
that for 6o~values greater than 500 barns the approximation lS
better than 1 %for all three temperatures. Since with in-
creasing energy the resonances become smaller and the overlapping
becomes more important, one can expect, that in the range of the
unresolved resonances, condition (21) is fulfilled better than in
the resolved resonance region. Therefore the errors of the approxi-
mation should be smaller than in fig. 1.
In fig. 3 and fig. 4 the same results for U 238 in the energy
range form 2 keV to 3,3, keV are plotted. In contrast to U 235
the errors of the approximation for the effective resonance
cross section (fig. 3) of U 238 are much larger, because of the
- II.14 -
higher resonances. On the other hand, the effective resonance
cross section U 238 is smaller than the potential cross section,
so that the errors in the total resonance self shielding factors
are much smaller. In fig. 4 one can see that the errors are smaller
than 2 - 3 %in the whole range of Du' The average resonance
cross section for this example is (t>c(E))~5,9 barns, the potential
cross section is C)T = 10,7 barns, so that condition (24) can be
fulfilled for allOo-values.
4. Conclusions
From calculations ~n the resolved resonance region one can draw
the conclusion that the proposed approximation for the current
weighted total resonance self shielding factors yields results
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Appendix III Method of integration IRomberg procedurel
( 1 )
The Romberg method which has been used for numerical integration
lS briefly the following.
Let us have a function f (x) and the integral
b
I = J dx FC x )
Ci
lS to be calculated.
First an equidistant mesh with 2n+1 mesh points 1 including the
end points of the interval I ~,b 11 are taken and the sum
2.'1'1.1
I en-{ O,S [/(01) +-f(b)] +k~1 f (Xk~ ) l LlXh (2)
lS calculated, where





X - 0. S- X· XVI-/-1 kLl VI +-1 - , Ll h) k = Ci + Li)( Vj+-1
The second summation is taken over the new mesh points of the
higher order mesh.
Let us take the expression
1W1 I
Ij/VJh= 2- .Ivn - 1 ( V1 - m-'1/ h--1 (4)
2 i-?r1 - 1
It is easy to prove that the deviation of I
mn
from I is of the
order (ßX )m i.e. I is the best approximation for the given n.
n nn







The programming of the method ~s quite straightforward. A row
of the above matrix is always to be stored and by means of the formu-
la (3), (4) the next row can be determined. The process is finished
if the quantity
IV111 - I Vl - 1 11-1I
where 8 ~s the required accuracy.
The following should be noted.
1. Only one 8 IERRI is given. This used for the energy integration.
For the angular integration 8/10 is prescribed.
2. Some of the higher moments are very small as far as heavier elements
are concerned. In order to avoid a "bad" convergence, the energy
integration process for the moment in question is finished when
11 1<10-10
nn
3. In order to avoid a vaste of computing time the integration will
be finished if n reaches a maximal value 1 for energy integration
NUJM, for angle integration NJM I. Reaching these values in the course
integration an error message will be generated and the calculation
is continued. From the error message the user can decide whether the
results are acceptable.
- IV.1 -
Appendix IV The subintervals in the angular integration
The integrand of (8.5) is a product of two functions. In order
to save computing time the actual behaciour of these functions.
an the integration interval []li' ]li+11 should be taken into account.
a) The polynomial~(t(]l)) has n zeros.E.g. let us assume that
two zeros are in the interval l]li' ]li+1 1 and
then the integration interval is divided into
, ,11 It
three subinterval : []li' ]l], [p ,]l J, ~ , ]li+11
However sometimes it occurs that the intervals
, "(]li' ]l ) or (]l ,]li+1) are too small. This
;U,' ;;';+1 can give rise to difficulties in the Romberg
integration method. Therefore the width of
the extreme intervals are investigated and if one of them is less than
"a given limit ( now this limit is l]l ~'1/10 ) then it will be joined
with the next one.
b) The function Y(]l ) has often shown a "nasty" character. This "nasty"
character can already be detected at the normalization of angular dis-
tribution: N passes beyond NJM. If in a energy group a "nasty"
charakter is detec.ted then the integration interval is divided into
subintervals defined by the angle point of the angular distribution
given in the nuclear data file.
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Appendix V. Sample problem
1. Job-Control Cards




























4 6 3 3 6 12 12 9 3 3 9 12 12
17
18
8 25 1 1U 26 2(',
On the following pages the output of the results is glven. Besides the
output of the results for every MIGR~S-2-job, a German input-description
with an input sample and the print out of the actual input is provided.
It has been omitted here.
STAND DER KERND4TFNRI~LI~THEK VOM l{i'()571
PROGRAMM KENNZIFFER 1
PROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNUNG VON RESONANZSELBSTABSCHIRMFAKTOREN VON AUFGELOESTEN RESONANZPARA~ETERN
MATERIAL TEMPERATUR GRUPPE GRENZEf\
U 235 300.00 18 O.4650E 02 O.lOuÜE 03
SIGMA G SIGMA N SIGMA F SIGMAN1 SIGt-!ATl
.!.23'_~4425E 02 u.12802895E 02 O.28183478E 02 0.12802895E 02 O.64590790E 02
SIGMA 0 FG FN FF FN1 fTl
v.v '.419'i '0sz : -: (~O 0.94163764E 00 0.43603367E 00 0.92344695E 00 0.3638C;;023E 00
O.10000000E u2 ;",.,-.4dd~bj96~ c-... _0 '?/,783~'56E 1)'" C".50455C;;52E 00 O.92906642E OÜ u.41785538E 00
O.10000000E 03 O.71442896E 00 0.969133911: 00 U.72282106E (ju O.C;;5165300E 0(1 O.62696862E 00
0.10000000E 04 O.93719180E 00 O.99258685E 00 O.93185942E 00 O.98616421E 00 O.9C250689E 00
O.10000000E 05 O.99210159E 00 O.99910563E 00 0.99279928E 00 O.99824953E OÜ ü.98808610E oo
O.10000000E 06 0.99930418E 00 O.99990535E 00 O.99939227E 00 O.99981219i: 00 O.9<;876<;16E 00
O.10000000E 07 O.99991238E 00 O.99999189E 00 O.99992269E ChI O.99998116E UD 0.9<;987227= 00
MATERIAL TEMP~RATUR GRUPPE GRENZEN
U 235 9I'lO.Oi) 18 (l.4650E 02 O.1000E 03 <
I'V
<;TG'~A G SIGMA N SIGMA F SIGMAN1 SIGMATl
v.229942~jt; ....2 ~.128':-':57':'E 1)2 1).28195914E 02 0.12800570 E 02 O.64590775E Q2
SIGMA 0 FG FN FF FN1 FTl
0.0 O.51503831E 00 O.95064503E 00 O.52545162E 00 O.92998606E (JO O.41661143E Du
0.1JOOOOOOE 02 O.58321061E 00 ü.95673221E 00 0.59176672E 00 0.93649042E 00 O.48082E70E GO
O.100110000E 03 C.78867930E 00 O.91656202E 00 O.18884345E 00 O.96075338E CÜ O.10187891E Gi)
O.10ÜOiE''JuE iJ4 O.95903468E 00 (J.99510008E 00 O.95769149E CO O.99061841E cc tl.93352538E 00
0.10000000E 05 O.99543375t' J() O.99943763E 00 O.99521752E ec O.<;<;889314E l)t} G.99233168E 00
0.10000000E 06 C.99956995E ~.": O.99993879E 00 iJ.99959248E oe 0.99988109E 00 u.9992224'JE 00
0.10000000E 07 0.99995285E 00 O.99999326E 00 0.99993795E 00 0.99998796E 00 0.9<;991435E 00
MATERIAL TEMPERATUR GRUPPE GRENZEN
U 235 2100.00 18 O.4650E 02 O.1000E 03
SIGMA G SIGMA N SIGP'A F SIGMANI SIG/'ATl
0.229472~5E 02 O.12792241E C2 O.28690109E 02 O.12792241E 02 O.6442<;550E 02
SIGMA 0 FG FN FF FN1 FTl
0.0 O.60038620E 00 O.95193915E 00 0.60191C47E 00 O.93366921E 00 0.475C;;6300E 00
O.10uvu()OOE 02 ().66211357E 00 O.96402717E OG O.66151232E 00 U.94240111E (JO O.5442!J239E oe
O.10000000E 03 O.83948612E 00 ü.98195404E oe O.83347678E UO u.C;;6821495c Vü O.75921273E 00
0.10000000E 04 O. C;;7122353E Oll O.9Q655139E CO U.96887636E Vl O.99331534E \JO ü.951588Ö3E CD
O.10000000E 05 O.9968549öE 00 O.99961168E 00 O.99658Sl8E co O.99923521E ü0 0.994573831: 00
0.10000000E 06 O.99969882E 00 0.999958811:: 00 O.99969935E uD 0.<;9991151E 00 C.99944764E !Ja
O.10000000E 01 Ü.999<;6169E 00 ü.99999511E OÜ O.99995691E J0 O.99999112E 1,,0 0.99994034'= 00
PROGRAMM KENNZIFFER 2
PROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNUNG VON RESONANZSEl9STABSCHIRMFAKTOREN VON STATISTISCHtN RESONANZPARAMETERN
MATERIAL TEMPERATUR GRUPPE GRENZEN
U 235 300.00 14 O.1000E 04 O.2150E 04
SIGMA G SIGMA N SIGMA F SIGMAN1 SIGMATl
Ö.33934994E 01 O.12306717E cz O.74021378E 01 ü.12306777E 02 O.23102356E 02
SIGMA 0 FG FN FF FN1 FTl
0.0 O.77354968E 00 Q.98292530E 00 0.7751311 7E 00 O.96743643E 00 O.74214095E 00
0.10000000E 02 O.84917933E oo ü.98786384E oe O.85143816E UO O.97653657E 00 O.83018833E oo
O.10000000E 03 0.95035458E 00 0.99311745E 00 ü.<;4899106E 00 O.99301809E 00 O.96027339E 0 1)
0.10000000E 04 0.99418187E 00 O.99908733E 00 O.99393761E 00 O.99815631E 00 O.99331576E GO
o, WOOOOOOE 05 O.99942076E 00 ü.99990880E 00 J.99939656E UO O.99981672E co 0.999344291: 00
0.10000000E 06 O.99994653E 00 O.99999177E 00 0.99994475E 00 0.99998331E 00 O.9"993"74E 00
0.10000000E 07 D.10000JOOE 01 ü.10000000E öl o, l00COOCO E CI o.10üO,)000E 01 V.1tGl,QOME 01
MATERIAL TeMPERATUR GRUPPE GRENZEN
U 235 900.00 14 0.1000f 04 ü.2150E C.4
SIGMA G SIGMA N SIGMA F SIGMAN1 SIGMATl
O.33934994E 01 O.12306777E 02 O.74021378E 01 O.12306777E 02 0.23102356E 02
<SIGMA 0 FG FN FF FN1 FTl LU
0.0 0.80794090E 00 O.98593142E 00 O.80581999E 00 0.96952617E 00 O.75254667E 00
0.10000000E 02 O.87867934E 00 O.99032903E 0') O.87774932E 00 O.97942162E 00 O.84590864E Q»
O.10000000E 03 0.9676B624E oe 0.99529058E 00 0.96637660E 00 0.99207813E 00 0.96425"21E 00
O.lOOOOQOOE 04 O.99666643E üO ö.99947429E Cu ö.99652636E 00 O.99893630E 00 O.99615276E 1)0
O.10000000E 05 0.999669732 1)0 D.99994755E 00 0.999656021: 00 O.99989378E OU O.99962395E 00
0.10000000E 06 0.99996924E 00 O.99999493E 00 0.99996859E GG ü.99998981E öO O.99996555E OQ
0.10000000E 07 O.lOCüOOOIJE ui O.1000üüOOE 01 v.10COO{)t)vE 01 0.10000DUOI: 01 O. 1I:lOOOOO') E 01
MATERIAL TEMPERATUR GRUPPE GRENZEN
U 235 2HIO.(;u 14 u.1000E 04 0.2150E ü4
SIGMA G SIGMA N SIGMA F SIGMAN1 SIGI'ATl
0.33934994E 01 0.12306777E 02 U.741J21378E 01 0.12306777E ()2 tr.23102356E iJ2
SIGMA 0 FG FN FF FN1 FTl
0.0 O.83612275E 00 ü.98812699E ül) O. 8328Q( 3 3 E 0,_, ö.972lU991E oo O.76919627E 0'3
0.10000000E 02 0.89682126= 00 u.99D82U17E 00 (j.89438\i51:: ;)0 0.98215550( CD O.86282295E 00
0.10000000E 03 O.'HB12480E 00 J.99687904E CO O.97724724E oo O.99318576E oo O.97129792E oo
O.10000000E 04 0.99780726E oo (;.99965549E Oe 0.99771470::: iJD ö.9993C209E C(! ü.99746072E 00
0.10000000E 05 O.99978393E 00 0.99996555E 00 O.99977404E 00 0.99993122E 00 O.99975389E 00
0.10000000E 06 Ö.999979B5E 00 O.99999696E 'JO O.99997896E '.)0 O.99999368E ;j<J O.99997759E 0')
0.10000000E 07 O.1000u000E 01 J.100Uü(,U0E 01 'J.1(,üOlJOOllE 01 0.10\.)6COO('E 01 ü.1CCCIj(JüI)E 01
PROGRA~~ KENNZIFFER 4
PROGRAMM ZUR B(RECHNUNG VON GRU?PENWIRKU~GSQUERSCHNITTEN BEI UNENDLICHER VFRDU~NNUNG
U 235 ~UEL GRUPPE 14 BIS 14
O.27999950E-02
U 235 NUE GRUPPE 14 BIS 14
O.24301538E 01
U 235 SGA GRUPPE 14 BIS 14
0.10692280E 02
U 235 SGF GRUPPE 14 BIS 14
O.75102386E 01
U 235 SGC GRUPPE 14 BIS 14
O.31820412E öl
U 235 SGI GRUPPE 14 BIS 14
0.0
\J235 S"GN SRuP?E 14 BIS 14
O.12046540E Q2




PROGRA~M ZUR BERECHNUNG I~ELASTISCHER STREUMATRIZEN
PROBSGI
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
0.2790 öi'\ 0.5240 00 0.1670 00 D.223D-(11 C.5620-::2 C.1270-Q2 1.·.2760-03 (,.6U30-·j4 1.°'. 1310-ü4 0.2810-05 0.6080-06
16 17 18 1<; 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
0.1320-1)6 0.2810-07 C.608D-08 0.1320-08 C.2810-09 v.6;}80-10 (.1320-10 0.2810-11 'j. 612 80-12 0.1320-12 0.3590-13
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
0.5520-01 (.3820 \JO 0.3990 Je u.1130 00 G.3660-01 O.I110-Ql 0.2710-02 0.'59'70-1)3 0.1310-03 (;.2860-04 0.6120-05
15 16 17 18 19 2C 21 22 23 24 25
0.1330-05 0.2880-06 l.6150-C7 0.1330-07 iJ.2890-DS 0.6150-/)9 v.1330-C9 (,.2890-10 iJ.6150-11 0.1330-11 0.2890-12
26
U.7850-13
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
0.1750-02 0.4530-:)1 (.1920 0.; (.·.3610 'A C.2480 0:< ('.le50 d .. v.3570-')1 (i. 8910-1. 2 ;".2;';3 0-1) 2 i).452D-,)3 0.9870-04
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24









PROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNUNG DES SPALTSPEKTRUMS






























PROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNUNG DES l/V- GRUPPENMITTELWERTES
PRGGRA~~ KENNZIFFER 10























































U 235 MUH 26
0.28400000E-02
U 235 NUE 26
0.24299c;94E 01
U 235 SGA 26
o.60553198E 03
U 235 SGF 26
O. 5 1578394 E 03
U 235 SGC 26
0.89748047E 02
U 235 SGI 26
0.0
U 235 SGN 26
0.1659999lE 02





PROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNUNG VON RESONANZSELSSTABSCHIR~FAKTOREN VON PUNKT"EISE GEGEBENEN WIRKUNGSQU~RSCHNITTEN
***WARNING 3. 5 : IN THE ENERGY GROUP 4 THE SELFSHIELDING FACTORS ARE SET TO 1, BECAUSE THE CROSS SECTIONS
FOUND ON KEDAK FOR THIS GROUP ALL ARE ZERO
0 16 GRUPPE = 4 GRUPPENGRENZEN ü.1400GÖCOE iJ7 O.250DDü"OE 07
SIGMA A SIGMA N SIGMA NOI SIGMA NI SIGMA Tl
0.0 D.17582741E 01 ti.19087684E 00 O.19087684E 00 O.17582703E 01
SIGO FA FN FNOI FNI FTl
0.0 O.lOOODODOE 01 O.8l05C962E 00 O.95290893E 00 O.91999471E 00 O.59960687E 00
O.10000000E 02 O.100QOOOOE 01 O.9746822lE 00 O.98883152E oe O.97875798E 00 O.<;50771lSE 00
O.10000000E 03 C.HlOOOOOOE 1J1 O.99691004E 00 C.99860436E 00 ü.99722087E 00 C.99385238E 00
O.10000000E 04 O.10000000E Cl 0.99968928E 00 0.99986470E GO O.99971133E 00 v.<;9936974E QI)
O.10000000E 05 0.10000000E oi 0.999974971: 00 0.999994221:: ce 0.99997669E co D.9<l994141E 00
O.10000000E 06 C.IOüoOOOOE 01 O.10000029E 01 O.100DOOI0E 01 O.10000048E 01 O.10000029E 01
O.10000000E 07 o, H1QOOOOOE öl O.10c[)öC(JOOE 01 C. HJOGO()OO E 01 0.10000000E 01 (j.l(OOOf)(JöE o 1
PROGRAMM KENNZIFFER 6
PROGRA~M ZUR BERECHNUNG ELASTISCHER STREUMATRIZEN
***WARNING NOF. 2 : THE FURTHER NAME O.15830016E 08 IS GREATER THAN THE GREATEST FURTHER ~A~E
INClUDED IN THE KEDAK LIBRARY FOR 0 16 SGNC
***WARNING NDF. 2 : THE FURTHER NAME 0.15830016E C8 IS GREATER THAN THE GREATEST FURTHER ~AME
INClUOED IN THE KEDAK LIBRARY FOR 0 16 SGNC
***MESSAGE 6.1 : WARNING NDF. 2 MAY BE IGNOREO
PROGRAMM KENNZIFFER 6
PROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNUNG ELASTISCHER STREUMATRIZEN
***WARNING NDF. 2 : THE FURTHER NAME 0.158300161: üa IS GREATER THAN THE GREATEST FURTPER NAME
INClUDED IN THE KEDAK lIBRARY FOR 0 16 SGNC
***WARNING NDF. 2 : THE FURTHER NAME 0.15830016E G8 IS GREATER THAN THE GREAT(ST FURTHER NAME
I NClUDED IN THE KEDAK LlBRARY FOR 0 16 SGNC











ELASTISCHE STREUMATRIX O. ORDNUNG FUER 0 16
ELASTISCHE STREUMATRIX 1. ORDNUNG FUER 0 16


















ELASTISCHE STREUMATRIX 4. ORDNUNG FUER 0 16
ELASTISCHE STREUMATRIX 5. ORDNUNG FUER 0 16
ERLAEUTERUNG
L-TE ORDNUNG, G-TE GRUPPE, I-TE ZEILE: MATRIXELEMENT L-TER ORDNUNG
FUER STREUUNG AUS DER G-TEN GRUPPE IN DIE (G+I-1l-TE GRUPPE, BELOGEN
AUF DEN TOTALEN ELASTISCHEN QUERSCHNITT (TOTALES O.MOMENTI DER
G-TEN GRUPPE
M A K R 0 w ICH TUN G
ALLE MOMENTE WIE DAS O. MOMENT MIT
F(O,El ISTANDARD FIO,EI = I/EI
M I K R 0 W ICH TUN G IFEINSTRUKTURl
ALLE MCMENTE MIT FSIO,EI = 1
(KEINE FEINSTRUKTURWICHTUNGl





G-TE GRUPPE, 1. ZEILE: TOTALER ELASTISCHER QUERSCHNITT DER G-TEN
GRUPPE
G-TE GRUPPE, 2. ZEILE: MITTLERER STREUKCSINUS DER G-TEN GRUPPE
PROGRAMM KENNZIFFER 6
PROGRAMM lUR BEREC~NUNG ELASTISCH~R STREUMATRIlEN
***WARNING NDF. 2 : THE FURTHER NAME O.15830016E 08 IS GR~ATER THAN THE GREATEST FURTHER ~AME
INCLUOEO IN THE KEDAK LIBRARY FOR n 16 SGNC
***WARNING NOF. 2 : THE FURTHER NAME O.15830016E 08 IS GREATER THAN THE GREATEST FURTHER ~AME
INCLUOEO IN THE KEDAK LIBRARY FOR 0 16 SGNC












ELASTISCHE STREUMATRIX Ü. ORDNUNG FUER 0 16
ELASTISCHE STREUMATRIX 1. ORDNUNG FUER 0 16


















ELASTISCHE STREUMATRIX 4. ORDNUNG FUER 0 16
ELASTISCHE STREUMATRIX 5. ORDNUNG FUER 0 16
ERLAEUTERUNG
L-TE ORDNUNG, G-TE GRUPPE, I-TE ZEILE: MATRIXELEMENT L-TER ORDNUNG
FUER STREUUNG AUS DER G-TEN GRUPPE IN DIE IG+I-l)-TE GRUPPE, BEZeGEN
AUF D~N TOTALEN ELASTISCrEN QUERSCHNITT ITOTALES O.MOMENTI DER
G-TEN GRUPPE
M A K R 0 W ICH TUN G
ALLE ~OMENTE WIE OAS O. MO~ENT MIT
F(O,E) ISTANDARD FIO,E) = llEI
M I K R 0 W ICH TUN G IFEINSTRUKTUR)
ALLE MOMENTE MIT FSIO,EI = 1
IKEINE FEINSTRUKTURWICHTUNGI





G-TE GRUPPE, 1. ZEILE: TOTALER ELASTISCHER QUERSCHNITT DER G-TEN
GRUPPE
G-TE GRUPPE, 2. ZEILE: MITTLERER STREUKOSINUS DER G-TEN GRUPPE
PROGRA~M KENNZIFFER 9
PROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNUNG DER ELASTISCHEN STREUMATRIZEN FUER DIE RE~G-KORREKTUR
GROU?= 3 NUMBER OF FINE
THE VALUES OF SGT
1.0834E 00 1.0891E 00
1.112lE 00 1.1146E 00
1.1327E 00 1.1357E 00
1.1525E 00 1.l542E 00
1.1694E 00 1.1731E VO
1.4290E 00 1.5346E DO
2.l946E 00 2.3595E 00
3.1418E oe 3.1065E 00
3.3928E OD 3.11C9E 00
3.0377E 00 3.0173E 00
3.8915E 00 4.1CS8E 00
2.2758E 00 2.2157~ JO
THE VALUES OF SGN
1.0834E 00 I.089lE 00
1.112lE 00 1.1146E 00
1.1321E 00 1.1351E 00
1.1525E 00 1.1542E 00
1.l694E 00 1.173lE 00
1.4290E 00 1.5346= 00
2.1946E 00 2.3595E 00
3.1418E 00 3.l065E 00
3.3928E 00 3.ll09E 00
3.0316E 00 3.0lc4E 00
3.8860E 00 4.l035E 00
2.2582E 00 2.1959E 00
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ELASTIG SGATTERING MATRIX SGNGZ FOR 0 16
fROM GROUP 3 TO GROUP 3












FROM GROUP 3 Ta GROU? 4
3.0559E-OZ -Z.Z5ZlE-OZ -6.Z757E-OZ -9.ZZl5E-OZ -1.0496E-Ol
-1.1l54E-0l -1.0771E-01 -1.0039E-Ol -9.0533E-OZ -7.8945E-OZ
-5.3ll1E-OZ -3.9740E-OZ -Z.6679E-OZ -1. 846lE-OZ -1.1604E-OZ
Z.8l89E-03 1.0335E-OZ 1. 7854E-OZ Z.5l7ZE-02 3.l843E-OZ
4.Z97lE-OZ 5.ll06E-OZ 6.0393E-OZ 7.0l59E-OZ 7. 9630E-OZ
9.l9l4E-OZ 8.4465E-OZ 7.4059E-OZ 6.Z687E-OZ 4.E797E-02
1.9663E-OZ 3.5Z35E-03 0.0 D.O 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0













ELASTIG SGATTERING MATRIX SGNG3 FOR 0 16












8.l36lE-OZ 7. 8374E-02 7. 5339E-02
fROH GROU? 3 Ta GROUP 4
-2.1l49E-02 -5.8151E-02 -7.7923E-D2 -8.5943E-D2
-6.7736E-OZ -5.4067E-CZ -3.9597E-ü2 -Z.5588E-OZ
7.6880E-03 1.5C46E-OZ 2.ü595E-02 2.5728E-02
3.5209E-02 3.5153E-OZ 3.4958E-u2 3.Z88GE-02
1.9983E-02 1.6l88E-OZ 1.0800E-02 6.8687E-04
-3.84Z8E-02 -4.I735E-OZ -4.Z3Z9E-02 -4.0933E-OZ
-1.7187E-QZ -3.41COE-03 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 c,o n.o
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 o;o 0.0 0.0

































































































































































































FOR 0 16ElASTIC SCATTERING MATRIX SGNC5
FROM GROU? 3 TO GROU? 3
2.1419E-02 3.9439E-OZ 3. 4446E-02
-2.4171E-02 -3.0887'=-02 -3.2541E-OZ
-9.9262E-03 -2.590ZE-03 3.-858lE-J3
1. 8640E-02 1.3620E-02 1.6962E-ü2
-1.5461E-03 -9.7245E-03 -1.9033E-02
-2.1620E-OZ -1.81~ZE-02 -1. 3216E-02
-1.9805E-04 -9.1969E-03 -1.1418E-02
-3.0953E-03 5.7997E-04 1.1216E-J3




















































PROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNUNG DER ELASTISCHEN STREUMATRIZEN fUER DIE REMO-IJRREKTUR
GRDUP= 12 NUMBER OF FINE
THE VAlUES Of SGT
3.10COE 00 3.7000E oe
3.7000E 00 3.7CDOE ÖO
3.7000E 00 3.7000E 00
3.7000E 00 3.7000E 00
3.1000E 00 3.7000E 00
3.7000E 00 3.1000E 00
3.7000E 00 3.7ÖOOE 00
3.7000E 00 3.7000E GÖ
3.7000E 00 3.700QE 00
3.7000E 00 3.7000E 00
3.7000E 00 3.7000E 00
3.7000E DU 3.7000E 00
THE VALUES OF SGN
3.7000E 00 3.1000E 00
3.7000E 00 3.7COOE 00
3.7000E 00 3.7000E 00
3.70COE 00 3.7000E 00
3.7000E 00 3.7000E 00
3.7000E 00 3.7000E 00
3.7000E 00 3.7000E 00
3.7000E 00 3.7000E UU
3.7000E OU 3.700oE 00
3.7000E 00 3.7000E 00
3.7000E 00 3.7000E 00
3.7000E 00 3.7000E öO










4. 1700E-02 4. 1700E-C2
4.1700E-02 4.170UE-02
4.1700E-02 4.1700E-02
























































































































































































































































1.0000E 00 1.00COE 00
1.0000E 00 1.JOOOE 00
1.0000E 00 1.0000E 00
1.0000E 00 1.0000E 00
1.0000E 00 1.0000E 00
1.0000E 00 1.0000E 00
1.0000E 00 1.0000E 00
I.OOOOE 00 1.0COCE 00













ELASTIC SCATTERING MATRIX SGNCI
FROM GROUP 12 TO GROUP 12
2.3694E-02 6.7944E-02 1.0756E-01





4.1700E-02 4.170Cc-D2 4. 17üOE-Ö2
4.1700E-02 4.1700E-02 4.1700E-02
4.1700E-02 4. 1700E-02 4. 1700E-02
4.1700E-02 4.17GOE-02 4.1700E-02
4.1700E-02 4.1700E-02 4. 1700E-02
4. 1700E-02 4.1700E-02 4. 1700E-02














































































































































FOR 0 16ELASTIC SCATT~RING MATRIX SGNC2


























































































































































































FOR 0 16ELASTIC SCATTERING MATRIX SGNC4











































































































































































































































































































LA 13,AREA ZUORDNUNG DER
GETMAIN LC,LA=LNG,A=AREAS+4 FELDER IN SPO
LTR 6,15 IFl/15/1GTMNCOND,*+2,GTMNCOND












































DC C' FELDLAENGE HAT MEHR ALS 6 ZIFFERN. '
DC C' EXEC-PARM-FEHLER,l.B.NICHT>".
























































































































*'DATAMAIN' STE~LT FUER EINE FORTRAN-SUBROUTINE 'HAIN' SPEICHERFELDER,
*OEREN LAENGEN IM EXEC-PARM-FELO ANGEGEBEN SIND,BEREIT UND GIBT SIE
*ALS ARGUMENTE AN 'MAIN' NACH FOLGENDEM SCHEMA WEITER.
* 11 EXEC FHG,PARM.G=IX,Yl,REGION.G=RK X,Y SIND 2 FELDLAENGEN
*AUSFUEHRUNG VON 'OATAMAIN' LIEFERT ANFANGSADRESSEN DER ZWEI FELDER IN
*OER TASK-REGION.
* N > 0 GIBT ANZAHL DER FELDER AN INORMALFALLI
*DURCH 'SUBROUTINE MAININ,X,JX,Y,JYI'KOENNEN DIE 2 FELDER IN'MAIN'SO-
*WOHL ALS FESTKOMMA-ALS AUCH ALS GLfITKOMMA-FELDER BENUTZT WERDEN.
*UNTER X(11=JX(11 BZW. Ylll=JYll1 KOENNEN DIE LAENGFN XX,YY IN 'MAIN'
*ABGEHOLT WERDEN.
* N = 0 IST FEHLERFALL.HINWEIS AUF FEHLERART UNTER JXIII-JXI351.
*MAXIMALLAENGE DES PARM-FELDES IST 40 EBC0IC-ZEICHfN.











































MVI AREAS,X'OO' LOE~CHEN DES
MVC AREAS+l(83l,AREAS ARFAS-FELOES









FSPIE IS A SPECIAL ERROR-oETECTING SUBRCUTI~E ,WHICh IN CASE
OF AN ABNORMAL END oETERMINS THE PSw AND PRINTS THIS PSw +
A TRACE-BACK + THE REGISTER CONTENTS + THE SYSTEM COMPLETION

























1 FORMAT lIHl/" STAND DER KERNDATENBIBLIOTHEK VOM',II01
IZI=O
2 REßD lNFl
16 READ {NFI MATl,MAT2
IZI=IZI+2
IFlMATl.EQ.Nl.ANO.MAT2.LT.21 GO TO 2
IFlMATl.EQ.Nl.AND.MAT2.EQ.2l GO TO 3
NE=26
GO TO 4
3 READ lNFl NE
READ lNFl MATl,MAT2
IlI=IlI+2




5 REAO lNFl LSPEC,NFE
READ lNFl MATl,MAT2
III=IZI+2

























































8 FORMATlIHO/' ***ERROR O. 1 : THE INPUT CF THE MODULE NUMBERS WAS N
lOT FOUNo"l .
STep
9 IF{MATl.EQ.Nl.AND.MAT2.EQ.51 GO TO 10
NT=3
GO TO 11
10 READ {NFI NT
REßo lNFI MATl,MAT2
IlI=I zr+2
11 IFlMATl.EQ.Nl.AND.MAT2.EQ.61 GO TO 12
MI=7
GO Ta 13
12 READ {NFI MI
REAo lNFl MATl,MAT2
IlI=IZI+2
13 IFlMATl.EQ.Nl.AND.MAT2.EQ.71 GO TO 14
NTYP=7
Ga Ta 15
14 READ (NF) NTYP,lXLlIl,XLlI+2001,I=1,NTYPl





15 IF{MATl.EQ.Nl.AND.MAT2.LT.121 GO TC 22
IFlMATl.EQ.Nl.ANo.MAT2.GT.121 GO TO 23









25 DA 17 I=l,IZI








































































EINGABEBESCHREIBUNG FUER DAS PROGRAMMSYSTEM MIGROS
I=NFR/2*2
IF(I.EQ.NFRI NFR=NFR+1
IFINFR.LT.IADRI GO TO 20
WRITE lNOUT ,211
21 FORMATI1HOI' ***ERROR o. 2 : THE PARM.G - FIELO IS ALREADY TOO SHO
1RT FOR THE CONTROL MODULE'I
STap
20 NX=NE+1
CALL INPUT IXU1I ,XUNMI,XLlNZI,


































































A' WERTES 1 102421' I
B' 9 PROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNUNG DER ELASTISCHEN STREU-' I
C' MATRIZEN FUER DIE REMG- KGRREKTUR' I
0' 10 PROGRAMM ZUR BER ECHNUNG DER THERMI SCHEN' I
E' QUERSCHNITTE 1017221' 11
F' OIE NACHFOLGENDE EINGABE IST JEwEILS FUER EIN MATERIAL ZU' I
G' ERSTELLEN. SOLLEN GRUPPENKONSTANTEN FUER MEHRERE MATERIALIEN' I
H' IN EINEM LAUF BERECHNET WERDEN, SO IST 01 ESE EINGABE' I
G' ENTSPRECHEND OFT ZU WIEDERHOLEN'I
WRITEINOUT,301
30 FORMAT (lH ,
l'DIE EINGABE IST DEN FREEFO - KONVENTIONE!'. ENTSPRECHEND' I
2' FORMATFREI ZU ERSTELLEN' I
WRITE (NOUT ,BI
13 FORMAT(lHI/1HO/IHOI
2' 1. KARTE' I
3' MAT MATERIALNAME IN KEDAK - t>CMENKLATUR' I
4' ISTRUK 0: DAS MATERIAL WIRD ALS STRlKTURMATERIAL BEHANDELT'I
5' 1: DAS MATERIAL WIRD ALS SCIiIlERES ISOTOP BEHANDELT'II
6' FALLS DIE INFORMATION DARUEBER, OB ES SICh UM EIN NICHT SPALT-'I
7' EARES ODER UM EIN SPALTBARES MATERIAL HANDELT NICHT DEM' I
8' LETZTEN ZEICHEN DES MATERIALNAMENS ENTNCMMEN WERDEN SOLL' I
9' - WOBEI EINE GERADE ZIFFER ALS LETZTES ZEICHEN EIN NICHT' I
A' SPALTBARES MATERIAL UND EINE UNGERADE ZIFFER ALS LETZTES' I
B' ZEICHEN EIN SPALTBARES MATERIAL BEZEICHI\ET - FOLGEN DIE BEIDEN'I
C' NAECHSTEN KARTEN :'/1
WRITE (NOUT,21
2 FORMATI' 2. KARTE'I
I' @BLOC@ 1 KONSTANTE' I
2' 3. KARTE' I
4' ISPA 0: DAS MATERIAL IST NICHT SPALTBAR' I
S' 1: DAS MATERIAL IST SPALTBAR' 11
6' FALLS DIE ENERGIEGRUPPENGRENZEN NICHT OIE OES 26-GRUPPEN' I
7' ABN-SATZES SEIN SOLLEN, FOLGEN DIE EEIDEN NAECHSTEN KARTEN :' 11
8' 4. KARTE' I
9' @BLOC@ 2 KONSTANTE' I
A' S. KARTE' I
B' NE ANZAHL DER ENERGIEGlluPPENGRENZEN' I
C' IENGlIl,I=l,NEI ENERGIEGRUPPENGRENZEN IN EV IN AUFSTEIGEN-'I
0' DER REIHENFCLGE GEO RDNET' I




I' FALLS EIN PUNKTltEISE VORGEGEBENES STOSSOICHTESPEKTRUM VERWEN-' I
2' OET WERDEN SOLL, FOLGEN DIE BEIDEN NAECHSTEN KARTEN :' 11
3' 6. KARTE' I
L,' @BLOC@ 3 KONSTANTE' I
5' 7. KARTE' I
6' NSPEC ANZAHL DER SPEKTREN' 1
6' NFE ANZAHL DER SPEKTRUMSSTUETZPUNKTE 'I
7' lEFIII,I=l,NFEI,lIFII,JI,I=l,NFEI,J=l,NSPECI' I
8' EF: ENERGIESTUETZPUNKTE DER STOSSDICHTESPEKTREN IN EV' I
8' F: ZUGEHOERIGE WERTE OER STOSSCICHTESPEKTREN' I
A' IST DIE ZAHL DER EINGELESENEN SPEKTREt> GROESSER 1, SO' I





























































ZUR BERECHNUNG DES SPALTSPEKTRUMS'
ZUR BERECHNUNG DES I/v- GRUPPENMITTEL-'
PROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNUNG 'vCI\ GRUPPENWIRKUNGSQUER-'
SCHNITTEN BEI UNENDLICHER 'vERDUENNUNG l017971'












WRITE l NOUT ,11
1 FORMAT(IH1/' EINGABEBESCHREIBUNG FUER DAS PROGRAMMSYSTEM MIGROS'II
I' **************************************************' 1111
2' EINLEITUNG' 11
3' DAS PROGRAMMSYSTEM MIGROS ERLAUBT DIE BERECHNUNG VON MIKROS-' I
4' KOPISCHEN GRUPPENKONSTANTEN VON KERNDATEN. ALS KERNDATEN-' I
5' BIBLIOTHEK WIRD KEDAK BENOETIGT. DAS PRCGRAMMSYSTEM ENTHAELT' I
6' FOLGENDE PROGRAMME :' 11
7' KENNZIFFER ARBEITSPROGRAMM' 11
6' 1 PROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNUNG VO!'. RESONANZSELBSTAB-' I
9' SCHIRMFAKTOREN VON AUFGELCESTEN RESONANZPARAME-' I
A' T ERN 112400 I ' I
B' 2 PROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNUNG VCI\ RESONANZSELBSTAB-' I
C' SCHIRMFAKTOREN VON STATISTISCHEN RESONANZ-' I
0' PARAMETERN 1017871' I
E' 3 PROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNU!'.G Ver. RESONA!'.ZSELESTAB-' I







































































Z' IPROGRAMMKENNZIFFER 1 UNO ZI UND IM' I
3' FALLE EINES SCHWEREN ISOTOPS IISTRUK=ll NICHT MIT DEN 3 STAN-' I
4' OARDTEMPERATUREN 300, 900 UND 2100 GRAD KELVIN UND IM FALLE' I
EINES STRUKTURMATERIALS IISTRUK=O) NICHT MIT DER STANDARDTEM-' I
PERATUR 0 GRAD KELVIN GERECHNET WERDEN SO~l, FOLGEN OIE BEIDEN'I
KARTEN :' 11
10. KARTE' I
@BlOC@ 5 KONSTANTE' I
11. KARTE' I
NT ANZAHL DER TEI'PERHUREN' I
lTEMPII},I=l,NTI TEMPERATUREN IN GRAD KELVIN' I












I' WENN EINES DER PROGRAMME ZUR BERECHNUNG VON SElESTABSCHIRMFAK-'1
Z' TOREN ANGELAUFEN WIRD IPROGRAMMKENNZIFFER 1 UNO Z UNO 3)' I
Z' UNO NICHT MIT DEN 7 STANDARD' I
3' VERDUENNUNGSGRADEN DES ABN-SATZES ALSC O. 10, 10**Z. 10**3,' I
4' 10**4. 10**5. 10**6 GERECHNET WERDEN SOLL, FOLGEN OIE KARTEN:'II
5' 1Z. KARTE' I




8' MI ANZAHL DER VERDUE~NUNGSGRADE'
9' ISIGOIII,I=l,MI) VERDUENNUNGSGRADE'
A' OIE ANZAHL DER VERDUENNUNGSGRADE IST EELIEBIG'
I' WENN DAS PROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNUNG VON GR~PPENWIRKUNGSQUER-'
Z' SCHNITTEN BEI UNENDLICHER VERDUENNUNG ANGELAUFEN WIRD'
2' IPROGRAMMKENNZIFFER 4 UNO 101 UND'
3' NICHT OIE 7 STANDARDTYPEN MUEL,NUE.SGA.SGF,SGI,SGN UNO SGZN'I





9' NTYP ANZAHL DER 1011 RKUNGSQU ERSCHN ITTSTYPEN'
A' IITYPIII,I=l,NTYPI WIRKUNGSQUERSCH~ITTSTYPEN'
B' DIE ANZAHL DER QUERSCHNITTSTYPEN IST 8ELIEBIG'/)
WRITE I NOUT,ZOI
ZO FORMAT!
I' KOMMENTAR: ES KOENNEN FUER BELIEBIGE WIRKUNGSQUERSCHNITTE' I
2' GRUPPENMITTELWERTE BERECHNET WERDE~. SOFERN DIESE AUF KEDAK' I
3' VORHANDEN SIND. DIES SIND ZUR ZEIT: SGA. SGALP. SGF, SGG, SGI,'I
4' SGN, SGP. SGT, SGTR, SGX, SGZN. FERNER hEROEN GEEIGNET' I
5' DEFINIERTE GRUPPENMITTELWERTE DER GROESSEN ALPHA. ETA, MUEL,' I
6' NUE BERECHNET,SOWIE DER 1011 RKUNGSQUERSCHNITT SGC = SGA - SGF' I
6' IDEFINITION DER OBEN GENANNTEN GROESSEN SIEHE' I
7' KEDAK-NOTIZ NR. 17, INR-NOTIZ NR. 279171.1 FALLS DIE QUER-' I
e' SCHNITTSTYPEN SGA UNO SGF BERECHNET WERDEN, WIRD AUTOMATISCH' I
9' AUCH DER TYP SGC = SGA - SGF BERECHNET'1l
WRITEINOUT,S)
8 FORMAT(
I' WENN DAS PROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNUNG DER SELBSTABSCHIRMFAKTOREN' I
Z' AUS RESONANZDATEN ANGELAUFEN WIRD IPROGRAI'MKENNZIFFER 11 UNO' I





























































Z7 : MAl(lJ' /I
C. INTERPRETIERT UN0 BEDEUTEN DORT DIE I"AKRCSKOPISCHE WICH-' I
0' TUNGSFUNKTION FUER DAS 1., 2 •••••MCMENT DER ELASTISCHEN' I
E' STREUMATRIX. ES IST DARAUF ZU ACHTEN. DASS DIE ZAHL DER' I
F' SPEKTREN MIT DER ZAHL DER ZU BEREChNENDEN MOMENTE UEBEREIN-'I
G' STIMMT. WIRD NUR EIN SPEKTRUM ANGEGEEE~, SO WIRD DIESES' I
H' FUER ALLE MOMENTE DER ELASTISCHEN STREUMATRIX VERWENDET.' I
WRITEINOUT,3U
31 FORMAT!
I' DIE ANZAHL DER STUETZPUNKTE IST BELIEBIG, ES IST JEDOCH ZU' I
Z' BEACHTEN, DASS OIE SPEKTREN DEN GESAP'TEN BETRACHTETEN' I
3' ENERGIEBEREICH UEBERSTREICHEN SOLLTEN. WENN DIE KARTEN c' I
4' UNO 7 NICHT ANGEGEBEN WERDEN. BEREChNET MIGRDS DIE SPEK-' I
5' TRUMSWERTE F(I.1) MITTELS DER FUNKTION PHIIE) UND DIE' I
0' SPEKTRUMSWERTE IFII,L).L=2.NLE+1) MITTELS DER FUNKTION' I







3' VERGL. AUCH OIE KARTE
WRITE I NOUT, 4)
4 FCRMAT!
I' 8. KARTE' I
Z' GlBLOC@ 4 KONSTANTE' I
3' <J. KARTE' I
4' NA ANZAHL DER ANZULAUFENDEN ARBEllSPROGRAMME' I
5' lINRII ,JI ,I=1.31,J=l,NA)' I
6' HIERBEI BEDEUTET:' I
7' NRU,JI KENNZIFFER DER ARBEITSPROGRAMME' I
8' NRIZ,J) NUMMER DER ENERGIEGRUPPE, AB DER DAS' I
9' PROGRAMM NRl1,JI RECHNEN SOLL' I
A' NRI3,JI NUMMER DER ENERGIEGRUPPE. BIS ZU DER' I
B' EINSCHLIESSLICH DAS FRCGRAr<M NRIl,J)' I
C' RECHNEN SOLL. DIESE GRUPPENNUMMERN WERDEN' I
0' IM ENERGETISCH AUFSTEIGENDEN SINNE ANGEGEBEN. 'I
E' NRIZ,J).GE.NR13,JI DIE NUMERIERUNG DER' I
F' ENERGIEGRUPPEN ERFOLGT MlT FALLENDER ENERGIE, 'I
G' D.H. OIE ENERGIEGRUPPE, OIE ZU DEN HOECHSTEN' I
H' ENERGIEGRENZEN IN iilBLOC @ Z GEHOERT,' I
l' ERHAELT OIE NUMMER 1.'/1
WRITE INOUT,lSI
15 FORMAT!
I' KOMMENTAR :' I
Z' EIN ARBEITSPROGRAMM KANN MEHRFACH AUFGERUFEN WERDEN. DIES IST' I
3' NOTWENDIG. FALLS MEHRERE NICHT ZUSAMMENhAENGENDE BEREICHE VON' I
4' ENERGIEGRUPPEN VORGEGEBEN SIND. FUER JEDEN ZUSAMMENhAENGENDEN' I
5' BEREICH VON ENERGIEGRUPPEN HAT EIN AUFRUF EINES ARBEITSPRO-' I
6' GRAMMS ZU ERFOLGEN.' I
7' NRIZ.JI, NRI3,Jl BEDEUTEN DIE NUMMERN DER AvSSTREUGRUPPEN IM' I
8' FAllE VON STR~UMATRIZEN. GERECHNET WERDEN ALL E EINSTREUGRUPPEN 'I
WRITEINOUT,SI
5 FCRMAT!
I' WENN OIE PROGRAMME ZUR BERECHNUNG VCN SELESTABSCHIRMFAKTOREN' I
Z' AUS RESONANZ- BZW STATISTISCHEN DATEN A~GELAUFEN WERDEN 'I
32 FORM AT( 2570
0' @BLOC@ 12' I 25BO
E' 25. KARTE' I 2590
F' NMAT ANZAHL DER MATERIALIEN IN DER' I 2600
G' MISCHUNG' I 2610
H' (NAMEIII,TZIIJ,I=l,NMATI NAME: MATERIALNAME' I 2620
I' TZ : TEILCl-1ENDICHTE * 1.E-24' 11 2630
l' WENN DAS PROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNUNG DER ELASTISCHEN STREUMATRIlEN'1 2640
2' ANGELAUfEN WIRD IPROGRAMMKENNZlfFER 61 UND NICHT ALLE MOMENTE' I 2650
3' MIT DEM SPEKTRU~ DES O. MOMENTES GEWIChTET WERDEN SOLLEN,' I 2660
4' fOLGEN DIE KARTEN:' 11 2670
5' 26. KARTE I 2680
6' @BLOC;; 13' I 2690
7' 27. KARTE'! 2700
WRITE INOUT,33J 2710
33 FORMAT! 2720
8' MAZ(lJ 0: ALLE MOMENTE WERDEN MIT DEM MAKROSPEKTRUM' I 2730
2' DES O. MOMENTES GEWICHTET' I 2740
<;' 1 : JEDES MOMENT HAT EIN EIGENES MAKROSPEKTRUM' I 2750
3' MAll21 0: ALLE MOMENTE WERDEN MIT DEM MIKROSPEKTRUM' I 2760
4' DES O. MOMENTES GEWICHTET' I 2770
4' 1 : JEDES MOMENT HAT EIN EIGENES MIKROSPEKTRUM' I 2780
5' STANDARD: 1/SGT**IL+l1 , L=O •••• NLE·1l 2790
WRITE INOUT,411 2800
41 FCRMATIIHI/1HO/IHOI 2810
l' WENN DAS PROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNUNG DER ELASTISCHEN STREUMATRIZEN'I 2820
2' ANGELAUFEN WIRD IPROGRAMMKENNZIFFER 6) UNC DIE MAXIMALE ANZAHL'I 2830
3' VON GRUPPEN IN EINER MAKRO - GRUPPE NICHT 4 , DIE ANZAHL DER' I 2840 <
4' GRUNDSTUETZPUNKTE IN DEM ENERGIEBEREICH EINER GRUPPE, AUS DEM' I 2850 H
5' IN NACHBARGRUPPEN STREUUNG MOEGLICH IST,NICHT GLEICH 70 IST' I 2860 V1
c' UND DIE ANZAHL CER GRUNDSTUETZPUNKTE IN DEM ENERGIEBEREICH' I 2870
7' EINER GRUPPE, AUS DEM KEINE STREUUNG IN NACHBARGRUPPEN' I 2880
S' MOEGLICH IST, NICHT GLEICH 16 IST, FOLGEN DIE KARTEN :' 11 2890
9' 28. KARTE' I 2900
A' @BLOC@ 14 KONSTANTE' I 2910
B' 29. KARTE' I 2920
C' NS MAXIMALE ANZAHL VON GRUPPEN IN EINER MAKRO - GRUPPE' I 2S30
D' NK ANZAHL DER GRUNDSTUETZPUNKTE IN DEM ENERGIEBEREICH' I 2940
E' EINER GRUPPE, AUS DEM IN NACHBARGRUPPEN STREUUNG' I 2S50
F' MOEGLI CH I SI' I 2960
G' NR ANZAHL DER GRUNDSTUETZPUNKTE H DEM ENERGIEBEREICH' I 2970
H' EINER GRUPPE, AUS DEM KEINE STREUUNG IN NACHBARGRUP-' I 2980
I' PEN MOEGLICH IST'/I 2990
WRITE INOUT,421 3000
42 FORMATI 3010
l' WENN DAS PROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNUNG DER REMO-DATEN ANGELAUFEN' I 3020
2' WIRD IPROGRAMMKENNZIFFER 91 UND DER ZULAESSIGE INTEGRATIONS-' I 3030
3' FEHLER NICHT 0.05, NJM NICHT GLEICH 6 SEIt> SOLL, WOBEI' I 3040
4' 2**NJM+l DIE ANZAHL DER WINKELSTUETZPUNKTE fUER DIE WINKEL-' I 3050
5' INTEGRATION IST, UND NUJM NICHT GLEICH 10 SEIN SOLL, WOBEI' I 3060
6' 2**NUJM+l DIE MAXIMAL ZULAESSIGE ANZAHL VCN ENERGIESTUETZPUNK-'I 3070
7' TEN FUER DIE ENERGIEINTEGRATION IST, FOLGEN DIE BEIDEN' I 3080
8' KARTEN :' 11 3090
S' 30. KARTE' I 3100
9' @BLOC@ 15 KONSTANTE' I 3110








































































3' ZEN NICHT 10 BEIDSEITS DER STUETZSTELLE SEIN SOLL, FOLGEN




9' NRES ANZAHL DER RESONANZEN'
A' kENN DAS PROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNUNG VON SEL8STABSCHIRMFAKTOREN'
B' AUS RESONANZDATEN ANGELAUfEN WIRD (PRGGRA~MKENNZIFFER 11 •
C' UND DER ZULAESSIGE INTEGRATIONSFEHLER NICHT 0.05 SEIN SOLL,'




G' ERROR ZULAESSIGER INTEGRATIONSFEHLER'II
WRITE I NOUT ,9)
9 fORMAT(
l' WENN DAS PROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNUNG INELASTISCHER STREUMATRIlEN' I
2' ANGELAUFEN WIRD IPROGRAMMKENNZIFFER 5) UND DER PARAMETER XNUE' I
3' FUER DAS WEISSKOPF"SCHE VERDAMPFUNGSMODELL NICHT 0.16 SEIN' I
4' SOLL IKERNTEMPERATUR THETAIEI=SQRTIE/IXNUE*A)), WOBEI A DAS' I
5' ATOMGEWICHT IST UND E IN MEV ANGENOMMEN WIRDI, FOLGEN DIE' I
c' BEIDEN NAECHSTEN KARTEN :'/IHI/1HO/IHCI
7' 20. KARTE' I
8' @BLOC@ 10 KONSTANTE' I
9' 21. KARTE' I
A' XNUE PARAMETER FUER DAS kEISSKGPF"SCHE' I
B' VERDAMPfUNGSMODELL' 11
C' WENN DAS PROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNUNG DER ELASTISCHEN STREUMATRIZEN'I
0' ANGELAUFEN WIRD IPROGRAMMKENNZIFFER 6J UND NICHT MIT DER' I
E' FOLGENDEN STANDARDEINGABE GERECHNET WERCEN SOLL:' I
F' ISEL = 2 WENN ISTRUK=O' I
G' ISEL = 1 WENN ISTRUK=I' I
H' NLA = 0' I
l' NLE = 5' I
J' WERDEN DIE FOLGENDEN KARTEN BENCETIGT :'/1
WRITE INOUT,10J
10 FCRMAT!
I' 22. KARTE' I
2' @BLOC@ 11 KONSTANTE' I
3' 23. KAR TE' I
4' ISEL' I
5' !ISEL! =2: FUER LEICHTE UND MITTELSCHWERE ELEMENTE' I
5' ITOT. ELAST. STREUQLERSCHNITT UNGEAENDERTJ'I
6' =1: FUER SCHWERE ELEMENTE' I
6' {TOT. ELAST. STREUQUERSCHNITT = 1 GESETZT' I
7' ISELJO: ZUSAETZLICHER PAPIERAuSDRUCK VON ZWISCHEN-'I
5' INFORMATIONEN' I
6' NLA UNTERER LEGENDRE INDEX' I
7' NLA GEHT UEBER IN 0 IWEGEN NORMIERUNGI' I
S' NLE OBERER LEGENDRE INDEX I MAXI ~AL 5 I • I
e' NLE GEHT UEBER IN MAXll,NLEI IWEGEN MuEL-ANPASSUNGJ'11
9' WENN DAS PROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNUNG DER ELASTISCHEN STREUMATRIZEN'I
A' ANGELAUfEN WIRD IPROGRAMMKENNZIFFER 6J UND EINE FEINSTRUKTUR-' I
B' WICHTUNG BERUECKSICHTIGT WERDEN SOLL, FCLGEN DIE KARTEN:' 11
C' 24. KARTE' 1
WRITE (NOUT. 32 1
2' FOLGENDE EXTERNE SP EICHER' 11 3690
3' 8 EINHEIT, AUF DIE FREEfO DIE ENTSCHLUESSElTE EINGABE' 13700
4' SCHREIBT' I 3710
5' 1 EINHE IT, AUF DER DIE KERNDATENBIBLICTHEK STEHT' I 3720
6' 3 EINHEIT, AUF OIE ALLE ARBEITSPRCGRA~ME IHRE INTERNE' 1 3730
7' AUSGABE SCHREIBEN' I 3740
S' 10 Z\;ISCHENEINHEIT, OIE NUR VOM PRCGRAI'M MIT DER KENNZIFFER 6'1 3750
C;:' B ENOETIGT WIRD' 111 3760
A' AUF DER EXEC - KARTE IST DIE ANGABE DES PARM.G - PARAMETERS' 1 3770
B' ERFORDERLICH. OIE LAENGE DES BENOETIGTEI\ FARM.G - fELDES IST' 1 3780
C' VON DER EINGABE UND DEN GEWUENSCHTEN ARBEITSPROGRAMMEN' 1 3790
0' ABHAENGIG' I 3800
I' m FOLGENDEN WERDEN DIE SYMBOLE DER EINGABE8ESCHREIBUNG' I 3810
I' VERWENDET' 11 3820
I' DIE STEUERPHASE BENOETIGT' 11 3830
2' 2*NTYP+3*NMAT+N FE* I NSPEC+II+NT+MI + I+3*NE+4*NA* (l+NEJ WORTE'/I 3840
WRITEINOUT,22) 3850
22 FORMATIIHI/IHO/IHOI 3860
2' WOBEI FUER DEN FALL, DASS EINE DIESER GROESSEN NICHT IN DER' I 3810
I' EINGABE GESETZT IST, DIE WERTE DER STA~DARDEINGA8E BENUTZT' I 3880
2' WERDEN, ALSO: NTYP-7 , NfE=I , NSPEC-I , NT-3 , MI-7 , NMAT-I'II 3890
3' HIERZU IST DER PLATZBEDARF DES ANGELAUFENEN ARBEITSPROGRAMMS' I 3900
4' MIT DEM GROESSTEN PLATZBEDARf ZU ADDIEREN' 11 3910
S' PLATZ8EDARF DER EINZELNEN ARBEITSPROGRAMME' 11 3920
6' KENNZIFFER PLATZBEDARF' 11 3930
7' 1 7*MI+3*NE+7*MA)<l300,ANZAHL DER RESONANLENERGIEN' I 3940
8' AUF KEDAKI+5*MAXI400,MAXIMALE ANZAHL DER ENERGIE-' I 3950
8' STUETZPUNKTE, DIE FUER DIE II\TEGRATION UEBER EINE' I 3960<
8' ENERGIEGRUPPE BENOETIGT WIRD) WORTE'I 3970 H
WRITE INOUT,24) 3980~
24 FCRMAT I 3990
e' KOMMENTAR:' 11 4000
I' OIE ANZAHL DER STUETZSTELLEN fUER DIE INTEGRATION' 1 4010
2' KANN VOM BENUTZER NICHT IM VORAUS BESTIMMT wERDEN.' I 4020
3' FALLS DIE VORGEGEBENEN 400 SFEICHERWORTE NICHT' I 4030
4' AUSREICHEN, WIRD DIE DIMENSIGN DES SPEICHERPLATZES' I 4040
5' ERHOEHT, FAllS ES DAS PARM.G-FELO ERLAUBT. WENN DAS'I 4050
6' PARM.G-FELD NICHT AUSREICHEND GROSS IST, WIRD DAS' 14060
8' ARBEITSPROGRAMM UEBERSPRUNGEI';. EMPfOHLEN wIRD IN' I 4070
9' DIESEM FALLE EINE VERDOPPElUI\G DES FUER DIE' 1 4080
A' INTEGRAT ION VORGESEHENEN FELCES IM PARM.G-fELD' 11 4090
A' 2 35*MI WORTE' 11 4100
B' 3 6*NE+I6*MI*NE+2*MAXII50C,AI';ZAHL DER MUEL-WERTE AUf' I 4110
C' KEOAK IM GEWUENSCHTEN ENERGIEBEREICHJ+6*MAXIISOO,' I 4120
D' ANZAHL DER SGA-\;ERTE, AI';ZAHL DER SGN-WERTE,' I 4130
B' ANZAHL DER SGF-WERTE AUF KEDAK IM GE\;UENSCHTEN' I 4140
E' ENERGIEBEREICHI WORTE' 11 4150
F' 4 6*NE+2*MAX1l500,ANZAHL DER SGN-IlERTE,ANZAHL DER' I 4160
G' SGF-WERTE AUF KEDAK IM GEWUEI\SCHTEN ENERGIEBEREICHI 'I 4170
H' WORTE '/I 4180
WRITE INOUT,23) 4190
23 FORMATI 4200
I' 5 12*NE+3*INE+I)+3*MAXI700,ANZAHL DER SGI-WERTE AUF' I 4210
2' KEDAK OBERHALB DER SCHWELLE FUER INELASTISCHE' I 4220
3' STREUUNG )+3*"1AXI25 ,ANZAHL CER INELASTlSCHEN ANRE-' I 4230
4' GUNGSNIVEAUS I+MAXI 2S*400,ANZAHL DER INELASTISCHEN' I 4240
) KONSTANTE '/I
ZULAESSIGER INTEGRATIONSFEHLER' I
WOBEI 2**NJM+l DIE ANZAHL DER WINKELSTUETZPUNKTE' I
tATIGI\ IST' I
WOBEI 2**NUJM+l OIE MAXIMAL ZULAESSIGE ANZAHL VON' I










WRITE I NOUT ,lU 3190
11 FORMATI 3200
I' WENN DAS PROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNUNG DER REMO-DATEN ANGELAUFEN' I 3210
2' WIRD IPROGRAMMKENNZIFFER 9) UND NICHT MIT DER fOLGENDEN' I 3220
3' STANDARDEINGABE GERECHNET WERDEN SOLL :' I 3230
4' ISELR - 1 WENN ISTRUK-O' I 3240
4' ISELR - 0 WENN ISTRUK-I ' I 3250
4' NLRA=O UNTERER LEGENDRE INDEX' I 3260
5' NLRE-5 OBERER LEGENDRE INDEX' I 3270
6' NCALL-O ALLE ENERGIEGRUPPEN WERDEN IN ALLEN ANLAEUFEN DES' I 3280
7' PROGRAMMS IN 14 UNTERGRUPPEN ZU JE 5 ENERGIESTUETZ-' I 3290
S' PUNKTEN UNTERTEILT' I 3300
9' NFG=14 ANZAHL DER UNTERGRUPPEN PRO ENERGIEGRUPPE' I 3310
A' NFI=S ANZAHL DER 'fEININT'6RV""I.Lii PRO UNTERGRUPPE' I 3320
B' WERDEN OIE FOLGENDEN KARTEN BENOETIGT :' 11 3330
I' 32. KARTE' I 3340
2' OlBLOC öl 11
WRITE INOUT,121 3360
12 fGRMATIIHI/IHO/IHOI 3370
3' 33. KARTE' I 3380
4' I SELR=l FUER LEICHTE UND MITTELSC/iWERE ELEMENTE' I 3390L,' ISELR-O FUER SCHWERE ELEMENTE' I 3400
4' NLRA UNTERER LEGENDRE INDEX' I 3410
5' NLRE OBERER LEGENDRE INDEX' I 3420
6' NCALL 0: ALLE ENERGIEGRUPPEN WERDEN IN ALLEN ANLAEUFEN' I 3430
7' DES PROGRAMMS IN 14· UNTERGRUPPEN ZU JE 5 ENER-' I 3440
8' GIESTUETZPUNKTEN UNTERTEILT' I 3450
9' >0: ANZAHL DER PROGRAMMAUFRUFE IMUSS MIT DER ZAHL' I 3460
9' DER AUFRUFE DES AR8EITSPRCGRAMMS 9 IN KARTE 9' I 3470
9' UE8EREINSTIMMEN)' 11 3480
A' kENN NCALL.GT.O , FOLGT NCALL-MAL DIE KARTE :' 11 3490
B' 34. KARTE' I 3500
C' NGRE ANZAHL DER BEREICHE VON ENERGIEGRUPPE'N, OIE' I 3510
C' JEWEILS AUF GLEICHE WEISE ZU UNTERTEILEN SIND' I 3520
0' INIIII, NUMMER DER ERSTEN ZU lNTERTEILENDEI\ ENERGIEGRUPPE'I 3530
E' N2IIl, NUfo1MER DER LETZTEN ZU UNTERTEILENDEN GRUPPE') 3540
WRITE INOUT,16) 3550
16 FORMAT! 3560
F' NFGIII, ANZAHL DER UNTERGRUPPEN PRC ENERGIEGRUPPE' I 3570
G' NFIIII,I-l,NGRE) ANZAHL DER ENERGIESTUETZPUNKTE PRO' I 35BO
H' UNTERGRUPPE' 11 3590
I' DIE LETZTE KARTE LAUTET:' 11 3600
l' 35. KARTE' I 3610
2' @ENDEOl 17 KONSTANTE' 11 3620
3' DIE KARTEN 1 BIS 35 SIND FUER JEDES ZU BEHANDELNDE MATERIAL' I 3630
4' ZU WIEDERHOLEN. OIE LETZTE EINGABEKARTE DES JOBS LAUTET:' 11 3640
5' ölENDEOl 18'///1) 3650
WRITE INOUT,2U 3660
21 FORMATI 3670




















































6' IIFTOIFOOl DD UNIT=2314,VOL=SER=NUSYSC,CSN=KNDF,DISP=SHR'
7' IIFT03FOOl 00 UNIT=3330,VOL=SER=SCRCIC,CISP=INEW,KEEPI,'
8' II SPACE=ITRK,20,RLSEI,DSN=GROUP.CONSTA~T.OLTPUT,'
7' II DCB=IRECFM=VS,LRECL=32768,BLKSIZE=800) ,
9' IIFTI0FOOl 00 UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=ITRK,lCC)')
"RITE (NOUT,261
26 FCRMAT<
I' IIFT05FOOl DD *,
F' @U 235@ I'
G' @BLOC@ 4'
I' 7 1 18 16 2 14 14 4 14 14 5 5 3 7 25 1 8 25 1 10 26 26'
3' @ENDE@ 17'
2' @O 1601 0'
6' @BLOC@ 4'
7' 5 3 4 4 6 3 3 6 12 12 9 3 3 9 12 12'
E' @E,WEa 17'
~,' @ENDE@ 18'


































5' ANREGUNGSN IVEAUS*ANZAHL DER ENERGI ESTUETZPUNKTE DES' I 4250
6' ANREGUNGSQUERSCHNI TTES ZUM 1. NIVEAU )+MAXI 400, , I 4260
7' ANZAHL DER SGI-WERTE AUF KEDAK OBERHALB DER' I 4270
8' SCHWELLE FUER INELASTISCHE STREUUNG) ~"ORTE' II 4280
9' 6 5*MAXI400,ISM)+7*MAXII000,ISC)+4*INE+1)+4*NE+' I 4290
A' MAX 1400*21, ISM*ICOS) +MAX 1400*2,1 SM*NECU) +6*MAX I 2,' I 4300
B' NECUl*NE+2*ICOS+2*MAX 14000 ,NTT l WORTE' I 4310
C' DABEI BEDEUTET :' I 4320
0' ISM 300+MAXIMALZAHL VON ENERGIESTUETZSTELLEN DER' I 4330
E' SGNC AUF KEDAK IN VIER BENACHBARTEN ENERGIE-' I 4340
G' C;SD ISM+MAXIMALZAHL VON ENERGIESTUETZSTELLEN DER' I 4350
H' SGN ODER MUEL AUF KEDAK PRO ENERGIEGRUPPE' 14360
F' GRUPPEN' I 4370




I' NECU MAXIMALE STREUBREIlE IN ENERGIEGRUPPEN 1=2' I 4420
2' FUER EINFACHE UEBERSTREUUNG)' II 4430
I' NTT ANZAHL DER SGT - STI.;ETZfUNKTE FUER OIE GEGEBE-'I 4440
2' NE MISCHUNG IN 4 BENACHBARTEN ENERGIEGRUPPEN' I 4450
3' 7 NE WORTE' II 4460
4' 8 3*NE+2*MAXlI0*NE,NFE) kORTE' 114470
5' 9 39+NMl*IMAX*13+NUJMl+ICOS*12+NIVl+NIV+IMAX' I 4480
6' +2*NJMi-3*NDAT+NE+NFIN*Il\I+BUf' I 4490
7' DABEI BEDEUTET:' I 4500
8' NMl=NLRE+l' I 4510




I' IZV = MAXl4,IMAX*NMll' I 4560
B' NDAT MAXIMAL MOEGLICHE ANZAHL VON ENERGIESTUETZ-' I 4570
C' PUNKTEN FUER TOTALE GDER ELASTISCHE QUER-' I 4580
0' SCHNITTE IN EINER ENERGIEGRUPPE' I 4590
E' NIV ANZAHL DER ENERGIESTI.;ETZSTELLEN DER SGNC AUF' I 4600
F' KEDAK' I 4610
G' lCOS ANZAHL DER WINKELSTUETZSTELLEN DER SGNC AUF' I 4620
H' KEDAK' I 4630
l' IMAX MAXIMALE STREUBREITE Ir\ ENERGIEGRUPPEN l=2' I 4640
I' FUER EINFACHE UEBERSTREUUNGl ') 4650
WRITElNOUT,29l 4660
29 FORMAT( 4670
5' BUF = MAXINDAT,2+IMAX*NFINl' II <+680
J' 10 ES IST KEIN SPEICHERPLATZ ERFORDERLICH' III 4690
K' DIE ANGABE DER REGION AUF DER JOB - KARTE SETZT SICH ' I 4700
L' ZUSAMMEN AUS DEM PARM.G - FELD UMGERECH~ET IN K - BYTES' I 4710
M' + 170K - BYTES FUER DAS MIGROS - PROGRA/iM UND DIE PUFFER' 1111 4720
I' EINGABEBEISPIEL' II 4730
2' IIINR017MI JOB 10017,101,P6MIB),KRIEG,CLASS=A,TIME=10,' I 4740
3' /I REGION=340K' I '\ 750
4' II EXEC PGM=MIGROS2,PARM=170000' I 4760
4' IISTEPLIB DD DSN=LOAD.NUSYS,UNIT=3330,VOL=SER=NUSICE,DISP=SHR'1 4770
5' IIFT08FOOl DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=ITRK,10l' I 4780
5' IIFT06FOOl 00 SYSOUT=A,DCB=lRECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=931),' I 4790




























3 WRITE INFO, 51
5 FORMATllHO/48H ERROR-CONOIIION IN OATA lRANSFER DR INPUT-ERRORJ
STOP
4 IF IIY.EQ.80J GOTO 6667
JKFE=NFE1731
NFE1731=STERN
6667 WRITE INFO,61 INFEIIJ,I=I,80J
6 FORMATI1X,80A1J
















14 WRITE INFII N,INFIII.I=l,NI
111 IFIKDUTlll,l1,2























































































97 00 20 K=1,18



















































































C 1430 IFIJ-IYl82,3,3 1990
22IFIK-lll50,50,23 1440 82 J=J+l 2000
50 LS=LS+l 1450 IFINFE(J}.EQ.LV(I)1 GO TO 83 2010
LSU=10*LSU+K-2 1460 882 IFINFEIJ).EQ.LVI12)l GO TO 83 2020
IFILS-9l511,52,511 1470 IFINFE(Jl.EQ.LVI13ll GO TO 83 2030
52 LSUR=LSU 1480 IFINFE(Jl.EQ.LVI14)l GO TO 84 2040
511 IFILPPl51,51,883 1490 IF(LCl97,3,85 2050
883 LC=-1 1500 84 LVl=-1 2060
J=J+l 1510 83IFIJ-IY)86,3,3 2070
IFIJ-IYl884,884,32 1520 86 J=J+l 2080
51 IFIJ-IYlI6,32,32 1530 85 oe 87 K=2,l1 2090
C 1540 IFINFEIJI.EQ.LVIKll GO TO 88 2100
C 1550 87 CONTINUE 2110
C 1560 IFINFE(Jl.EQ.LVllll GO TO 89 2120
23 IF(K-14l60,60,24 1570 GO TO 3 2130
60 IFILOl61,61,3 1580 89 IF(LAJ3,3,90 2140
61 LO=l 1590 88 LA=l 2150
IFIK-14)62,63,63 1600 L P1=10*LPl+K-2 2160
63 V=-I. 1610 IFIJ-IYI86,90,90 2170
MV=-1 1620 90 LP=LP+LP1*L VI 2180
62 IF(J-IYl64,3,3 1630 GO TO 41 2190
64 J=J+l 1640 C 2200
00 65 K=2,11 1650 C 2210
IF(NFE(Jl.EQ.LVIKII GO TO 50 1660 C 2220
65 CONTINUE 1670 26 IF(K-171300,300,301 2230
IFINFEIJ).EQ.LVI15» GO TO 70 1680 300 M=5 2240
GO TO 3 1690 K7=17 2250
C 1700 GO TO 117 2260 <
C 1710 301 M=4 2270 H
C 1720 K7=18 2280 -o
24 IFIK-15l70,70,25 1730 117 LC=O 2290
70 IFILP)71,71,3 1740 116 LA=O 2300
71 LP=LS 1750 00 100 L=I,4 2310
LPP=l 1760 100 JYIL)=LV(l1 2320
IFIJ-IY)72,73,73 1770 110 J=J+l 2330
73 HILS13,3,41 1180 IFIJ-IYllOl,102,102 2340
72 J=J+l 1790 102 IFINFE(J).EQ.LVIK7)l GOTO 120 2350
00 74 K=2,11 1800 LC=O 2360
IFINFEIJ).EQ.LV(KI) GO TO 50 1810 GOTO 121 2370
74 CONTINUE 1820 120 J=J-l 2380
IFINFEIJ).EQ.LVlll1 GO TO 73 1830 121 I F( LC )33,3,112 2390
IFINFE(J).EQ.LVI16» GO TO 81 1840 101 IFINFEIJI.EQ.LVIK7l) GO TO 106 2400
LC=O 1850 GO TQ 107 2410
884 LA=O 1860 106 IFILCII05,3,102 2420
LVl=l 1870 107 LA=LA+l 2430
LP1=0 1880 LC=1 2440
IFIJ-IY)882,882,3 1890 ll=NfEIJ) 2450
C 1900 JFlLA)=JXlll 2460
C 1910 IFILA-MlI10,112,112 2470
C 1920 112 N=N+l 2480
25 IF{K-16)80,80,26 1930 Nf IN)=Jll 1) 2490
80 IFILPP)3,3,81 1940 IFIK-17l433,433,434 2500
81 LA=O 1950 433 N=N+l 2510
LC=l 1960 NF 1i'l)=JZI2l 2520
LV1=1 1970 434 LC=-1 2530




105 !FINFEIJ+l) .EQ.LV (1)) GOTO 16
GO TO 3
END







Z, XLI lI,NGINEI ,NI INEI
COMMON MAT,ISTRUK,ISPA,NOUT,LIl,NANf,NEND,KL
EQUIVALENCE IMAT,IPMlll1
OATA INZ/'O', 'z' ,'4' ,'6' ,'S'"NZI'ENOE 'I























2 READ INFI ISPA
READ INFI MATl,MAT2
GO TO 4
3 00 5 1=1,5




























































IFlENGI I1.LT .ENG I 1-111 GO TO 10
q CONT INUE
Ge TO 14
10 WRITE INOUT,121 IENGIII,I=l,NEI
12 fORMATllHO/' ***ERROR O. 3 : THE ENERGY GROUP BOUNDARIES'/ISE16.81
11
WRITE INOUT,131



















16 READ INFI LSP,NFE,l IEfl I ,JI ,I=l,NfEI,J=l,ilSPECI
READ INFI MATl,MAT2
00 19 I=2,NFE




21 FORMATllHO/' ***ERROR O. 4 : THE ENERGY PCINTS OF THE MACROSCO?IC





22 READ INFI NA,INRll,I1,NRl2,IJ,NRI3,I1,I=l,NAI
00 11 I=l,NA
IfINRI2,II.GE.NRI3,II.AND.NRI2,II.LE.INE-l)) GO TO 11
IfINRll,II.EQ.10.AND.NRI3,II.LE.NE) GO TC 11
WRITE INOUT,54J NRll,II
54 fORMATllHO/' ***ERROR O. 5 : THE CHOICE Of ENERGY GROUP BOUNOARIES
1 fOR PROGRAM',I6,' IS NOT VALID')
STOP
11 CONTHJUE


































































,ITYP 13 I I
,ITYPI41 I
,I TYP I 5 I)




IFIEFll,lJ.GE.ANJ GO TO 113
I FCEF I NFE, 11 .GT. ENO) GO TO 114
113 WRITE INOUT,1151
115 FORMATI1HO/' ***ERROR O. 6 : THE ~ACRCSCCPIC WEIGhTING FUNCTION 00
lES NOT INCLUOE ALL ENERGY GROUPS OESIREO'I
STCP
114 00 116 I=l,NA
IFINRll,IJ.EQ.3.ANO.IPMI21.EQ.N31 GO TO 111
GO TO 116
111 WRITE {NOUT,1181 MAT
118 FORMATI1HO/' ***WARNING O. 1 : THE SELFShIELOING FACTORS FOR ',A6,







25 FORMATIIHO/' ***ERROR O. 7 : THE IOENTIFICATI0N NUMBERS OF MODULES
1 TO BE CALLED CAN NOT BE FOUNo')
STOP
24 IFIMAT2-511,26,27
26 REAO (NFI MT,ITEMPIIJ,I;I,MTI
REAo (NFJ MAT1,MAT2
00 28 I;l,NA
IFINRU,II.EQ.l.0R.NRU,!I.EQ.21 GO TO 2S
28 CONTINUE
WRITE INOUT,301
30 FORMATI1HO/' ***WARNING O. 2 : THE oECLARATI0N OF THE TEMPERATURE
1IS NOT NECESSARY ANO IS IGNOREo'1
GO TO 29
21 00 31 I=l,NA













33 R EAO INFI MI, I SIGOII I ,1;1,1'11 I
REAOINFI MAT1,MAT2
00 36 I=l,NA
IFINRll,II.EQ.l.0R.NRll,II.EQ.2.0R.NRll,II.EQ.3) GO TO 31
36 CONTINUE
WRITE INOUT,381
38 FCRMATI1HO/' ***WARNING O. 3 : THE oECLARATION OF THE BACKGROUND C


























































35 00 39 I=l,NA









42 READ INFI NTYP,IITYPIl},I=I,NTYPI
REAO (NFIMATl,MAT2
00 149 I;l,NTYP
IFIITYPlll.EQ.SGCI GO TO 150
149 CCNTINUE
GO TO 151
150 oe 152 J;l,NTYP
IFIITYPIJI.EQ.SGAI GO TO 153
152 CCNTINUE
I TYP I II=SGA
153 00 154 J;l,NTYP
IFIITYPIJI.EQ.SGFI GO TO 155
154 CONTINUE
IFIITYPIII.EQ.SGAI GO TO 156





155 IFIITYPIII.EQ.SGAI GO TO 151
NTYP=NTYP-l
00 157 J=I, NTY P
157ITYPIJI;ITYPIJ+lJ
151 00 44 I=l,NA
IFINRll,IJ.EQ.41 GO TO 45
44 CONTINUE
WRITE INOUT,461
46 FORMATIIHO/' ***WARNING O. 4 : THE DECLARATION OF THE CROSS SECTIO
IN TYPES IS NOT NECESSAR Y ANO IS IGNORED' I
GC T'J 45
43 00 47 I=l,NA








































































1FINRll,II.EQ.U GO TO 52
51 CCNTINUE
WRITE INOUT ,531
53 FORMATllHO/' ***WARN1NG O. 5 : THE DECLARAT10N OF THE NUMdER OF RE




56 REAO INfl ERROR
REAO INFI MATl,MAT2
OC 58 1=l,NA
1FINRll,1I.EQ.ll GO TO 59
58 CONTINUE
WRITE INOUT ,60 I
60 FORMATllHO/' ***WARN1NG O. 6 : THE DECLARATI0N OF THE ALLOWEO 1NTE




63 REAO INFI XNUE
R EAO INFI MATl,MAT2
00 65 I=l,NA
IFINRll,II.EQ.51 GO TO 66
65 CONTINUE
WRITE INOUT,671
67 FORMATllHO/' ***WARNING O. 7 : THE OECLARATION OF THE PARAMETER Fa




66 00 77 I=l,NA







80 IFIIP.EQ.11 GO TO 82
WRITE I NOUT ,831
83 FORMATllHO/' ***WARNING O. 8 : THE INPUT FOR MODULE 6 1S NOT NECES
lSARY'1





































































133 IFIIP.EQ.lI GO TC 135
WRITE INOUT,831






137 1F1 IP .EQ.ll GO Ta 139
WRITEINOUT,831
139 READ INFl MAlll1,MAl121
REAO INF) MATl,MAT2
IF IMAlll I. EQ.O) GO TO 138




143 FORMATllHO/' ***ERROR o, 8 : THE NUMBER OF ~EIGHTING FUNCTIONS IS
'LESS THAN THE NUMBER OF LEGErlORE MOMENTS. '/15,' NUMBER OF WEIGHTIN













148 00 66 I=l,NA






71 IFIIP.EQ.ll GO TC 73
WRITE I NOUT , 74 )
74 FCRMATllHO/' ***WARNING O. 9 : THE INPUT FOR MODULE 9 IS NOT NECES
lSARY' I
73 REAO INFI ERR,NJM,NUJM
REAO INFI MATl,MAT2
GO TO 7'5




75 IF IMH2-lbll, 76,103
76 IFlIP.EQ.ll GO TC 104
WR!TE I NOUT, 741
10L,. READ INFI ISELR,NLRA,NLRE,NCALL
IFINCALL.NE.OJ GC TO 158



























































00 109 1=1, NA
IF(NRO,I>.EQ.91 IS=IS+l
109 CONTINUE
IF(IS.EQ.NCALLI GO Ta 110
WRITE (NOUT,llll IS,NeALL
111 FORMAT(lHO/' ***ERROR O. 9 : MODULE 9 IS (ALLED ',13,' TIMES, IN T
1HE INPUT BLOC 16 NCALL IS SET TO',13)
STOP




IF(NNl(I,Jl.GE.NN2II,Jll GO TO 106
WRITE (NOUT,1071 I
107 FORMATllHO/' ***ERROR 0.10 : IN ai,oc 16 THE INPUT OF THE ENERGY GR












108 IF(MAT1.EQ.N21 GO TO 88
1 WRITE lNOUT,891







IF(NRll,KLl.EQ.11 GO TO 90
IF(NR(1,KLI.EQ.21 GO TO 91
IF(NR(l,KLI.EQ.31 GO TO 92
IF(NR(1,KLl.EQ.41 GO TO 93
IFINR(l,KLI.EQ.51 GO TO 94
IF(NR(l,KLl.EQ.61 GO TO 95
IFINRI1,KLI.EQ.71 GO TO 96
IFINR(l,KLl.EQ.81 GO Ta 97
IF(NR(l,KLI.EQ.91 GO TO 119
IfINRl1,KL).EQ.101 GO TO 120
WRITE (NOUT,98) NRl1,KLl




































































IF<IREP.GToO.OR.1STEP.GT.01 GO TO 126




101 If(KL.LE.NAJ GO Ta 100
GO Ta 102





















!FIMDIMP.GT.O.OR.~ERP.GT.OJ GO TO 125
I F(KL.LE.NA I GO TO 100
GC TO 102
124 LO!M=LDIM+LDIMP
931FINFR+6*NE+2*LDIM.GT.IADRI GO Ta 121
CALL SUND (NE,ENG,NFE,EF(1,IJ,Efll,21,NTVP, ITVP,XLINFRl,
1XLINFR+NEI,XL(NFR+2*NEl,XL(NFR+3*NE).XLINFR+4*NE).XLINfR+5*NEJ,
2LOIM,LDIMP,XL(NFR+6*NE),XL(NFR+6*NE+LDIMIJ
IF(LDI~P.GT.OI GO TO 124




I SG=I SG+I 5GP
I WE= I WE + I ~~P
94 L=NFR+8*NE+2*NX+2*NET+2*NAE































































IFINETP.GT.O.OR.NAEP.GT.·O.OR.ISGP.GT.C.OR.lwP.GT.OI GO TO 127
IFIKl.LE.NAI GO TO 100
GO Ta 102
123 NECU=NECU+NECUP
I SM=I SM+I SMP
ISO=I SO+ISO P
ICOS=ICOS+ICOSP
I SCO= MAXO(l SM* ICOS,I SCO+ISCOP I
ISCO=MAXOIISCO,NECU*ISOI
ISEC=MAXOIISM*NECU,ISEC+ISECPI





















lICOSP.GT.O.OR.ISECP.GT.O.OR.NTTP.GT.OI GC 10 123
IFIKL.LE.NAI GO TC 100
GO TO 102
96 IFINFR+NE.GT.IADRI GO TO 121
CALl SPALT INE,ENG,XLINFRII
IFIKL.LE.NAI GO TO 100
GO TJ 102
97 NES=MAXOII0*NE,NFEI
IFINFR+3*NE+2*NES.GT.IADRI GO TO 121
CALL EDV INE,ENG,NFE,EFll,11,EFll,21,XLINFRJ,XLINFR+NEJ,XlINFR+2*
INEI,NES,XLINFR+3*NEI,XLINFR+3*NE+NESIJ













































































IFINN-l.EQ.NEND+LI GO TO 130
WRITE INOUT ,131 I
131 FORMA111HO/' ***ERROR 0.13 : FOR MODULE 9 T~E INPUT BLOCS 4 AND 16





132 IFIKL.LE.NAI GO TO 100
GO TO 102
120 CALL THERM INE,NTYP,ITYPI
IFIKL.LE.NAI GO TO 100
GOTO 102
121 WRITE INOUT,1221 NRll,Kll
122 FORMATllHO/' ***ERROR 0.14 : THE PARM.G PARAMETER IN THE EXEC CARD
1 IS NOT GREAT ENOUGH 10 START MODULE' ,131
Kl=Kl+l
IFIKL.LE.NAJ GO TO 100
102 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINEN lUM LESEN DER KERNDATENBIBLIOIHEK














































































IFINSZ.NE.8801 GO TO 1004
00 127 lS=1,2















IF 01NAM{lSI.NE.IAO{KII GO 10 23
IF IMNAM{lS+ll.EQ.IAOIK+l)1 GO TO 26
23 K=K+3
WRITE INDUTP,20001 (MNAM{MI,M=I,41
2000 FORMATllHO/' ***WARNING NOF. 1 : THE GATA FOR ',2A4,lX,2A4,'







4 FORMAT{lHO/' ***ERRDR NOF. 1 : THE OO-CARO FOR UNIT 1 DDES NOT CHA









IR (2 1=1SATZ (9)
IR (3)=I SATZ (2)
IW{ 1)=1 SA TZ (71
IWI21=ISATZII01
































C SUBRDUTINEN NOFlOC, lDFlOC , IDFlOC
C
ENTRY NOFlOC IKONIR,NNAM,OATl,ID,KC)


















































































































































NUNA( 21 =INAM( 21
IF(NNAM(11-2127.27,52
52 J=NNAM(l)
00 53 LS=3, J
53 MNAM(2*LS-11=INAM(LSI
27 GO TO (227.2281.MGL
227 "1= lAD (31*4
I WJ=1 I AD( 11 +IADI2 11*3+4
00 28 LS=1,N,4
IFINUNAI11-IADIIWJI128,29,28









I F(lS-KR-1I30, 31, 30
30 READ (lBN'KRI (ISATZlIII.II=I,NSZl
I S=KR+1













38 REAO (lBN'IS) (ISATZ( III,II=l,NSZI
15=1 S+l
KW=1












































































44 REAO (LBN'NWRI II\lNAIIII,II=I,NSZI
NWR=NWR+1
GO TO 62
45 00 61 LS=I,NSZ
61 I\lNAILSI=ISATZILSI
N\lR=NWR+1

































IFIKK.EQ.31 GD TO 580
WRITE INDUTP,20021 MNAMI5I,IMNAM(III,II=I,41
2002 FORMATllHO/' ***WARNI NG NDF. 2 : THE FURTl-E R NAME " E16.8,' IS GRE
lATER THAN THE GREATEST FURTHER NAME '/' II\CLUDED IN THE KEDAK LIBR
2ARY FOR',lX,2A4,IX,2A41
GO TO 98
580 wRITE INOUTP,5811 MNAMI51,IINAMIIII,I1=1,21
581 FORMATlIHO/' ***WARNING NOF. 2 : THE FURThER NAME',EI6.8,' IS GREA



































































78 READ (LBN'NWR) I IWNAI IJ},II=I,NSZI
NltR=NWR+l
NI<W=1

























89 DO 90 L=I,J D
GO TO 191,92,92l,KK
91 DATIILSI=XJDATIIDl<l















97 FORMAT(lHO/' ***WARNING NDF. 3 : THE DATA FGR',2I9,' ARE NOT INCLU































































































DO 40 1 II =1 , 6
401 DAT1IIII=ZIIII
GO TO 125
124 00 126 LS=l,4
126 INAMILS}=~NAMILS}
GO TO 125











































































GO TO 109 3720
115 INAMlL)=IWNAINWWI 3730
L=L+Z 3740



























































9001 FORMATl' PROGRAMM ZURtrERECRlWl'f(;-VON RESOMNZSELBSTABSCHIRMFAKTORE

























IFEST (3 I=NN (31
CAlL NOFlOCIIOO,IZAHl,FEST,IDAT,ICOD)






















IFlIREF.EQ.OI GO TO 5
IREP= lIREF-11*IRE+NR+l
RETURN




















































































00 15 INR=NRl, NR
IFIENGIIEI-ERIINRII16,15,lS
16 I FI ENGI IE+! I-ERI INRI 118, 18, 17
17 K=K+l






















33 IFIKMX.LE.ISTEI GO TO 833
I STEP=SO
RETURN




































































00 21 J 1=2,4
FLCl= (3 .*ST EIJ 1,1 J*Fl+ST EI J I, 31*F31 *OST*. 25
FLC2=ISTEIJl,ll*Fl+STEIJl,21*F21*OST*.5
IFIFLC1145,21,45






00 25 I SO=l ,NS
































































































28 00 32 Jl=1,5
32 STElJl, l)=STElJl, 2J
GOTO 35



















950 FORMATlIHO,21X,7HSIGMA G,9X,7HSIGMA N,9X,7HSIGMA f,9X,7HSIGMANl,




















































































































S IGP=",. *PI *R**2
IFlST+SIGPl10,10,3
10 WRITElNOUTP,9001ERIINRJ,E,ST,SIGP
900 fORMATlIHO,77H***WARNING 1.01 : THE CCNTRIBUTION OF THE RESONANCE
lWITH THE RESONANCE ENERGY,El3.6,3H EV/IH ,18X,13HAT THE ENERGY,E14
2.6,13H IS NEGATIVE"E14.6,22H BARNS,ANO I1S ABSOLUT/IH ,18X,46HVAL










































































SUBROUTINE STOSSIEl,E2,E3,Fl,F2,F3,NFE ,ES,F) 10




2 Fl=PHI( EU 60
F2=PHII E21 10




9 00 4 I=I,NEFE 120
I FI E- ESI I I I 5 , 5 , 4 130
4- CGNTINUE 140
I =NEFE 150




00 1 I=I,NRl 110
NR3=NR2-1 120
IFIE-ER INR3) H,2,2 130
1 CONTINUE 140



















900 FORMATIIHO,'***WARNING 1.02 : THE TOTAL CROSS SECTION IS NEGATIVE, 340
1',E14.6,' 8ARNS, AT THE ENERGY'/19X,EI4.8,' E~. THE TOTAL CROSS SE 350
2C TI ON HAS BEEN SET EQUAl TO 1. 8ARN' I 360















GENAU EIN~Al IST IN EINEM PRCGRA~M, DAS PSIXI AUFRUFT,




























AMAG= BOT*1 BSIN *CCOS+ACOS*OSI NI


















































































































































IFIXLIITI-5.E-5.LE.1.1 GO TO 3000
WRITE INOUTP,30011
3001 FCRMAT(lHO,'***ERROR 2.01 : A CALCULA1ION OF RESONANCE SELFSHIELDI
ING FACTORS FOR L.GT.1 IL=ANGULAR MOME~TUMI 15 NOT POSSIBLE'l
GO TO 1000
3000 DNIITI=XI7l*1.E3








65 IFI ISPA I














































xi , 567579, 1. 7310672,1.9429085.2.2809085,3.089838/ 280
WRITE (NOUTP,90001 290
9000 FORMAT(lHO/IHO/' PROGRAMM KENNZIFFER 2' I 300
WRITE INOUTP,90011 310
9001 FORMAT(' PROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNUNG VON RESOI\ANZSELBSTABSCHIRMfAKTORE 320
IN VON STATISTISCHEN RESONANZPARAMETERN'/I 330
NEFE=NFE 340
IFINFE. EQ.l! NEFE=O 350
I SIG=O 360




74IFIXI41.LT.ENGINGR+111 GO TO 75
WRITEINOUTP,900ZJENGINGRI,ENGINGR+11
900Z FORMATIIHO,37H***ERROR Z.OZ : THE ENERGY GRCUP FROM,E16.8,6H EV Ta
1,E16.8,ZZH EV IS NOT POSSIBLE IN/19X,67HTHIS MODULE,BECAUSE NO STA
























IFIKI.GT.ITI GO TO 9Z
GO Ta 79
ZOl 00 7 I=l,MT
TT=TEMPIII






16 CALl QUERIEINI,TT,N.SE ,SM ,XNy~,fXNYN,OEL,RQU,CHI,
IDN,EBI,XA,XL,GN,GG,NEY,EY,Gf,GI,IT,MI,SIGOI
Zl GO TO 123,24,Z51,N
Z3 IFIK+I-NENI6,6,7


















































































IFISEll,IS,KIJ.NE.-99999 •• AND.SEIZ,IS,KlJ.NE.-99999•• AN0.SEI3,IS,






00 30 rs-r a, IJ
IFlSMll,IS,ll.NE.-99999 •• ANO.SMlZ,IS,lJ.NE.-99999 ••AND.SMI3,IS,11




200Z IF(SEll,IS,MIJ.NE.-99999 •• AND.SElZ,IS,MII.NE.-99999 •• ANO.SEI3,IS,
IMIJ.NE.-99999.1 GO TO 2004
XSUGI rt SI=-99999.
GO TO 30


























































































139 WRITE u rz: IN, S IGO lKK I, I XEUGZ< IS ,KKJ, IS= 1,LIJ J







701 fORMATl1HO,93H***ERROR 2.03 : A CALCULA1ION Of RESONANCE SELF SHIE
ll0ING fACTORS AT lERO TEMPERATURE IOEGREE/17X,39HKELVINI IS NOT PO
2SSIBlE IN THIS MODULE,I
7 CONTINUE







SUBROUTINE QUER lE,1T,N,SE,SM,XNy~,fX~y,OEL,RQU,CHI, ON,EBI,XA,
lXl,GN,GG,NEY,EY,GfA,GI,IT,MI,SIGOI
REAl*8 to'AT







00 25 K=I, MI
SElN,l,KI=O.
SElN,2,KI=12.566371*RQU













































































A(1) =AC I II *DRS G
G=GAMNlE,I,GN,RQU,XL.XAJ+GAMGlE,I,GGI+GAf~IE,I,NEy,EY,GfAI
If lGI DL -C 122, 22, 922
922 TETA=G/DL
WRITEINOUTP,923ITETA,I,TT,E
923 fORMATllHO,31H***WARNING 2.01 : GAMMft/OElTA =,E14.6,11H fOR SERIES









42 fORMATlIHO,28H***WARNING 2.02 : fOR SIGO =,EI2.5,33H SPEff* IS NEG
































































































































oC 200 101=1, NN




























































































7 00 2 I=l,NN















00 3 1= I,HN
Xl=IIGNN*CHIII,NYll**21/IGNN*CHIII,NYl+GNGl
Yl=GNN*CHIII,NYI/IGNN*CHIII,NYI+GNGl
XI l)=XI ll+X 1






















































EZF=. 0 420 GA~N=GN{NSI*SQRTIEI*IE*RQU+ll.-XLINSll*XAl/IE*RQU+XAl 30
DRSG=Ylll*GNG/IGNN*XFN1 430 RETURN 40





DIMENSION GG 1101 20
GAMG=GG INSI 30
FUNCTION DMIT(E,NS,DN,EBIl 10 RETURN 40
DIMENSION DNnOl 20 END 50
DMIT=DNINS1*IIEBI+EI/EBIl**2*EXP{-SQRTI89.72E-6l*ISQRTIEBI+EI- 30







FUNCTION DELTAIE,T,NS,DELl 10 IFlISPA 12,2,3 50
DELTA=SQRTIDEL*T*E1 20 3 CALL SUCH IE,NSU,NEY,EYl 60
RETURN 30 00 1 J=I,2 70




GO TO 4 120 ;:1
FUNCTION EPSIIE,T,NS,DN,EB1,DEL1 10 2 GAFM=O. 130",
DIMENSION EP(21).EPPI21).X112l.FX1121.DNII0) 20 '" RETURN 1400\
DATA EP/0 •• 1.,1.5.2•• 2.5.3 •• 3.5.4•• 5 ••7.,10.,14 •• 20 •• 30.,40., 30 END 150




X=DM1TIE,NS.DN.EBIl/DELTAIE.T.NS.DEL) 80 FUI\CTION POLlX.Xl, FXU 10
00 1 1=2.21 90 DIMENSION XlI2l,FX1(2) 20
I F IX-EP IU 14.4,1 100 1FIXl(2)-XlI1))1,2,1 30
1 CONTINUE 110 2 POl=F XI 111 40
4 00 5 K=1,2 120 GO TO 3 50
Il=1+K-2 130 1 POl=FXllll+IFXI121-FXlI1Il*{X-XlI1lI/IXI121-XlI1l) 60
XlIK)=EP 1I1l 140 3 RETURN 70




SUBROUTINE SUCH IE,NSU.NEY,EY} 10
DIMENSION EYII00) 20
00 14 K=2,NEY 30
FUN:TION GAMNIE,NS,GN,RQU,XL,XAI 10 IFIEYIK1-ElI4,13,13 40

























2 I T4, v«, XK06 , J I ,I DK ,RI I , lXKl ,S JO 1 , lXK2,S J1), 1DKA, RI, V11, I DKB,R2, V21 100
3.IDKC,R3,V31,1 SV,NJ, lABl,TO,Ml,IAB2,AXGl,ISYl,XXXT,Sll, 110
41XK02,XJA2,S2l,ISXM,XK03,XJA3,S3l,IXKC4,XJB1l,IRIK,XJB2l, 120
51R2K,XJB31,IR3K,XJCll,IBETA,XJC3l,IK,SG,SJ31,IY2,ZZK,XJl1,lY3, 130





411 l, IXJ 13011, Tl6 1111, IXJ 13211,T17 I II l, {XJ 13411, Tl81 lll, I XJ13611, Tl 190
5911l 1 ,IXJI 3811,T20111 1 ,IXJ14011,T21 I 111,IXJ (421 1 ,T22111 J, 200
61 XJ I441), T23U 1I, {XJI 46Il, T241 III , I XJ 14 8Il, 1251 111, I XJ 15011 , T26 I II 210
71, (XJI52Il, T2711J I ,IXJI5411,T28 I i i i , IXJ 15611,T291 111, lXJ 15811, nOI 220
811), I XJ 16011,T3U 111, IXJI 6211,T321 1l1,1 XJ 16411, T33(11) 230
DATA XXKI 5.2, 5.6, 6.0, 6.4, 6.8, 7.2, 7.6, 8.0, 8.4, 8.8, 9.2, 240
X 9.6,10.0,10.4,10.8,11.2,11.6,12.0,12.4,12.81 250









X 74.17000, 63.64000, 53.78000, 44.78000, 36.74000, 29.75000,
X 23.80000, 18.850001
DATA T03/154.4000,145.3000,136.9000,128.9000,121.2000,113.7000,
X106.30000, 98.80000, 91.28000, 83.67000, 75.99000, 68.28000,
X 60.61000, 53.09000, 45.83000, 38.98000, 32.65000, 26.95000,
X 21.95000, 17.650001
DATA T04/129.5430,120.8780,113.1000,105.9960, 99.3851, 93.1199,
X 87.07990, 81.16910, 75.31440, 69.46550, 63.59470, 57.69990,
X 51.80430, 45.95800, 40.23460, 34.72510, 29.52760, 24.73430,
X 20.41850, 16.625401
DATA T05/115.3000,106.6000, 99.0000, 92.2100, 86.0500, 80.3700,
X 75.03000, 69.93000, 64.97000,60.10000, 55.26000, 50.43000,
X 45.60000, 40.81000, 36.08000, 31.47000, 27.06000, 22.93000,
X 19.14000, 15.750001
DATA T06/106.4000, 97.5700, 89.9000, 83.1800, 77.2000, 71.8000,
X 66.84000, 62.19000, 57.76000, 53.47000, 49.27000, 45.13000,
X 41.00000, 36.91000, 32.86000, 28.89000, 25.06000, 21.43000.
X 18.05000, 14.980001
DATA T07/100.5080. 91.4730. 83.6906. 76.9337, 71.0030, 65.7266.
X 60.95750, 56.57200, 52.46730, 48.56010, 44.78500, 41.09360,
X 37.45480. 33.85470. 30.29690, 26.80240, 23.40750, 20.15950.
X 11.11060, 14.310301
DATA T081 96.4200. 87.1900. 79.2700, 72.4300, 66.4800, 61.2400.
X 56.58000, 52.35000, 48.45000, 44.79000, 41.30000. 31.93000,
X 34.64000, 31.40000. 28.21000, 25.07000, 22.02000, 19.0800.0,
X 16.29000. 13.720001
DATA T091 93.4900. 84.0900, 76.0200. 69.0800, 63.0800. 57.8400.
X 53.22000, 49.01000, 45.30000, 41.82000, 38.53000, 35.39000.
X 32.36000. 29.39000, 26.48000, 23.62000, 20.83000, 18.14000,
X 15.58000, 13.190001
DATA T101 91.3415, 81.7729, 73.5745, 66.5357, 60.4667, 55.1985,
X 50.58150, 46.48530, 42.79780, 39.42410, 36.28530,33.31770,
X 30.47200, 27.71280, 25.01900, 22.38310, 19.81150, 17.32270,
X 1'•• 94500, 12.711 aOI
DATA T111 89.7100, 80.0100, 71.6900, 64.5600, 58.4200, 53.1100.
X 48.~8000, 44.40000, 40.76000, 37.47000, 34.43000, 31.59000,
X 28.89000, 26.30000, 23.78000, 21.32000, 18.92000,16.60000,
X 14.38000, 12.280001
DATA T121 88.4600, 78.6400, 70.2200, 62.9900, 56.7800, 51.4200,
X 46.77000, 42.70000, 39.09000, 35.84000, 32.88000, 30.14000,
X 27.55000, 25.09000, 22.70000, 20.39000, 18.14000, 15.97000,
X 13.88000, 11.900001
DATA T131 87.4785, 77.5623, 69.0480, 61.7399, 55.4611, 50.0523,
X 45.37000, 41.23650, 37.68900, 34.47960, 31.57410, 28.90220,
X 26.40610, 24.04060, 21.77230, 19.58010, 17.45450, 15.39730,
X 13.~2070, 11.544301
DATA T141 86.7000,76.7000,68.1000, 60.7200,54.3800,48.9200,

























































X 25.41000, 23.13000, 20.96000, 18.86000, 16.84000, 14.89000,
X 13.01000, 11.22000/
OATA T15/ 86.0600, 75.9900, 67.3300, 59.8900, 53.4900, 47.9800,
X 43.23000, 39.11000, 35.51000, 32.34000, 29.49000, 26.92000,
X 24.55000, 22.33000, 20.24000, 18.230CO, 16.29000, 14.43000,
X 12.64000, 10.93000/
OATA T16/ 85.5500, 75.4200, 66.6900. 59.1900, 52.7400, 47.1900.
X 42.41000, 38.26000, 34.66000, 31.48000, .:1&.66000, 26.12000,
X 23.79000, 21.63000, 19.60000, 17.66000, 15.80000, 14.01000,
X 12.29000, 10.66000/
OATA T17/ 85.1184, 74.9383, 66.1636, 58.6102, 52.1123, 46.5214,
X 41.70360, 37.53840, 33.91760, 30.74480, 27.935~0, 25.41610,
X 23.12450, 21.00880, 19.02780, 17.15060, 15.35620, 13.63380,
X 11.98190, 10.40740/
OATA T18/ 84.7600, 74.5400. 65.7200. 58.1200,51.5800,45.9500,
X 41.10000, 36.91000, 33.28000, 30.10000, 27.30000, 24.80000,
X 22.53000, 20.45000, 18.52000. 16.69000, 14.95000, 13.29000.
X 11.70000, 10.18000/
OATA T19/ 84.4600, 74.2000, 65.3400. 57.7COO, 51.1200, 45.4600,
X 40.58000, 36.37000, 32.72000, 29.53000, 26.73000, 24.25000,
X 22.00000, 19.96000, 18.06000, 16.28000, 14.59000, 12.97000,
X 11.43000, 9.96300/
OATA T20/ 84.2023, 73.9074, 65.0142, 57.3417, 50.7292, 45.0336,
X 40.12650, 35.89180, 32.22580, 29.03470, 26.23500, 23.75540,
X 21.53060, 19.50740, 17.64160, 15.89810, 14.25100, 12.68360,
X 11.18790. 9.76410/
OATA T21/ 83.2433, 72.8209, 63.7912, 55.9766,49.2205,43.3851,
X 38.34820, 34.00070, 30.24480, 26.99280, 24.16570, 21.69310,
X 19.51260, 17.56960,15.81730,14.21660,12.73650,11.35310,
X 10.05070, 8.82059/
DATA T22/ 82.7808, 72.2943, 63.1948, 55.3048, 48.4693, 42.~527,
X 37.43530, 33.01150, 29.18750,25.87920,23.01150,20.51690,
X 18.33520, 16.41300, 14.70340, 13.16620, 11.76780, 10.48140,
X 9.28662, 8.16990/
OATA T23/ 82.5236, 72.0012, 62.8617, 54.9281, 48.0456, 42.0794,
X 36.91100, 32.43670, 28.56450, 25.21300, 22.30950, 19.78900.
X 11.59340, 15.67080, 13.97510,12.46640,11.11010, 9.87782,
X 8.74691, 7.70062/
OATA T24/ 82.3662, 71.8216, 62.6574, 54.6965, 47.7842, 41.7860,
X 36.58420, 32.07560, 28.16950, 24.78600, 21.85410, 19.31000,
X 17.09880, 15.16850, 13.47470, 11.97790, 10.64300, 9.44274,
X 8.35127, 7.35063/
OATA T25/ 82.2628, 71.7037, 62.5233, 54.5442, 47.6121, 41.5923,
X 36.36750, 31.83500, 27.90470, 24.49750, 21.54360, 18.98080,
X 16.75420, 14.81430, 13.11730, 11.62440, 10.30150, 9.11911,
X 8.05277, 7.08266/
DATA T26/ 82.1914, 71.6222, 62.4304, 54.4388, 47.4928, 41.4579,
X 36.21670, 31.66690, 27.71890, 24.29400, 21.32300, 18.74490,
X 16.50530, 14.55600, 12.85400,11.36100,10.04360, 8.87225,
X 7.82223, 6.87307/
OATA T27/ 82.1399, 71.5034, 62.3636, 54.3e29, 47.4068, 41.3608,
X 36.10770, 31.54510, 27.58380, 24.14540, 21.16120, 18.57060,
X 16.32020, 14.36230, 12.65480, 11.16000, 9.84471, 8.67993,
X 7.64071, 6.70620/
DATA T28/ 82.1016, 71.5197, 62.3138, 54.3C63, 47.3427, 41.28B5,

























































X 16.17910, 14.21370, 12.50080, 11.00330, 9.68843, 8.52743,
X 7.49539, 6.57129/
OATA T29/ 82.0723, 71.4863, 62.2758, 54.2e31, 47.2937, 41.2331,
X 35.96400, 31.38430, 27.40480, 23.94770, 20.94470, 18.33610,
X 16.06920, 14.09740, 12.37950, 10.879CO, 9.5e356, 8.40460,
X 7.37737, 6.46077/
OATA T30/ 82.0494, 71.4602, 62.2461, 54.2293, 47.2554, 41.1898,
X 35.91530, 31.32960, 27.34380, 23.88010, 20.87040, 18.25520,
X 15.98200, 14.00470, 12.28240, 10.77890, 9.46232, 8.30433,
X 7.28033, 6.36920/
DATA T31/ 82.0311, 71.4394, 62.2224, 54.2024, 47.2249, 41.1553,
X 35.87640, 31.28600, 27.29510, 23.82600, 20.81080, 18.19010,
X 15.91170, 13.92970, 12.20340, 10.69720, 9.37921, 8.22151,
X 7.19965, 6.29253/
DATA T32/ 82.0164, 71.4226, 62.2032, 54.1E06, ~7.2002, 41.1274,
X 35.84490, 31.25060, 27.25560, 23.78210, 20.76240, 18.13710,
X 15.85430, 13.86820,12.13850,10.62960, 9.31019, 8.15236,
X 7.13192, 6.22775/
OATA T33/ 82.0042, 71.4088, 62.1875, 54.1e28, 47.1800, 41.1045,
X 35.81900, 31.22160, 27.22310, 23.74590, 20.72250, 18.09340,



















:> XXXK=XXKI I I
12 IFIXT-XXTIM-1JI499,499,9
499 00 6 J=l,"1
IFIXT-XXTIJI17,8,6
6 CONTINUE























































































159 XK1=1 XXXK-XKI lOK
XK2= 1XK-XXK 11-111 lOK
XJ1=XK1*XJA1+XK2*XJB1
XJ 2= XK 1*XJ A2+ XK2* XJB2
XJ3=XK1*XJA3+XK2*XJB3
GO TO 71
70 XK1=(XXK( I+ll-XK J lOK
XK2=1 XK-XXXKJ/OK
XJ l=XK l*XJB 1+ XK2* XJC1
XJ2=XK1*XJB2+XK2*XJC2
XJ3=XK1*XJB3+XK2*XJC3
71 DSJ=(AB 1+1. J/(AB1*(XT-XXTlJ-1l1/IXJ3-XJ21+( XT-XXTlJ+llll (XJ1-XJ2J I
IFILGI222,111,222
222 XABCJ=XJ2+IXT-~XX11*OSJ





DKA=X J 1 * IXK 11 (XJ A3-XJ A2 J +XK2I (XJA 1-XJA211
OKB=XJ1*IXK1/IXJB3-XJB21+XK2/IXJB1-XJB211
DKC=XJ1 *( XK 11 1XJC3-XJ C21 +XK21 (XJC1- XJC211
XK1=XT- XXXT
XJ l=XJA 2+ XK 1/DKA
XJ2=XJB2+XK1/0KB
XJ3=XJC 2+XKl/DKC








XM=1. 253314*XT*1 1.-ER FI 7 .071067E-1*XT II *EAXG*EAXG
XK04=SQRT (XAl

































































SXM= 1 (-2.1 *T4-T2 J*XM+2.*T4
OK=SV*XA
SG=10.5*TO*OK*(SXA+2.*XA+SV*SXAJ-«l.+SIJJ*XA-1.1*(OK+TO*TD*SXAIII






R 3=5.3333333* 1 (-5.1 *XKOl-8.* XK02+XK031
XKG5=XM/XA
XK06=XA/WG









XJ2= 1O. 5-XJ 11 *V1
XJ3=10.375-XJ21*Yl
XJ4=10.3125-XJ31*V1
SJC=S v* XJO* SV* (-0.51
SV1=SV*V1
SJ1=(-SJ01*V1-XJ1*SVl
SJ2= 1-SJ 11 * V1- XJ 2*SYl
SJ3=I-SJ21*V1-XJ3*SV1
SJ4=( -SJ31 * Yl-XJ 4*SYl
GO TD 1000
900 XJ5=(I«(11 110.1444644*V-0.1494459J*V+0.1549810J*V-0.1öl13021*V
1+0.16818801 *V- 0.1 761970J *V+0.18547051 *V-0.1 9638061*V+0. 20947261*V
2--0.22553591 *V+O. 24609 37
XJ4=O. 2734375- v* XJ5











































































• NTVP 16) I
I*SJO+R lK* 1- SJl+2. *SJ 2 l+R2*11-3.) *XJ2+4. *XJ3 )+i<2K*11-3. )*SJ2 +4.*































220 DJK=-O. 69315*XABCJ-1. 088191*Y ISXA* I XKC4*SJO +R1K* l-SJ 1+2. *SJ 2 I
1+R2K*I-3. *SJ2+4.*SJ31 +R3K*I- 5.*SJ3+6 .*SJ411
GO TO 111
2229 BETA=2.**XK*1.E-5
















































































9000 FCRMATllHO/lHO/' PROGRAMM KENNZIFFER 3')
WRITE lNOUTP,90011
9001 FORMATl' PROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNUNG VON RESO~A~ZSELBSTABSCHIRMFAKTORE




















87 FCRMATllHO/' ***ERRDR 3. 1 : THE OATA fOR '.3A6.' COUlD NOT BE fOU
























































































IFlNEN-1.lT.JI I. WRITE lNOUTP,lOlS1 LI
101S FORMATllHO/' ***WARNING 3. 1 : IT IS ONlY POSSIBlE TO CALCUlATE UN









IFlMDIMF.EQ.OI GO TO 2001
MDIMP= I MDIMF-U*MIlIM+M+1
RETURN
2001 00 2222 1=1,4
IFlI.EQ.3.ANO.ISTRUK.EQ.01 GO TO 2222
























11 FORMATllHO/' ***WARNING 3. Z : THE lOWER ENERGY GROUP BOUNDARY "
































































14 FORMATllHO/' ***WARNING 3. 3 : THE OESIRED DATA FOR ',3AS,' ARE ON
llY AVAIlABlE IN KEoAK UNTIl ',E16.8,'EV'1
J I=l

















3007 WRITE INOUTP,3003J NTYPIII,NTYPIII
3003 fORMATllHO/' ***WARNING 3.4 : THE TYPE ',A6,' CAN NOT BE CAlCULAT
lEO'/' BECAUSE THE ENERGY POINTS FOR MUH ARE ALL lESS THAN THE FIR







GO TO 129,31 tIJ











































































3 C06 XMU1= XM UIKK-lJ + I X.MUI KKI-XMUI KK-ll J * 1E11J- EM U1KK-1 I I / I EMU 1KK l-












101 FLUSS Ill=PHIIEI II I
GO TO 19,16l,IX










































































































126 I ST=I ST+1
I STMI I I =IST
























































































































4007 00 60 lI=l,~I
VA=FlUSSl11/ISIGl +SIGOllIll
VB=FlUSSI21/lSIG2 +SIGO(lIll
IFIJAN.NE.21 GO TO 3028
ZfllI,l I=ZBllI,l I+EV*ISTll1*XMUl *vA+STl21*XMU2*VBl
3028 ZAllI,l,JANl=ZAllI,l,JAN1+EV*ISTll1*VA+STI21*V61
3029 XNllI,l,JANI=XN(lI,l,JANI+EV*{VA+VBI



















XIHl I=ZAIM I ,l,41 /XN( MI ,l,41
00 63 i, 1=1 ,MI
00 363 lA=l,lRJ
IFlXINTEll,lAI.EQ.O.OR.XNllI,l,lAl.EQ.OI GO TO 366

















































































IFIJFAK.EQ.Ol GO TO 69
LZ=NE-l
WRITE INOUTP,53001 lZ
5300 FORMATllHO/' ***WARNING 3. 5 : IN THE ENERGY GROUP ',14,' THE
lSHIElDING FACTORS ARE SET TO 1, BECAUSE THE CROSS SECTIONS'/'
























35 FORMATI1HO,A5.9H GRUPPE =I3,3X.15HGRUPPENGRENZEN 2E16.S1
IFIISTRUK.EQ.ll GO TO 5201
WR!TE I NOUT P, 5200 I
5200 FCRMATI1HO,22X.7HSIGMA A,11X,7HSIGMA N,10X,9HSIGMA N01,9X,
18HSIGMA N1,10X,8HSIGMA r i /)
GC TO 5203
5201 WRITE lNOUTP,52021



















































































































































IFIIHCl11.EQ.IMPI111 GO TO 802
IFIIHCll'.NE.IMPI211 GO TO 822
802 LAR=l
00 803 JJ=l,ITYP
If(ITNAMI":JI.EQ.NNUII GO TU 805





807 WRITE INOUTP,8081 MAT
808 fCRMATllHO/' ***WARNING 4. 1 : THE GRaUp CROSS SECTION SGC CAN NOT
1 BE CAlCULATEO fOR ',A5/' BECAUSE THE REACTION TYPES SGf ANO SGA A
















IFI ITNAMIJJ I.NE.NNI91.0R.ITNAMIJJ I.NE.NNllO)) GO TO 871





876 FORMATllHO/' ***WARNING 4. 2 : THE GRCUP CROSS SECTION FOR ',2A8.
I' CAN NOT BE CAlCUlATEO'I' BECAUSE THE VAlUES OF SGf ARE ZERO')
GC TO 3




































































9000 fORMATI1HO/1HO/' PROGRAMM KENNZIfFER 4'1
WRITE INOUTP,90011













l'SIGMA N01',9X,'SIGMA N1',10X,'SIGMA T1'/1
XINTEILI,ll=XINTEILI,ll-XINTEILI,31




1Ft I STRUK.E Q.lI GO Ta 5204
WRITE INOUTP,391
39 FCRMATIIHO,5X,4HSIGO,15X,2HFA,16X,2HFN, 16X,4HFN01,14X, 3HFN1,15X,
13HFTlIJ
GO TO 5206
5204 WRITE I NOUTP ,52051


























2010 FORMATllHO/' ***WARNING 4. 3 : TYPE '.A6,' 15 SET TO ZERO. THIS TY





2009 WRITE lNOUTP.11) ENGlNGR),INFESTlK).K=1.3),SEl1)
2008 M=2



















IFllDIF.EQ.O) GO Ta 2091








4 XNENI LI )=0.































































7 FORMATllHO/' ***WARNING 4. 4 : oATA FCR ',3AS,' COUlD NOT BE FOUND




IFIITNAMlJJ).EQ.NNI41.0R.ITNAMlJJI.EQ.NNI51) GO Ta 2023
GO Ta 66




2022 WRITE lNOUTP.2019) ITNAMlJJ)
2019 FORMATllHO/' ***WARNING 4.5 : TYPE ',A6,' CAN NOT BE CAlCUlATEo B
lECAU5E THE ENERGY SCAlE OF'/' THIS TYPE BEGINS AT A HIGHER ENERGY







10 WRITE lNOUTP,ll1 ENGlll,INFESTlKJ,K=1,31,ElU
11 FGRMATllHO/' ***WARNING 4. 6 : THE lOWER ENERGY GROUP BOUNoARY "
lE16.8,'EV IS NOT IN THE AVAIlABlE ENERGY RANGE IN KEDAK FOR 'lAX,






14 FORMATllHO/' ***WARNING 4. 7 : THE oESIREO DATA FOR ',3A5,' ARE ON
lLY AVAIlABLE IN KEOAK UNTIL ',E16.8,'EV'1
I ZLM=-l
GO TO 50















GO TO I 9, 8 I ,IJ






























































EI 11 =ENGI LI































2033 I FlIK .GT .21 I K=I K-1
KK=IK
00 2034 IK=KK,MMMM



















































































23 !FlITNAMIJJI.EQ.NNI41 I GO TC 72





























IFIMAT .NE.NNlSII GO TO 120
IFI ITNAMIJJ) .NE.NPl1311 GO TC 120
121 EN=AlOGIEI21/El111
SF1=SIG1*FlUSS(1)




50IF{ITNAMlJJI.EQ.NN(5).OR.ITNAMIJJI.EQ.NNI911 GO TO S03
GO Ta soo





IFIMAT .NE.NNI811 GO TO 122



































































SIG2=S~~SIG3-SIGlI*1 EI2)-E 11 l l 11 E(3)-E 11 l l 3150
GO TO ~1':f(r'fNAI1 l<lJ) .eGl. "''''(4).012. tTIVJcMCH) .ea. tv/JlS"») GOTO~O"53160
107 E(2)=El3 3170
SIG2=SIG3 >Ir» 3180
IflHNAMlJJ).EQ.NNI4).OR.ITNAMlJJI.EQ.NNlSH GO TO 2025 3190
GO TO 26 3200
2025 rf"(lK.GT• .2) 11c"lk-/\---{ kk:: 11{ 3210
00 202b IK=KK.MMMM 3220
IFlSEIIKl-EI3l)2026,2027.2028 3230
2026 CONTINUE 3240
If" (Se(}1!tMM) - e-/VG(. L.-tA)) ;t9:2.:l. \ ;lD~.:'T, .20;;t"5 3250
2027 S~NI2l=FSElIKl 3260
GO TO 26 3270
2028 SFNI21=FSElIK-ll+IFSElIKI-FSElIK-11)*IEI3l-SEIIK-ll)/1SEIIKI-SEI 3280
HK-li) 3290




GO TO 9 3340
52 NNI'\=NEN-l 3350
IflKGRU.EQ.O) GO TO 501 3360
WRITElNOUTP.502)MAT,ITNAMIJJI 3370
502 FORMATlI' ***WARNING 4. 8 : THE GROUP CROSS SECTION FOR',2A9,' CAN 3380·
INOT BE CAlCUlATEO IN ALL ENERGY GROUPS REQUIREO'I' BECAUSE THE FIS 3390
2S ION CROSS SECTIONS ON KEOAK ARE EQUAl TO l ERO' I 3400
IFlMM-M.l T.MM-NNNI GO TO 3 3410
501 IFlJJJ-l)54.56,54 3420
56 N=O 3430
WRITE lJAI N.MMM >r-r ~O'tS 1~(lk.GT.J) Ik·,,>1!<---1 3440
JJJ=2 kk~ 11.( 3450
54 N=2 1)0 ;z.04b 1k-kl< 11111111 3460
WRITElJAIN.M.NNN 1~(Sell'~)-;;I'»)'''' 3410J=4 ....... 1:>...... ~04", ~O'-t?,d.0'<83480
N=NEN-M '!D4t:. COlüTII-Il.tcS 3490
IFIKS IK.EQ. 3) GO TO 881 6<9TD :t9~~ 3500
IFIKSIK.EQ.21 GO TO 817 :t.94). S'fI-l(.:l.)=:FSeul.<:) 3510
IFlKSIK.EQ.Ol GO TO 812 GOTO:t3 3520
00 B13 J=M, IGRUP ~O"8 Si'I.J(~)., FSG"{/k-.4).j- Cl'SG(lk)-3530
813 STREUI J l=XI NTEI J l 4~S.H.lk-A))"'{ e'l.:2.)-SG"( I k-AnJ 3540
GO TO B74 J./S-('~) seCI!< A» 3550
877 00 878 J=M. IGRUP ... ~ - - 3560
878 STREUI J I=STREUIJ I lXI NTEI JI 60,0 2.3 3510
IFlITNAMIJJ I.EQ.NNllO II GO TO 819 35BO
00 880 J=M.IGRUP 3590
880 XINTEIJI=STREUIJl 3600
GO TO 872 3610







910 FORMATllHO.2A7.9H GRUPPEI3.4H BISI3)
WR ITE I NOUTP .9091 I XI NTE I J) • J=M. IGRU P l
909 FORMATllH .1E16.8/11X.1E16.8ll
IFIITNAMIJJI.EQ.NNllll GO TO 810
IFllTNAMIJJI.EQ.NI\l211 GO TO 812
GO TO 816
810 00 813 J=M,IGRUP
813 SGCIJl=SGClJl+XINTEIJ)
IFIINR.EQ.ll GO Ta 818
INR=l
GO TO 3
812 00 814 J=M,IGRUP
814 SGClJ )=SGCI J I-XINIEIJ I











816 IFIMAT .NE.NNI811 GO TO 3










600 Da 51 K=l,IGRUP
51 XINTE lKl=".
GO TJ 52








































































9000 FORMAT ClHO/lHO/' PROGRAMM KENNZIffER S')
WRITE CNA ,900l)














304 FORMAT C' ***ERROR 5.01 : THE LOWER BOUNDARY Of THE LOWEST ENERGY
IGROUP HAS TO BE LARGER OR EQUAL Ta 1.E-3 hHICH IS THE LOWEST
















C DETERMINATION OF THE EFFECTIVE INITIAL ENERGY GROUP OUT OF WHICH
C INElASTIC SCATTERING OCCURS AND GF THE LAST GROUP UP TO WHICH














































































179 FORMAT C' ***ERROR 5.04 : WITH INCIOENT NEUTRON ENERGIES OUT Of
1THE ENRGY GROUPS REQUESTED IN THE INPUT INELASTIC SCATTERING
2CANNOT OCCUR,SINCE THE FIRST ENERGY AT WHICH INELASTIC SCATTERING
3CROSS SECTIONS ARE STOREO ON KEDAK IS HIGHER THAN THE UPPER
4ENERGY LIMIT OF THE HIGHEST ENERGY GROUP (LOWEST GROUP NUMBER












LCCP OVER ALL OUTSCATTERING GROUPS TO BE CONSIDERED
00 1 I=NEA,IE
NEI=NE-I







LCOP OVER ALL INSCATTERING GROUPS
00 2 K=l,I
SUM=DBLECO.O)






DETERMINATION OF THE LIMITS EU,EO fOR I~TEGRATION OVER THE
OUTSCATTERING GROUP
8IFCCE(K)+AECJII.LT.ECIII GOTO 9
17 IF(CE(KI+AECJ}).GE.EH} GOTO 88
57 EU=EIK)+AE(J)
GO TO 44

























































































































































43 IFIIAB.EQ.OI GOTO 181





SUMMATION LOOP FOR INTEGRAL CLOSED
3 CONTINUE
LOOP OVER EXCITAION LEVELS J CLOSED


















































































































72 IfIIAB.NE.OJ GOTO 70
73 IFIETIKMJ.GE.EDI GOTO 75
16 IAF=IG
GO TO 4

















CALCULATION OF THE INTEGRAL BETWEEN EU AND EO BV TRAPElOIDAL RUlE


















139 I FIEMAX .EQ.ETlLMAX) GOTO 130
IFIEMAX .EQ.EINAB+lll GOTO 130
IFIEMAX .LT.EINAB+l» GOTO 141
141 KE=1
IFIOI.LE.O.O) GOTO 130







130 IfIGES.EQ.O.O) GOTO 54






















C ORGANIZATION OF THE OUTPUT ON lISTING IN IHE FORM OF MAXIMUM 11
C SCATTERING PROBABILITIES PER LINE STARTING WITH THE OUTSCATTERING
C GROUP OF lOWEST ENERGYllARGEST GROUP NU~BER ACCORDING TO ABN-SET)









169 00 146 lI=I,Kll





































































C NEI-OUTSCATTERING GROUP ACCORDING TO THE CGUNTING IN THE ASN-SET
C I.E. LOWEST GROUP NUMBER CORRESPONDS TO HIGHEST ENERGY BOUNDARIES
C WAHR-PROBABILITY FOR INELASTIC SCATTERING OUT OF GROUP I INTO K
152 WRITE{NA,124) NEI,{WAHRILM),LM=I,LII)
124 FORMAT (3X,I2,5X, ll{ EI0.3, IX})
GO TO 146





















































































THE NUMBER Of ENERGIES STOREO FOR THE
OF LEVEL J IS LARGER THAN THAT FOR THE




































































IFIISGF.EQ.Ol GO TO 304
ISGP=IISGF-IJ*ISG+K+l
RETURN
30', IFIJ.NE.ll GOTO 22
EMAX =ETI Kl
KMAXIJ) - CONSTANT WHICH HAS TO BE ADDED TO EMIN lAND ALL HIGHER
ENERGIES) TO OBTAIN THE FIRST ENERGY IANO HIGHER ENERGIES RESP.l
AT WHICH CROSS SECTION VALUES FOR THE LEVEL J ARE AVAILABLE ON
KEOAK
22 KMAXIJJ=K
IFIFELD(4).NE.AEIJll GO TO 21







312 FORMAT I' ***ERROR 5.02
lEXCITATION CROSS 5ECTIONS
2FIRST ILOWEST) LEVEL.THIS




180 FORMAT I' ***ERROR 5.03 : ONE OF THE eOUNOARIES DF THE ENERGY
1RANGE IN WHICH INELASTIC SCATTERING IS POSSIBLE EMAX 1- UPPER
2ENERGY LIMIT OF THE OISCRETE REGIeN) OR EMIN 1 - LAST KEDAK-ENERGY
3AT WHICH THE TOTAL INELASTIC SCATTERING CROSS SECTION 15 STILL
4EQUAL TO ZERO) IS NOT CONTAINED IN ANY CF THE ENERGY GROUPS OF
5THE GIVEN GROUP STRUCTURE. THAT MEANS THE GIVEN STRUCTURE OF
6ENERGY GROUPS OOES NOT COVER THE WHOLE ENERGY RANGE.')
DETERMINATION OF THE ENERGY GROUP IA, IN WHICH EMIN IS LYING, AND
OF THE ENERGY GROUP NAB, IN WHICH EMAX IS LYING.
00 8<, L=l, NE1
IFIE,'1IN .GE.EI U .AND.EMIN
IFIEMIN .GE.EIL+ll) GOlO 84














































































INELASTIC SCATTERING CROSS SECTIONS WITH ENERGY SCALE FROM KNOF
ABOVE THRESHOLD FCR INELASTIC SCATTERING EMIN
NFRlll=3
10 CALL NDFLOC IN,NFEL,FELD,NDAT,NCO)
L=O
11 IFIFELD(5).NE.0.0) GOTO 36
L=l
SGITIl )=FELOISl


















REAOING OF INELASTIC EXCITATION CROSS SECTICNS AND DETERMINATION
OF THE NUMBER OF EXCITATION LEVELS JMAT ANO THE MAXIMUM ENERGY
EMAX, UP TO WHICH LEVEL EXCITAICN CROSS SECTIONS ARE AVAILABLE ON
KEOAK ICORRESPONOS BOUNDARY BETWEEN CONTINUUM AND OISCRETE REGION)
A KEOAK CONVENTIDN IS PRESUPPDSED HERE: TI-E TOTAL INELASTIC
SCAlTERING CROSS SECTION ANO THE INELASTIC EXCITAION CROSS
SEClIONS FOR THE DIFFERENT LEVELS HAVE TO BE STORED AT THE SAME
ENERGY POINTS WHERE DATA FOR THE EXCITATICN FUNCTIONS ARE GIVEN
STARlING AT THE HIGHESl ENERGY BELOW THE LEVEL ENERGY OF THE
EXCITATION LEVEL CONCERNED
N FEll 1 )=4
FELOI41=0.0





21 CALL NOHOC IN,NFEL,FELD,NDAT,NCOJ
J=J+l



















Hl ETllMAl.lT .EINAB+1)) GOTO 315
00 313 l=l,lMA
IfIETIU.GE.EINAB+l) I GOTO 314
313 CONTINUE
C lMAX - INUMBER OF KEOAK ENERGIES + 11 BE1~EEN EMIN AND THE UPPER




C INTERPOLATION OF IHE WEIGHTING FUNCIICN AT IHE KECAK ENERGY POINTS
316 KEN1=KEN-1




306 HIKEN.EQ.O I GOTD 156
15 00 32 lF=l,lMAX
WERT I lF 1=0.
00 16 IF=1,KEN1















C INTERPOLATION OF SIGMA TOTAL ANO IHE hEIGHTING fUNCTION AT THE
C ENERGY GROUP BOUN DARI ES




8 IFUI.EQ.IAI GDTO 50
9 I A1=I A+1
IFI II-IAll 90,108,90
7 I F I II- I Al 90,108,90


















































































102 IfIElII+ll.GT.ETllUI GOTO 122
GC TO 40
C THE END GROUP I S IHE CASE IN QUESllON
122 IFIII.NE.NABI GOTO 107
123 NEl=NE-1
IFINAB.NE.NE11 GOTO 107















C CAlCUlATION OF THE INTEGRAL OVER THE WEIGHTING FUNCTIDN ANO THE




3 I FIEl II I.GE.Hll» GOTD 103









S UP=DIFF* IF hI2+FH Il 1/2.
GO TO 28
104 IFIIl.NE.lAl GOTD 19
5 IFIEI II I.GE.Hllll GOTD 34

































































19 IF(IL.NE.LEl) GOTO 26
27 Fli1=FU2
oI Ff=EE-ETl LEU





SUP=OIff*1 WERT I IL+lI+WERTl I U}J2.
35 fU2=SGIT(IL+11*WERT(IL+ll
28 SUMM=SUMM+OIff*(fU1+fU2112.
SUrr I l=SU t r Il+SUP
30 CONTINUE









C XKON CALCULATES TRANSITION PROBABILITIES FOR INELASTIC SCATTERING





C XNUE IS THE AOJUSTABLE PARAMETER FOR THE CALCULAT10N OF THE







C 01>0. MEANS:IN ENERGY GROUP NUGR BOTH RESOL~EO ANO UNRESOLVEO
C LEVELS HAVE TO BE CONSIOEREO.EMAX(MMl IS THE HIGHEST ENERGV,




C INOIRECT ASSUMPTICN FOR DEfINITION Of EENC :




















































C THE UPPER ENERGY LIMIT ON KEDAK
GOT03
2 0=1.
EANf= EN G(NU GR l
GO TO 202
3 IFIKENl4,4,5
C FCLLOWING IS THE CALCULATION Of THE AVERAGED NUCLEAR TEMPERATURE.
C fOR KEN>OISTATEMENT NUMBER 5) THE AVERAGEC NUCLEAR TEMPERATURE
C IS CALCULATED USING AN ENERGY POINTWI5E FLUX,SUBMITTEO BY INPUT.










1 E (MANF-ll l
200 MAN=MANF-1



















00 136 J=JA ,JE
DELT= E(J+11-E(J I
Sl=SO








C IF KEN=OISTATEMENT NUMBER4l,THE AVERAGE NLCLEAR TEMPERATURE

























































































C IF (EIHI/THETA-EIH+ll/THETAI LESS OR EQUAl O.Ol,(STATEMENT
C NUMBER 600l,EXD 15 USEO TO CAlCUlATE THE TRANSITION PROBABIlITIES.
C OTHERWISE(STATEMENT NUMBER 6011 THE DOUBLE PRECISION EXPONENTIAl
C FUNCTION IS SUFFICIENT.































































































DOUBLE ?RECISION fUNCTION EXDIXI




IFIOABSIXNI.lE.l.D-501 GO TO 2
N=N+l
GO TO 1











DOUBLE ?RECISION FUNCTION ONfAKINNI
C ONfAK CAlCUlATES N*IN-ll*IN-21* •••••••*(N-(N-l)1 FOR THE


















































































IFIKEN.NE.OI GO TO 2
1 FIS=PHHEFII
GO TC 3
2 00 105 KI=l,KEN















































































































C NSTlLI= ANZAHL DER AEQUIDISTANTEN STREUKOSINUSSTUETZPUNKTE DER
C SGNC IM L-SYSTEM FUER DAS lL-ll-TE MOMENT
CIITA LEG/2,1,3,4,5,61
C LEG = REIHENFOLGE BEI DER MOMENTENBERECHNUNG
C
WRITE INOUT ,90001
9000 FORMATIIHO/1HO/' PROGRAMM KENNZIFFER 6'1
WRITE lNOUT ,90011




C ISM = ANZAHL DER ENERGIESTUETZPUNKTE PRO MAKROGRUPPE IM GROBNETZ
C ISO = MAXIMALE ANZAHL DER ENERGIESTUETZPUNKTE PRO MAKROGRUPPE
C IM FEINNETZ
C NK = ANZAHL VON GRUNDPUNKTEN IM UEBERSTREUBEREICH
C NR = MAXIMALZAHL VON GRUNDPUNKTEN IM NICHT-UEBERSTREUBEREICH
C NS = MAXIMALE FEINGRUPPENZAHL PRO GROBGRUPPE
PM = 1
PM = ANTEIL VON MUEL BEI DER KORREKTUR DES 1. MOMENTES
NECU = MAXIMALF STREUBREITE
NMAX = MAXIMALER LEGENDRE-APPROXIMATIONSGRAO
NOUT = UNIT-NUMMER DER AUSGABE-DATEI
ICOS = ANZAHL DER AEQUIDISTANTEN STREUKOSINUSSTUETZPUNKTE DER VON
KNDF GELESENEN DIFFERENTIELLEN STREUQUERSCHNITTE ISGNCI
10






























































C***** M A K R 0 G R U P P E N R E C H NUN G *************************
C











































































C**** BESTIMMUNG DES EINSTREUINTERVAllES********************************





28 IF(MASSE.EQ.l1 GOTO 62
00 60 NE = I.NEN
60 EAINEI = EB(NEI
62 CONTINUE
C





C*****EINORDNEN DES AUSSTREUINTERVAllES UND lESEN OER SGNC**************
IF(EAll1.GE.EENDl GOTD 88



































































































4 NGR = NEGR-l
QA = A8N(11/ABN(21









IFINSPEK.GT.l1 GO TO 305
KSPE=O
KSFEK=O





350 FORMAT(/I' ***ERRDR 6.8 : THE SMAllEST GROUP 80UNDARY MUST BE GREA












913 FORMATI!!' ***ERROR 6.1 : FOR ',A8.' SCATTERING MATRICES CANNOT B
lE CAlCUlATED'!16X'FOR ENERGIFS ABOVE',lPEI0.3,' EV FOR lACK OF SGN
C
1001 WRITE INOUT,10021 STOFF







































































lF(M.lT.ISDI GO TO 116
ISCP=100
RETURN
116 IFIES.lT.EANFI GO TO 120
00 112 J = 1.M
IFIECOIJI.lT.ESJ S~OIJI = COM
112 CONTINUE
120 IFIIABSIISEll.GT.11 GO TO 122
00 118 J = l,K

















































































IF(ES.lE.EANFI GO TO 100




00 84 IP = 1,ICOS
84 SGNCIIP,NUI = SGNCIIP,NAI
EAlll = EANF
NEN = NEN+l
Da 86 IP = 1.ICOS
86 SGNCIIP.l1 = 0.7957747E-Ol
GOTO 100
74 AINEJ = EAINEJ
00 76 NE = 1.NEN














104 IFIE(NU+ll.GE.EANFI GO TO 106
NU=NU+l
GO TO 104




00 111 IP = 1,ICOS
DO 110 NE = 1,NEN







C*****KOSINUS UNO ENERGIEN BEI ISOTROPIE IM CM-SYSTEM*******************
88 00 90 IP = 1,ICOS







2C ON KEOAK' I
1002 FORMATlli' ***ERROR 6.7 : FOR
lE CAlCUlATED FOR'/16X,'lACK OF
END
3040
',A8,' SCATTERING MATRICES CANNOT B 3050
ISOTI IATOMIC WEIGHTJ ON KEDAK'J 3060
3070

























1 K = 0



















00 4 I = 2,M
IFIIAlI-ll.lE.O.I.ANO.IAIII.GE.O.11 GOTO 5
4 CONTINUE
5 IA = I
IB = I-I
00 6 I = IA,M
6 SP = SP+OBlEIAIIIJ
00 7 I = I,IB
7 SN = SN+OBlEIAIIB+I-III
GOTO 12
8 00 9 I = l,M
9 SP = SP+OBlEIAIIII
GOTO 12
10 00 11 I = l,M







































































00 26 I = 2,NM
18 IFlXlII-AIJII 20,22,24
20 S = XIII-UM
YlII = (1IA4*S+A3J*S+A21*S+A11*S+VM
GOTD 26
22 Ylii = BlJI
GOTO 26
24 J = J+l






























































00 2 K = l.KE


































































3 11 = INTIIR-ll+l
IS = 0
00 4 I = II, IM













C*****ANZAHl DER SGN IN DER N-TEN GRUPPE***********~********************
00 10 N = IL,IM
10 lST INJ = 0
EA = ABN I IM+ll
EE = ABNIIll
11 CALL LOOKlIISO,K,V,W.EA.EE,OJ
00 12 N = Il,IM
A = ABNIN+ll
B = ABNINI
00 12 MM = I, K
E = VIK-MM+l1












C = SGN-STEllEN IN DER N-TEN GRUPPE
lSG = NK+5
C = GRUNDPUNKTE PRO GRUPPE
lSM = IISM-NS*INK+5IJ/NS
C = SGNC-ENERGIESTUETZSTELlEN PRO GRUPPE



























































1 F lA I K l- 8 I Il 1















































ST I11 = S*D
GOTO 4
2 T = (S-SVl/lE-EVI
ETIII = EA
STIlI = O*IS+T*IEA-Ell












ETINU 1 = EE
STINUI = STINU-ll
RETURN































































20 FORMAT(II' ***ERROR 6.5 : FOR ',A8,' IN THE FINE-STRUCTURE MIXTUR
lE NO SGT'/16X,'ARE ON KECAK'I
22 FORMAT(II' ***ERROR 6.6 : FOR ',A8,' IN THE FINE-STRUCTURE MIXTUR

























































94 FORMATIIIIIIX,'M A K R 0 G R U P P E N'II}
96 FORMATI1HO,2X,I2,'. MAKROGRUPPE',5X,I3,'. BIS ',13,'. FEINGRUPPE'I
100 FORMAT(1114X, 'VERTEILUNG DER SGN'lll
102 FORMATI1X,I3,'. FEINGRUPPE',12X,I4,, SGN'I
103 FORMAT(lHO,6X,'INSGESAMT',12X,I4,' SGN'}
SUBROUTINE MIXSGT(KT,MAT,DAT,NTT,NTP,NT,ET,ST,EA,EEI





























CATA NWlll,AI2},AI3} 13,'BEST ','SGT 'I
C








00 8 I = 1,IE
IP = INTI Il+l
IFII.EQ.l} IP = IP-l






























































1,61 ,INAIIl,I = 1,61,INB(Il,I






3 CO 5 1 = 1,6
NAl Il = I-I
5 NBlIl = NSTIS




00 4 I = Il,lM
4 WRITElNOUT,9331
WR!TEl NOUT,9341
7 11 = INTlIR+l1+l
12 = I NT! IR I +1












00 2 N = 1,NE
2 SII,Nl = SII,Nl*F
909 FORMAT< IHO I
919 FORMAT(lHOI124X,'I N F 0 R M A T ION E N'lll
920 FORMATIIHO,I2,'. AUSSTREUINTERVAll = ',12,'. MAKROGRUPPE', 5X,EI0.
14,' EV',' - ',EI0.4,' EV'1
921 FORMATIIHO,I2,'. EINSTREUINTERVAll',23X,EI0.4,' EV',' - ',EI0.4,
I' EV' I
922 FORMATlIHO,'ZAHl DER ENERGIESTUETZPUNKTE IM ',12,'. AUSSTREUINTERV
lAll',18X,I4)
925 FORMATIIHO,'ZAHl OER GELESENEN SGN IM AUSSTREUINTERVAll',28X,I4)




























































00 2 I = 1, IC
V = SQRTlO.5*11.+Al+ll.-All*AIIlll
DIMENSION A(ICI,SlIC,ISMl
10 IFINU.GT.Ol GOTO 12
EW = ETUI
SW = SHll






12 T = lS-SVl/lE-EVl
NP = NU+l
00 14 I = NP,NT
IFlETlIl.GT.EI GOTO 16
Z = SV+T*IETlI'-EVl
EW = EH Il
SW = SHI)
14 STlIl = ST(Il+D*Z
RETURN
16 IFlE.EQ.ETll-lll GOTO 20
Z = SW+lSTlIl-SWl/lETlII-EWI*lE-EWl
IFlNT+l.EQ.NTTl GOTO 22
00 18 J = I,NT
JJ = NT+I-J
ETlJJ+l1 = ETIJJl
18 STlJJ+ll = ST(JJl
NT = NT+l
ETUI = E












C*****TRANSFORMATION DER SGNC INS l-SYSTEM******************************
C
933 FORMATI1X.I3.'.GRUPPE',lX,lPE10.3,' EV -',lPE10.3,' EV',lX,'DU = 440
l',E9.2,lX,'RSP = ',lPE11.4J 450
934 FORMATIIII118X, 'DU = lETHARGIFDIFFERENZ'1118X,'RSP = GRUPPENINTEGR 460
1Al UEBERS SPEKTRUM'J 470
935 FORMATI1HO,'AlFA = ',F8.51 480
936 FORMATI1HO,'WINKElSTUETZSTEllEN'1112X,'MOMENT',5X,613X , I 3 1/ 12X, ' I S 490
10TROPIE',3X,613X,I3J/12X,'ANISOTROPIE',1X,613X,I3JI 500










ISMP = MAXOIO,INE-NA+ll*INK+NRI+NEN-ISMI 80
IFIISMP.GT.OI RETURN 90
EX = OBlEI1./INK-1JI 100
El11 = ABNINE+11 110
J = 2 120
00 10 NN = NA.NE 130
N = NA+NE-NN 140
EO = OBlEIEIJ-111 150
AB=ABNINJ 160
A = AMIN1IAB,ABNIN+11/AlFAI 170
4 0 = CBlEIA/ABNIN+lI1 180
o = O**EX 190
6 EP = ED*D 200
EIJI = SNGllEPJ 210
IFIEIJI.GT.AI GOTO 8 220
EO = EP 230
J = J+1 240
GOTO 6 250
8 EIJ-11 = A 260
IFIA.GE.ABJ GOTO 10 270
EO = DBlEIIAB/AI**ll./NRII 280
IFIEO.GE.DI 0 = ED 290
EO = OBlEIAI 300
11 EP = ED*D 310
EIJJ = SNGllEPI 320
IFIEIJI.GT.ABI GOTO 9 330
EO = EP 340
J = J+1 350
GOTO 11 360
9 EI J-ll = AB 370
10 CONT INUE 380








































CATA Al21,B I'BEST ','SGN ','MUEl 'I
C
Al31 = BINT+ll





























































8 EUl = AI4l
SGNlll = A(51
GOTO 5
9 EIll = AI4l
SGNOl = AI5l
GOTO 4
10 K = 2

















40 FORMAT{II' ***EPROR 6.2 : FOR ',A8,' SCATTERING MATRICES CANNOT B
lE CAlCUlATED'/16X'FOR ENERGIES BElOW',lPEI0.3,' EV FOR lACK OF "
2A8,' ON KEDAK' l
42 FORMATllI' ***WARNING 6.1 : THE ',A8,' FOR ',A8,' AT ENERGIES AB

































































2 NWORT 111 = 4
FIll = STOFF
00 4 NE = 1,NEN
F(41 = EAINE 1
CAll NDFlOCIKP,NwORT,F,NADAT,KCl
IFIKP.NE.11 STOP
I P = 1










10 ICOSP = 1P-I-ICOS
RETURN
C
44 FORMATllI' ***ERROR 6.3 : FOR ',A8,' THE SGNC COSINE MESH HAS lES










[ATA F121,F13l I'BEST ','SGNC 'I
C





IFIKP.EQ.l1 GO TO 5
CALL NDFlOCIKP,NWORT,F,NADAT,KCl


































































12 IF(ISEl.GT.O} GO TO 15
WRITE INOUT.52}
WRITE(NOUT.581

























































































6 I F I E (J I • GT • ABN ( I )) GOTO 7
GR ( I I = 1.
GOTO 8
7 G = SQRTIABN(II/E(JII
GRIll = 0.5*<XP*G-XM/GI
GRA = ABSIGR(III
IFIIGRA.lT.l.I.ANO.IGRM.lT.GPAII GRM = GRA
8 CCNTINUE
IFIISOT.EQ.OI GOTO 11
3 00 28 J = 1.ISN
C
C











C*****MOMENTE BEI ANISOTROPIE IM SP-SYSTEM******************************




9 00 10 IP = 1.ICOS


























































NST(6),lEGI61.ARI ICOSI .FUIICOSI ,ABNINEGRI.GR(NEGRI,
FEKO E(NEGR 1, A( I SOI , HI I SO 1,Er I SM I • EW( I SM 1 , VI ISO1 • W(I SO1•




C*****ANZAHl DER SGNC IN DER N-TEN GRUPPE*******************************
NE=NE-l
NTC = 0
00 10 N = 1.NGR
lSTlNI = 0
00 8 M = 1. NE
IF«ABN(N+ll.lE.EA(MII.ANO.IEA(MI.lT.ABN(NII} lSTINI = lST(NI+l
8 CONTINUE
10 NTO = NTO+lST(NI





52 FORMAT(lHO//14X,'VERTEIlUNG DER SGNC'//I
54 FORMAT(lX,I3,'. FEINGRUPPE'.12X.14.' SGNC'I
56 FORMAT(lHO,6X.'INSGESAMT'.12X.I4.' SGNC'I
58 FORMATI5X,'ENERGIEBEREICH lIEGT IM BEREICH ISOTROPER STREUUNG'}
60 FORMAT(//' ***ERROR 6.4 : FOR '.A8.' SCATTERING MATRICES CANNOT B
lE CALCUlATEO'/16X'FOR lACK OF SGNC ON KEDAK'I
62 FORMAT(//' ***MESSAGE 6.1 : WARNING NDF. 2 MAY BE IGNOREO'}
C
C*****ANISOTROPIE-SCHWEllE**********************************************




16 ISO = NN+l
RETURN
IFIN.GT.OI GOTO 2 180
00 1 I = 1,NST 190
1 Fll,I) = 1. 200
RETURN 210
C 220
2 IFIN.GT.l1 GOTO 4 230
00 3 I = 1,NST 240
Fll,I1 = 1. 250
3 FI2,II = xrr i 260
RETURN 270
C 280
4 NM = N-l 290
00 5 I = 1,NST 300
Fll.I) = 1. 310
FI2,I) = XII) 320
00 5 J = l,NM 330



















































00 1 K = 1,NST
HIK) = OFlOAT<NAI*1.D-05







00 2 K = 1,160
00 2 l = 1,6
2 GRALll,K) = O.
oe 3 K = 161,321
A = HIKI*HIK)








































































00 6 I = 1,NST
XIII = OFlOATINA)*1.D-05
All) = SNGlIXII))





C*****SPEICHERN DER ENERGIEDIFF. lEGENDRE-KOEFF. 1l-lJ-TER ORDNUNG******
00 32 I = 1,NUEB




12 11 = 1






00 26 I = II,NM
26 FEKO(J,II = O.








00 29 J = 1,ISN
29 EWIJI = FEKO(J,NUEBI
GOTO 1
30 00 31 J = 1,ISN
00 31 I = 1,NUEB





4 A = OBLE(XMATl
00 S L = 1,6




DO 6 l = 2, S
6 F(ll = F(l-ll*C
P = A-1./A
V = OSQRT«A-11/(A+1Il










































































2 G = 0+2*V
RETURN
3 G = 0*D+3*V*O+3*V*V
RETURN
4 G = O*O*O+4*V*O*O+6*V*V*O+4*V*V*V
RETURN
S G = O**4+S*V*O*O*O+10*V*V*O*O+10*V*V*V*D+S*V**4
RE'TURN
6 G = O**5+6*V*0**4+1S*V*V*O*O*D+20*V*V*V*O*O+lS*V**4*D+6*V**S
RETURN
7 G = D**6+7*V*O**5+21*V*V*O**4+3S*V*V*V*D*O*D+3S*V**4*D*O
1 +21*V**5*O+7*V**6
RETURN
8 G = O**7+8*V*O**6+23*V*V*O**5+S6*V*V*V*O**4+70*V**4*O*D*D
1 +56*V**5*O*O+28*V**6*O+8*V**7
RETURN
9 G = O**8+9*O**7*V+36*O**6*V*V+84*O**S*V*V*V+126*O**4*V**4
1 +126*O*O*O*V**5+84*O*O*V**6+36*O*V**7+9*V**8
RETURN









C*****REOUKTION VON NST AUF NAK ****************************************




CO lS K = 2,NAK
H(K J = HIKKJ
00 14 L = 1,NP
14 GRAl(L,KJ = GRAl{L,KKI
lS KK = KK+K1
o = 2./INAK-lJ
C
C BERECHNUNG VON IX**N-V**Nl/IX-Vl OURCH ENTWICKLUNG NACH POTENZEN






































































8 B = 1.1 (A*A I
C = B*8
00 10 K = 2,NST
X = H(KI
V = -1.
00 9 L = 1,6
















































































2 POLYlJI = B*POL(L,JJ
C
C
C*****SUCHEN DER GRENZINDICES MIT KORREKTURINTERVALLEN******************
ES = 0
1= lA-I
3 I = 1+1










IFlFLOATINO).LT.XIKO) NO = NO+1
NUO = NO-NU
IFllNUO/2*2).NE.NUO) NO = N~-l
DU = GU-XlNUI
00 = GO-XI NO )
IFlABSlDU).LT.1.E-20) DU = 0








18 sr r i = O.
19 ES = ES+EI I)
IFlI.LT.IB) GOTO 3
C
C*****SIMPSON-INTEGRATION FUER UEBERSTREUUNG UND TOTALES MOMENT*********







00 6 J = NU2,N02
6 EIl) = ElI)+D*POLYlJI
GOTO 19
1 00 12 J = NU2,N02,2
JJ = (J-NU2+2)/2
12 AlJJ) = POLYlJI
CALL SUMlJJ,A,SA)
00 15 J = NU1,N01,2
JJ = lJ-NU1+2)/2






































































IFlGRl IJ .GE.l. J
GO = GRI IJ
XIKO = 1.+0.5*INST-l)*IGO+1.)
IKO = XIKO
IFlFLOATlIKOI.LT.XIKO) IKO = IKO+l





3 A = GRALlL,IKOJ
IF(GO.LT.XlIKO)J
B = GRALlL.IKU)
IFlGU.LT.XlIKUJ) B = B+lGU-XlIKU))/D*IGRALIL.IKU)-GRALlL,IKU-1))








C*****BESTIMMUNG DER ZU INTEGRIERENDFN FUNKTION*************************












































































9 XY = EwIISN)
00 10 J = l,ISTT
10 wAIJ+JII = XY
11 CONTINUE
C
C*****MUEL-ANGEPASSTE ENERGIEOIFF. LEGENORE-KOEFF. *********************
00 44 J = 1,ISTT
XY = o.
JP = J+NM*ISTT
IFILISOT.EQ.2J VIJ) = PM*IVIJI-wAIJPI)




14 EL = AMAXlIABNIIM+ll.ALFA*EIJJJ
















18 IFIGU.LT.GOI GOTD 20
P = o.
GOTO 36
20 IFIGO-GU.lT.2.1 GOTO 22
P = O.
IFIL.EQ.21 P = 1.
GOTO 36





24 P = O.75*102-U21
GOTO 36
26 P = 0.5*I03-U31
GOTD 36
28 P = 0.1875*I02*13*D2-21-U2*13*U2-2IJ
GOTO 36














































































8 00 66 N = 1,NP
L = UG(N)
LISOT = L*ISOT
C*****LESEN UND INTERPOLATION DER NORMIERTEN ENERGIEDIFF. "LEGENORE-KOEFF




00 2 J = 1.ISN




C*****INTERPOLATION DER TOTALEN ELASTISCHEN QUERSCHNITTE****************
CALL IPOLINIK,H,F.ISTT,E,W,U)
C




4 00 6 J = 1.ISTT
6 VIJI = COM












































































00 14 J = 2,NM
8 IFIAII+ll-XIJII 9,10,11
9 I = 1+1
GOTO 8
10 YIJI = B( I+ll
GOTD 14








00 6 I = 1, MM







































































56 ELSIGIL,NR,NNJ = VAL
58 CONTINUE
64 CCNTINUE
32 P = 0.03125*ID2*I(D2-lJ*135*02-10J-lJ-U2*IIU2-11*135*U2-101-11J
GOTO 36






00 38 11 = IA,NUEB
38 WAIJ+(II-IJ*ISTTI = O.
WAIJII = IWAIJII+P*VIJIJ*WIJJ
GOTD 44
40 XY = XY+WAIJII
42 WA(JIJ = IWAIJIJ+P*VIJJJ*WIJJ
44 CONTINUE
C







IFIL.EQ.IJ RSPINNJ = GRINNJ
C
C*****AUSSORTIEREN ZUR GEWICHTETEN INTEGRATION**************************
00 64 NR = I,NUEB
NI = INR-IJ*ISTT
JA = 1
00 58 NT = NANF,NENO
NN = NANF+NENO-NT
C NN-TE GRUPPE = AUSSTREUGRUPPE
C (NN+NR-IJ-TE GRUPPE = EINSTREUGRUPPE
AM = ABN(NNI




46 FIJIl = WAIJ+NII
J = ISTT+l






52 ENIIKKJ = AM
T = IFIIKK-2J-FIIKK-lll/(ENIIKK-21-FN(IKK-IJJ
FIIKKJ = FIIKK-IJ+T*IAM-ENIIKK-IJI
:*****SPEKTRUM AUS DER FUNKTION PHI(El BZw. PHIL(L.El ******************
40 IFIL.GT.1.ANO.MZl1l.EQ.11 GOTO 42
00 41 I = 1.IKK
41 GIII = PHIIENIIll
GOTO 7
42 00 43 I = 1.IKK
43 GIII = PHILIL.ENIIll
GOTO 7
C
C*****SPEKTRUM AUS PUNKTWEISER EINGABE**********************************
2 NN = 2
00 6 I = 1, IKK
00 3 N = NN.NS
M = N
IFIMZl11.NE.01 M = M+IL-ll*NS
IF(EINI-ENII)l 3.4.5
3 CONTINUE
4 GII) = S(Ml
NN = N
GOTO 6
5 GII) = S(M-1l+ISIMl-SIM-lll/IEINl-EIN-1Il*IEN(II-E(N-lll




7 IFINTT.GT.11 GOTO 9
IK = IKK-1
00 8 I = 1.IK




9 N = 1
STE = -1
IFIEN(IKKl.LE.ET(2ll STE = ST(2)





10 NN = 1
IK = IKK-1
00 38 I = 1.IK
IFIN.EQ.OI GOTO 17








16 STA = ST(NI+IENIII-ET(Nll*ISTIN-ll-STINll/IETIN-1)-ET(NJI
STE = STIMI+(ENII+1l-ET(Mll*ISTIM-1l-STIMII/(ETIM-1l-ET(Mll



























































18 IFIM.GT.NI GOTO 19
W = FOIENIIl,ENII+ll,STA,STEI
GOTO 36
19 W = FOIENIII,ETINl.STA,ST(Nll+FOIETIM-ll.EN(I+1ljSTE,STIM-111
IF(N.EQ.M-l) GOTO 36
MI" = 1"-2
00 20 J = N,MM
20 W = W+FOIETIJl,ET(J+1l,ST(J+ll,STIJll
GOTD 36
C***** 1. MOMENT
21 IFIM.GT.N) GOTO 22
W = FlIENIIl,ENII+ll,STA,STEl
GOTD 36
22 W = Fl(EN(II,ET(NI,STA,ST(NII+F1IET(M-11,ENII+11,STE,STIM-11l
IF(N.EQ.M-ll GOTO 36
MJoI = M-2
00 23 J = N,MM
23 W = W+F1IETIJl,ETIJ+1l,ST(J+11,STIJll
GOTO 36
C***** 2. MOMENT
24 IFIM.GT.NI GOTO 25
W = F2(EN(Il,ENII+1l,STA,STfl
GOTO 36
25 W = F2IEN(Il,ETIN),STA,ST(Nll+F2(ET(M-11,EN(I+11,STE,STIM-1ll
IFIN.EQ.M-11 GOTO 36
Mt" = M-2
00 26 J = N,MM
26 W = W+F2IETIJI,ETIJ+ll,STIJ+1l,ST(Jll
GOTO 36
C***** 3. MOMENT
27 IF(M.GT.Nl GOTO 28
W = F3IENIII,EN(I+11,STA,STEI
GOTO 36
28 W = F3IEN(Il,ETINI,STA,ST(Nll+F3IET(M-11,EN(I+11,STE,STIM-111
IF(N.EQ.M-ll GOTO 36
MM = 1"-2
00 29 J = N,MM
29 W = W+F3IETIJI,ET(J+11,ST(J+11,STIJll
GOTO 36
C***** 4. MOMENT
30 IFIM.GT.NI GOTO 31
W = F4IEN(II.ENII+ll,STA,STfl
GOTD 36
31 W = F4IENIII.ETINl,STA,STINll+F4IET(M-11,EN(I+11.STE,STIM-111
IF(N.FQ.M-1l GOTO 36
MI" = 1"-2
00 32 J = N,MM
32 W = W+F4IET(Jl,ET(J+ll,STIJ+11,STIJll
GOTO 36
C***** 5. MOMENT
33 IF(M.GT.NI GOTO 34
W = F5(EN(Il,ENII+11,STA,STEI
GOTO 36




























































00 35 J = N,MM
35 W = W+F5(ET(JI,ET(J+11,STIJ+1I,STIJII
36 EN(II = 0.5*W










C L = 0 : GEWICHTSFUNKTION KONSTANT = 1
C L = 1 : GEWICHTSFUNKTION NICHT KONSTANT
C
IF(l.FQ.OI GOTO 8
00 2 J = 2,1'1
2 HIJ-ll = (F(J-11*G(J-ll+F(JI*G(JII*E(J-lJ
GOTO 12
8 00 10 J = 2,1'1
10 H(J-ll = IFIJI+FIJ-111*EIJ-11



























































00 14 NN = IL,IM
STO = O.





14 ELTOT(l,~NI = 5TO
C
C*****NORMIERUNG AUF DEN TOTALEN STREUQUERSCHNITT***********************
22 00 26 L = 1,NP
Da 26 NN=IL,IM
00 24 r = 1,NUEB
NT=I+NN-1
ELSIG(L, I,NN I = ELSIG(L, I,NNI/FL TOT< 1,NNI





15 00 20 NN = IL,IM
STO = O.





20 ELTOT(2,NNI = STO
C
C*****ABSCHNEIOEN (NULLSETZENI VON GROESSEN KLEINER 1.E-6 **************
00 40 L = 1,NP
00 40 NN=IL,IM
00 38 I = I,NUEB
NT=I+NN-l
ELSIG(L,I,NNI = AINT(ELSIG(L,I,NNI*1.E+SI*1.E-5





































































00 3 L = 1. NP
LM = L-1
WRITEINOUT,211 LM,LM,STOFF
IFI IABSI ISEL ).EO.1) WRITE(NOUT,28)
11 = NANF
1 12=I1+MINOI5,NEND-I1J
WRITE(NOUT,24) (1,1 = 11,12)
00 2 I = I,NUEB
I3=MINO(I2,NEND+KIM-I+1)


























WRITEINOUT,24) (1,1 = 11,12)
CO 10 I = 1,2





























































































28 FORMAT(56X.'FUER SGN(EI = 1'/1
27 FORMAT(lHOI131X,'TOTALE ELASTISCHE STREUQUERSCHNITTE SGN UND STREU
lKOSINUS MUEL FUER ',A811)
30 FORMAT(111142X,'M A K R 0 W ICH TUN G '/1
32 FORMATI42X.'AlLE MOMENTE WIE DAS O. MOMENT MIT DEM'I
1 42X,'EINGElESENEN PUNKTSPEKTRUM F(O.EI')
34 FORMAT(42X,'CAS L-T~ MOMENT MIT DEM IL+l1-TEN EINGE-'I
1 42X.'LESENEN PUNKTSPEKTRUM F(L.EI. L = 0.1, ••• ·,12)
36 FORMAT(42X,'ALLE MOMENTE WIE DAS O. MOMENT MIT'I
1 42X,'F(0,E) (STANDARD F(O.EI = l/E)')
38 FORMATI42X.'OAS L-TE MOMENT MIT F(L,E), L = 0,1 ••• ,',12/
1 42X,'ISTANDARD FIL,EI = l/E**(L+lll'l
40 FORMAT(11142X,'M I K R 0 W ICH TUN G IFEINSTRUKTUR) 'I)
42 FORMAT(42X.'ALLE MOMENTE WIE DAS O. MOMENT MIT FSIO,E)=I/SGTIEI'1
1 42X,'SGT(El=TOTALER QUERSCHNITT DER EINGELESENEN MISCHUNG'I
44 FORMATI42X.'DAS L-TE MOMENT MIT FSIL,EI, L = 0,1 ••• ,',12/
1 42X.'(STANDARD FS(L,E)=(I/SGTIEII**IL+11 )'1
2 42X,'SGT(EI=TOTALER QUERSCHNITT DER EINGELESENEN MISCHUNG')
46 FORMAT(42X.'ALLE MOMENTE MIT FSIO.E) = 1'1
1 42X,'IKEINE FEINSTRUKTURWICHTUNG)'I
52 FORMAT(1129X,'ERLAEUTERUNG'/29X.'L-TE ORDNUNG. G-TE GRUPPE. I-TE Z
1EILE: MATRIXELEMENT L-TER ORDNUNG'/29X.'FUER STREUUNG AUS DER G-TE
2N GRUPPE IN DIE (G+I-l1-TE GRUPPE, BEZOGEN'/29X.'AUF DEN TOTALEN E
3LASTISCHEN QUERSCHNITT (TOTALES O.MOMENTI DER'/29X.'G-TEN GRUPPE'I
54 FCR"ATlII29X.' ERLAEUTERUNG'129X. 'G-TE GRUPPE. 1. ZEILE: TOTALER EL
lASTTSCHER QUERSCHNITT DER G-TEN'/29X,'GRUPPE'/29X.'G-TE GRUPPE, 2.



























































9000 FORMATIIHO/IHO/' PROGRAMM KENNZIFFER 7'1
WRITE INOUTP,9001l





CAlL DOPW 18H8EST ,NFESTI211
CAll DOPW 18HCHICR ,NFFSTI311





6 WRITE INOUTP,81 FESTlll

























































































12 FORMATI1HO,A9,' EINFAllSENFRGIF =',E16.8,' VON GRUPPE',I3,' BIS'
1,13 1
WRITEINOUTP,141 I
















9000 FORMATI1HO/1HO/' PROGRAMM KENNZIFFfR 8'1
WRITE INOUTP,90011
9001 FORMATI' PROGRAMM ZUR BERFCHNUNG DES I/V- GRUPPENMITTElWERTES'/l
00 5 I=I,NFF




































































































































































































































9000 FORMAT(lHO/IHOI' PROGRAMM KENNZIFFER 9')
WRITE (NOUT ,90011




















































































































































































































70 FORMAT(' ***ERROR 9.1 : REQUIRED WORKING FIELD',I8,' WOROS'1
IFlL.LT.LMlRETURN
NQ=O























































































































































































































































































IFIFNW.GE.EPW1GOTO 89 1130 2 PTL=XX 60
NW=NW+1 1140 RETURN 70
FMI41=11+1.E-61*FNW l1S0 3 PTL=Q.S*13*IXX**21-1.01 80
GOTO 23 1160 RETURN 90
18 FNW=EPW 1170 4 PTL=O.S*IS*IXX**31-3*XXI 100
IFIKK.EO.7IGOTO 88 1180 RETURN 110
NW1=NW1+1 1190 S PTL=O.12S*13S*IXX**41-30*IXX**21+31 120
RETURN 1200 RETURN 130
89 NW1=LZ-1 1210 6 PTL=O.12S*163*IXX**SI-70*IXX**31+1S*XXJ 140
RETURN 1220 RETURN lS0
END 1230 END 160




















































































































































































































































OMX=ALOGI QM J 26(j
WORK I 28) =AME 270
WORK(29)=OM 280
WORKI301=XM 290





00 11 I=I2,Il 35C 1

















00 4 I=l,ICOS 90
4 SGlI)={SGNCII,NE)-SGNClI,NE-111/A*B+SGNCII.NE-11 100
RETURN 1Hi
5 00 6 I=l,ICOS 120












































70 FORMATI/'_GROUP=',I3,' NUMBER OF FINE INTERVALS=',I5,
I' JIolATERIAL' .2X.A81









































































CALL. ZWIr,jJJIlE.,ABN I I GI, ABN I rc-i i, WORK I NO I,JW2, JWll





























5 ASSIGN 7 TO NNN
GOTO 9


























































DO 15 J=l.NDAT 580
15 WORKIN5+J-ll=W 590









80 FORMATI' ***ERROR 9.2 : MATERIAL ',A8,' IS NOT FOUND' I 690
90 FORMATI' ***ERROR 9.3 MATERIAL ',A8, ' TYP " A8, 700
I' ARE NOT FOUND' I 710
91 FORMATI' ***ERROR 9.4 MATERIAL ',A8,' TYP , ,A8, 720 3






























































































































































































































































































































































































NSP=I WO 115 ,WORK 1
ERR=WORKl271
NlA=IWOl16,WORKI






























































































































































































































































































































70 FORMATII0X.'SCATTERING MATRIX_'.ZI4, 3X,lPE12.4, 'ERROR',
11 PE'lZ.41










































































































70 FORMATlI'. ElASTIC SCATTERING MATRIX SGNC'.ll.· FOR '.A8.
I' GROUP='.I41
















































































































































































































































































































































































































9000 FORMATl1HO/1HO/' PROGRAMM KENNZIFFER 10'1
WRITE INOUT ,9001)
9001 FORMATI' PROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNUNG DER THERMISCHEN QUERSCHNITTE' 11
Nl11=3
CALL DOPW t8HBEST ,FESTI211
CALL DOPW 18HTHERM , A1
CALL DOPW 18HSGF ,BI
CALL DOPW 18HSGA ,Cl
CALL DOPW 18HSGC ,DI
CALL DOPW t8HALPHA ,PI
CALL DOPW 18HETA , F1
CALL DOPW 18HNUE ,GI
CALL DOPW 18HSGG ,Hl
CALL DOPW 18HMUEL ,Z)




IFtIHCl11.EO.IMPt111 GO TC 802
IFIIHC(1).NE.IMPI211 GO TC 822
81j2 LAR=l
00 803 JJ=l,NTY
IFtTYPIJJ1.EQ.CI GO TC 805














































































































































































































IFlTY~IJ:l.EQ.G.OR.TY·Pl:rl.E~ GO TO 31
T=S[*0. 8862269 .D~.T","') EQ.0




















IFlTYPII I.EO.CI GO TO 810
IFITYPlI I.FO.~1 GO TO 812
GO TO 1
SC=SC+T


















































































808 FORMATl1HÜ/' ***WARNING 10. 1 : THE GROUP CROSS SECTION SGC CAN NO
1T BE CALCULATFD FOR ',A6/' BECAUSE THE REACTION TYPES SGF AND SGA












IFlTYPlI).NE.P.AND.TYPIII.NE.FI GO TO 871





876 FORMATl1HO/' ***WARNING 10. 2 : THE GROUP CROSS SECTION FOR ',2A8,









872 CALL NDFLOC lJ,N,FEST,K,Kl
IFlJ 12,2,3
2 WRITE lNOUT,41 TYPlIl,MAT
4 FORMATl1H~/' ***WARNING 10. 3 : THE CROSS SECT10N TYPE ',A9,' IS N






6 WRITE lNOUT,71 TYPlIl,MAT
7 FORMATl1HQ/' ***WARNING 10. 4 : IN THE KEDAK lIBRARY IS NO ENERGY
IPOINT LESS THAN OR EQUAl TO 0.0253'1' AVAIlABlE FOR TH: CROSS SECT









5 IFlTYPll I.EQ.G.OR.TYPl t I.EO~
T=Sll)*0.8862269 ":"oR.T"I?c:n.e&.k'

